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Izvlecˇek
UDK 621.822.6:531.395(043.3)
Tek. sˇtev.: DR III/150
Dinamska karakterizacija kotalnih lezˇajev
Matej Razpotnik
Kljucˇne besede: Kotalni lezˇaji
Dinamski model lezˇaja
Togostna matrika
Glajenje kontaktnih stanj
Neuravnotezˇen rotor
Staticˇno nedolocˇen sistem
Popis prenosa vibracij preko kotalnih lezˇajev predstavlja velik izziv pri nacˇrtovanju
sodobnih rotacijskih naprav. Zaradi kompleksnih kontaktnih pogojev ostaja modeli-
ranje lezˇajev kot del sˇirsˇega sistema pretezˇno na analiticˇnem nivoju. V prvem delu
obravnavamo primernost obstojecˇih modelov lezˇaja s primerjavo karakteristik sila-
pomik. Sledi numericˇna in eksperimentalna raziskava namensko zasnovanega sistema.
Na podlagi natancˇno poznanih dinamskih lastnosti vseh ostalih sestavnih delov lahko
ocenimo dinamski model lezˇaja. V nadaljevanju je predstavljena problematika nu-
mericˇne cˇasovne integracije sistemov s kotalnimi lezˇaji. Z vpeljavo glajenja kontaktnih
stanj je izpeljan dinamski model lezˇaja, ki omogocˇa hitrejˇsi in stabilnejˇsi integracijski
postopek. V zadnjem delu obravnavamo staticˇno nedolocˇen sistem, ki vsebuje ko-
talne lezˇaje. Vecˇ neznank kot poznanih enacˇb narekuje vpeljavo novega numericˇnega
postopka, ki omogocˇa izracˇun fizikalno smiselnega ravnovesja sistema.
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Abstract
UDC 621.822.6:531.395(043.3)
No.: DR III/150
The Dynamic Characterisation of Rolling-Element Bearings
Matej Razpotnik
Key words: Rolling-element bearings
Dynamic bearing model
Stiffness matrix
Smooth contact-state transition
Unbalanced rotor
Statically indeterminate system
The transmission of vibration through rolling-element bearings is a major topic of
interest with respect to the modern rotating machinery. Due to the complex contact
conditions the bearing modelling as part of a wider system primarily remains on the
analytical level. This work discusses in the first part the adequacy of current analytical
bearing models by comparing their load-displacement characteristics. Afterwards the
bottom-up investigation of a system is presented. Based on precisely known dynamic
properties of all integral parts but bearings we asses the dynamic bearing model. The
next part of this work describes the numerical issues that appears when calculating the
time response of a system containing rolling-element bearings. A derivation of smooth
contact-state transition model is presented that ensures faster and stable integration
procedure. In the last part the statically indeterminate system containing rolling-
element bearings is investigated. More unknowns than available equations require a
new numerical approach to calculate a resulting equilibrium of the system.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Every day we encounter vibration. They are placed in our nature to help us perceive
the surroundings, to communicate between each other and to express ourselves. Some
of them, however, have unwanted effect on our health as well as on the environment.
This is especially so for mechanical devices such as engines, electrical motors, gearboxes
and all rotating machinery. A vibration in such devices is caused by induced loads,
imbalances in the rotating parts and contact related phenomena (friction, clearance,
gear-mesh excitation . . . ). Vibrating structure generates a pressure waves, perceived
as noise. Therefore, the studies of vibration and sound are closely related and are often
treated as vibro-acoustic studies. In the automotive industry, these studies are well
known under the name of noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH).
Modern products have to comply with more and more strict vibro-acoustic demands.
The reasons behind are safety and comfort. Already at a product design stage engineers
have to understand a source of vibration and how this vibration is further transferred
to a receiver. Sources of vibration can be in general distinguished between mechanical,
aerodynamic and electrical. A receiver on the other hand is either another structure
or matter to which a source is connected to or a human being. The latter usually
represents the final receiver, who wishes to use a calm and quiet product and live in a
comfortable environment. Sometimes there might even be a wish for a product to exert
a precisely defined acoustic spectrum. These demands are very challenging and require
profound understanding of the underlying physics. A vibration that flows from a source
through a connected structure to a neighbouring component is called a structure-born
vibration. There is, however, also an air-born vibration, which is transferred via air
(or other fluid) to another receiver (structure or our ear). Sound and vibration can
be transferred only through a matter. It does not appear in a vacuum. Additionally,
each matter has its own flexibility and consequently exerts its own dynamics. Finally,
in order to properly predict a dynamic behaviour of an investigated system, dynamic
properties of all integral parts have to be known.
Investigating an arbitrary rotating machinery, a main source of vibration represent a
motor and transmission. There are, however, some other sources of vibration as well
such as rolling bearings, brush contact, etc., which are less significant. Generated vi-
bration is further transferred through shafts and other attached structures to a housing
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that finally radiates noise. The excitation of the motor can be evaluated based on the
motor’s characteristics and validated by measurements. The transmission error as a
root cause for a gear-mesh excitation has been studied for many years and could be
precisely evaluated based on the known geometrical, material and operational data.
Dynamic properties of shafts and housing can be calculated based on the known ge-
ometry and material properties. Another important components are bearings. They
can be of several types (rolling, plain, air, magnetic . . . ); however, the rolling-element
bearings are, due to their versatility, still by far the most dominant in all branches
of industry. The dynamic properties of a rolling-element bearing have been widely
researched, but due to their complex contact, geometrical and tribological conditions
remain an important matter of the ongoing research. A typical vibration transfer path
of an arbitrary rotating machinery is shown in Figure 1.1. It is clear that bearings, as
the only connecting components between rotating and non-rotating parts, represent a
crucial element in predicting a proper vibro-acoustic behaviour of a system.
motor excitation
gear-mesh
excitation
radiated noise
bearing excitation
Figure 1.1: A typical vibration transfer path of rotating machinery from the source to
the receiver (human ear).
Dynamic properties of a rolling-element bearing are known when its mass, stiffness and
damping are determined. The mass can be easily obtained out of known geometry and
material properties. The stiffness and damping properties are much more demand-
ing to derive, since they depend on the relative movement of the inner ring relative
to the outer one. The nonlinear contact characteristic between rolling elements and
both raceways together with a clearance are causing many problems in a bearing stiff-
ness and damping determination. Consequently, stiffness and damping properties are
nonlinearly connected to the bearing’s displacement. This causes further a nonlinear
behaviour of the entire system containing rolling-element bearings. In this dissertation
we focus on the bearing stiffness and its analytical, numerical and experimental de-
termination. The influence of the bearing’s dynamics has been investigated separately
from the system as well as when part of the bigger system.
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1.2 Literature review
Bearing models that prescribe their dynamics were already investigated in the past
and remain a major issue nowadays. A first general theory for elastically constrained
ball and roller bearings was developed by Jones [1] and later on further derived by
Harris [2]. This theory was in fact very general and focused more on static and fatigue
calculation than on vibration transmission through the bearings. Simplified bearing
models were instead introduced by other researchers, where the bearings were modelled
as ideal boundary conditions for the shaft, as presented by Rao [3] and Fleming [4].
Meanwhile, the idea of interpreting the bearings with a simple one- or two-degrees-of-
freedom (DOFs) model with linear springs was introduced byWhile [5] and Gargiulo [6].
Later, more precise bearing models were derived. A major improvement in predict-
ing the vibration transmission through rolling-element bearings was made by Lim and
Singh [7], who derived a model that provides a comprehensive bearing-stiffness matrix.
The model is capable of properly describing the nonlinear relation between the load
and the deflection, taking into account all 6 DOFs and their interplay. The model
of Lim and Singh was the basis for many subsequent investigations. The same au-
thors described the effect of a distributed contact load on a roller bearing’s stiffness
matrix [8]. Similar approach has been presented by de Mul et al. [9, 10]. Later, Roys-
ton and Basdogan [11] introduced a model for predicting the vibration transmission
through self-aligning (spherical) rolling-element bearings. Liew and Lim [12] extended
the model of Lim and Singh to analyse the time-varying rolling-element bearing char-
acteristics that occur due to the pass of the rolling element. A bearing stiffness matrix
formulation for double raw angular contact ball bearings was derived by Gunduz and
Singh [13]. Lee and Choi [14] presented an analysis approach where they investigated
the speed-dependent ball bearing stiffness in a flexible rotor with a nonlinear bear-
ing characteristic based on Jones’ model. Sheng et al. [15] studied and derived the
bearing speed-varying stiffness model. With the development of the finite-element-
method (FEM) models, new techniques for calculating the proper bearing dynamics
have appeared. Guo and Parker [16] proposed a stiffness matrix calculation for a
rolling-element bearing using a finite-element/contact-mechanics model. The authors
precisely modelled each integral part of the bearing and implemented a special contact
model derived by Vijayakar [17] between the rolling elements and both raceways.
Some researchers focused on specific rolling-element bearing type. Especially inter-
esting is tapered roller bearing (TRB) due to its additional contact between tapered
roller and side rib of the inner ring. Andre´ason [18] presented a load-distribution in
a TRB arrangement considering misalignments, where the friction forces and the cage
forces were not considered. Tong and Hong [19–21] studied the effect of roller profile
and combined load on the stiffness of a TRB. Xia et al. [22] investigated the effect of
crown on the dynamics of a TRB. Liu [23] presented an analytical study of the load
distribution in TRB operating at high speed and under combined loading. Cretu et
al. [24] introduced a vector method to solve the quasi-dynamic equilibrium in a TRB
under fully flooded conditions. Deng et al. [25] presented a study that aims to analyze
the roller dynamic characteristics and cage whirling of a TRB considering roller tilt and
skew which provide a theoretical basis for the design and application of TRBs. Hernot
et al. [26] derived calculation of the stiffness matrix of the angular-contact ball bearings
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where the summation of ball-race loads is replaced by an integration. Kang et al. [27]
presented stiffness determination of angular-contact ball bearings by using neural net-
work. Noel et al. [28] studied a complete analytical expression of the stiffness matrix
of angular-contact ball bearings, where dynamic effect of balls is considered. Zhang et
al. [29, 30] presented a general model for preload calculation and stiffness analysis for
combined angular contact ball bearings. Recently, Zhang et al. [31] presented a general
model for preload calculation and stiffness analysis for combined angular contact ball
bearings. Ye et al. [32] presented the effects of tilted misalignment on loading char-
acteristics of cylindrical roller bearings. Qian [33] investigated dynamic simulation of
cylindrical roller bearing where multi-body simulation (MBS) modelling approach is
utilized, whereas Tong and Hong [34] studied the stiffness of cylindrical roller bearings
under combined radial and moment loads. Claesson [35] presented various possible
FEM-based modelling techniques for roller bearings.
Many authors have studied the bearing dynamics by analysing a rotor-bearing-housing
assembly. Lim and Singh investigated a geared-rotor system [36–38] and performed a
statistical energy analysis [39]. Bai et al. [40] went a step further and analysed the
acoustic response. They evaluated the radiation noise of the bearing applied to the
ceramic motorized spindle based on the sub-source decomposition method. The acous-
tic response was evaluated also by Guo et al. [41] where an approach of predicting the
noise radiation from gearboxes was presented. Parker et al. [42] studied the vibration
propagation of gear dynamics in a gear-bearing-housing system using mathematical
modelling and FEM, where the results are correlated with experiment. Wensing et
al. [43, 44] performed a comprehensive study on the dynamics of ball bearings where
also lubrication effects were modelled. Akerblom [45] investigated the influence of a
bearing preload and transmission error on a gearbox noise. Zhang et al. [46] studied
the stability of a rotor–bearing system with time-varying bearing stiffness due to fi-
nite number of balls and unbalanced force. Cˇermelj and Boltezˇar [47–49] presented an
indirect approach to investigate the dynamics of a structure with ball bearings. The
dynamic behaviour of a system containing bearings where the time response was calcu-
lated was presented by Xu and Li [50,51] for a planar MBS with multiple deep groove
ball bearing joints. Cakmak and Sanliturk [52] presented a rotor-ball bearing system
modelled with commercially available MBS program. Fritz [53] investigated modelling
of rolling-element bearings as a generic element in MBS. Fonseca et al. [54] studied the
influence of unbalance levels on nonlinear dynamics of a rotor-backup rolling bearing
system. Wang et.al. [55] conducted dynamic modelling of moment wheel assemblies
with nonlinear rolling-element bearing supports. They performed dynamic tests to
verify the nonlinear dynamic model. Ishida et al. [56] investigated the oscillations in
a flexible rotor system supported by ball bearings where one bearing exhibits a radial
clearance between the outer ring and the casing. The authors performed experiments
and numerical simulations. The mathematical model considered the collisions between
the bearing’s outer ring and the casing. The effect of bearing preload on the modal
characteristics of a shaft-bearing assembly was investigated by Gunduz et al. [57–59].
Similarly, the effect of the axial preload of the ball bearings on the nonlinear dynamic
characteristics of a rotor-bearing system was investigated by Bai et al. [60]. It was
shown that the bifurcation margins of an unbalanced rotor-bearing system enhance
markedly when the axial preload increases and relates to the system’s resonance speed.
Xiao et al. [61] studied vibration transmission and energy dissipation through gear-
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shaft-bearing-housing system subjected to the impulse force on gear. Thoma [62] stud-
ied the load transfer in the gear-bearing-shaft system where the bearings were modelled
using the ISO/TS 16281 standard [63]. Many other studies investigated rotor-bearing-
housing assembly. A comprehensive review of mechanical model development of a
rolling-element bearing-rotor studies was recently presented by Cao et al. [64].
Rolling-element bearings and their inherent clearance represent another specific area
where different investigations have been made. Bai et al. [65] studied the dynamic
properties of a rotor system supported by ball bearings under the effects of both internal
clearance and bearing running surface waviness. Bai et al. [66] also investigated the
unstable ranges for different internal clearance values of a ball bearing rotor system.
Tomovic´ et al. [67, 68] studied vibration response of a rigid rotor where the internal
radial clearance and number of rolling elements in contact were investigated.
Predicting the response of a system with rolling-element bearings often encounters
numerical difficulties when a time integration is performed. The problem originates
in a sudden contact-state transition, which is governed by the bearing clearance and
the nonlinear deformation- force- and stiffness-displacement characteristics. Several
attempts have been made to increase the stability of the calculation. Fleming and
Poplawski [69] showed that a moderate amount of damping eliminated the bistable
region in their response, but this damping is not inherent in the ball bearings and
introduces additional artificial forces. Another approach was presented by Xia et al. [70]
for the rotor-bearing system with journal bearings. They presented two calculation
methods (the Ritz model and a one-dimensional FEM) to overcome the numerical
shortcomings of the extremely time-consuming Reynolds equations.
The experimental approach to obtaining the bearing stiffness and damping has been
to a large extent limited to the translational coefficients. An experimental modal anal-
ysis to estimate the modal parameters of a shaft-bearing system using a single-DOF
system was performed by Kraus [71], with the experiment being performed in the
axial and transverse directions. The transmission of vibrations through self-aligning,
(spherical) rolling-element bearings was studied by Basdogan [11], where some of the
terms from the stiffness matrix were validated experimentally. Lim and Singh [37] per-
formed experimental testing on the system, while Spiewak and Nickel [72] presented
experimental results of a machine tool spindle. The authors loaded the bearings axi-
ally, with three different preloads, but did not observe a relation between the bearing
preloads and the vibration amplitudes. Lin [73] studied experimental analysis of dy-
namic force transmissibility through bearings. Knaapen [74] showed an experimental
approach where all possible bearing stiffness matrix terms are determined. Lees et
al. [75] presented an approach where bearing stiffness is controlled by a set of shape
memory alloy wires. The bearing-stiffness changes due to the high rotational speed
were studied and measured by Lee and Choi [14]. Tiwari et al. [76–78] presented the
identification of speed-dependent bearing parameters by using unbalanced response
measurements. Backhaus [79] showed a measuring strategy to obtain stiffness and
damping from the transfer functions, where the bearing was estimated by simplified
four-pole parameter. Hu et al. [80] presented an experimental study on the rotational
accuracy of variable preload spindle-bearing system. Recently, experimental results of
the influence of the lubricant film on the bearing stiffness and damping characteris-
tics were reported by Jacobs et al. [81, 82]. Experimental investigation of damping in
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rolling-element bearings was studied by Mitsuya et al. [83] and Zeillinger et al. [84].
The researchers pointed out some trends with regard to the bearing speed and load.
However, they agree that there is no adequate general theory on damping available to
comprehensively describe the damping mechanism in rolling-element bearings.
1.3 Scientific hypotheses
This dissertation strives to contribute to the field of bearing modelling and its experi-
mental validation. A comprehensive review of the state of the art literature in the field
of rolling-element bearing modelling and testing has to be done at first. The focus of
this work is in vibration transmission through bearings, where analytical, numerical
and experimental approaches are of interest. The scientific hypotheses of the work are:
1. The dynamic properties of rolling-element bearings have to be measured. There-
fore, a dedicated test device has to be built. It is expected to use a bottom-up
approach, i.e., to measure a dynamic properties of every single part and grad-
ually joining them together. The model has to be validated after each step of
the model setup, without model updating. The goal is to have a reliable nu-
merical models of all integral parts. The entire test device should allow free-free
boundary conditions. A ball bearings and tapered roller bearings (TRB) should
fit to the test device. Dynamic properties are expected to be obtained from
the frequency-response functions (FRFs) at different preloads applied to the sys-
tem. The non-rotating as well as rotating version of the test device has to be
investigated.
2. Upgrade of the current analytical dynamic bearing model is expected in sense of
smoothing the contact-state transition. A sudden contact-state transition from
open to close (and opposite) appears in a time response calculation of a system
containing rolling-element bearings operating under non-zero radial clearance.
Smoothing a contact-state transition is expected to make a calculation procedure
faster and more stable.
3. Statically indeterminate systems supported by rolling-element bearings are diffi-
cult to calculate. The reason lies in more unknowns than available equations. It
is expected to introduce a numerical approach to calculate a resulting equilibrium
of the system.
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2 Bearing stiffness model
2.1 Analytical bearing model
The analytical bearing model described in this chapter is summarized from authors
Lim and Singh [7, 8]. They presented a comprehensive bearing stiffness matrix of
dimension six, which properly describes a coupling between the shaft bending motion
and the flexural motion on the casing plate. The theory is applicable to all single-row
rolling-element bearings. In derivation procedure it is distinguished between bearings
with point (eliptical) contact and line (rectangular) contact. The former applies to ball
bearings and the latter to the roller ones.
2.1.1 Assumptions
It is expected that bearing stiffness matrix Kb can be given in terms of some assump-
tions. These assumptions should be always considered when dealing with results based
on this theory. The assumptions are:
– Ball bearings have elliptical contacts and roller types have rectangular contacts be-
tween the inner race, rolling elements and outer race when loaded.
– The loaded contact angles of the ball types may change, whereas in the roller type
remains relatively constant [2, 85].
– Each bearing is characterized by its kinematic and design parameters, such as:
– the unloaded contact angle,
– the radial clearance,
– the rolling-element load-deflection stiffness constant (Hertzian contact),
– angular misalignment,
– preloads,
– radius of inner raceway groove curvature center for ball type and bearing pitch
radius for roller type.
– The mean bearing displacements, as shown in Figure 2.1, are given by the relative
rigid body motions between the inner and outer rings. The total bearing displace-
ment vector is given as qb = qbm + qba(t), where qba(t) is the fluctuation about the
mean point qbm during the steady state rotation. Accordingly, one must consider
time varying bearing stiffness coefficient. However, in our analysis, such time varying
bearing stiffness coefficients are neglected by assuming very small vibratory motions,
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i.e., qba << qbm, and high bearing preloads. Consequently, only the mean bearing
loads and displacements are included in the derivation of Kb. Since qb ≈ qbm the
notation qb is used in this dissertation for the brevity purposes.
– The basic load-deflection relation for each elastic rolling element is defined by the
Hertzian contact stress theory [85, 86], and the load experienced by each rolling
element is described by its relative location in the bearing raceway.
– The angular position of each rolling element relative to one another is always main-
tained due to the rigid cages.
– Secondary effects such as centrifugal forces and gyroscopic moments on the bearing
are ignored as these effects only evolve at extremely high rotational speeds.
– Tribological issues are beyond the scope of this study and hence in our analysis the
bearings are assumed to be unlubricated.
– It is obvious that rotation in z-direction will have zero stiffness to allow rotation
between inner and outer ring of bearing, as clearly seen in Figure 2.1 . Consequently,
the resulting stiffness matrix will contain 5× 5 effective elements.
y
My
Fy
z Mz = 0
Fz
x
Fx
Mx
ψj
βz δz
βx
δx
βy
δy
Figure 2.1: A rolling-element bearing kinematics and coordinate system.
2.1.2 Bearing load-displacement relations
In this chapter the connection between relative movement of a bearing inner ring with
respect to the outer one will be mathematically formulated. Figure 2.1 shows a global
kinematics which can be described by the bearing load vector fb and the corresponding
bearing displacement vector qb. They have the following form:
fb = {Fx, Fy, Fz,Mx,My}T, (2.1)
and
qb = {δx, δy, δz, βx, βy}T, (2.2)
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where F is force,M moment, δ displacement and β rotation. The Cartesian coordinate
system is used, whereas x- and y-axis represent radial and z axial direction as shown
in Figure 2.1. It is important to note that the position of x-axis is located as such that
it intersects a centre of one rolling element.
Vectors fb and qb are a global representation of the bearing kinematics. They are
connected via bearing stiffness matrix as:
fb = Kb qb. (2.3)
In order to express that connection, a local effects from contacts between raceways and
rolling-elements have to be considered. First, we have to define a local displacement of
every single rolling element as a function of the global displacement vector qb. For the
jth rolling element, located at the angle ψj from the x-axis is the displacement equal to
δ(ψj), abbreviated as δj. The geometric background is shown in Figure 2.2, where G is
the bearing outer ring geometrical centre. Further derivation narrates decomposition
δj
δrj
δnj
j
ψj
y
βxrj
βyrj
δy
δx
δz
βy
βx
G
x
z
Figure 2.2: Decomposition of δj to the radial δrj and normal (axial) δnj component
with respect to the bearing displacement vector qb.
of δj to the radial δrj and normal (axial) δnj component, which are equal to:
δrj = δx cosψj + δy sinψj − rc (2.4)
and
δnj = δz + rj(βx sinψj − βy cosψj). (2.5)
The parameter rj represents the radial distance of the inner-raceway groove curvature
centre for the ball type or the pitch bearing radius for the roller type. The parameter
rc represents a radial clearance of a bearing.
9
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2.1.2.1 Ball bearings
Knowing a radial and axial deformation of the jth ball we can define a contact angle
αj with the help of Figure 2.3 as:
tanαj =
δ∗nj
δ∗rj
, where: δ∗nj = A0 sinα0 + δnj and δ
∗
rj
= A0 cosα0 + δrj . (2.6)
Here, A0 represents the distance between the inner- and outer-raceway groove curvature
centres of the unloaded ball bearing and α0 the corresponding contact angle. Terms
δ∗rj and δ
∗
nj
are rolling element distances in the radial and normal (axial) directions
from the outer to inner raceway groove curvature centres. The sign convention is such
z
r j
A
0
A
j
αj
A
0
α0 = 0
αj
A
0
co
s
α
0
δ r
j
δnj
A
j
Figure 2.3: Elastic deformation of the jth ball.
that αj is positive when measured from the bearing xy-plane towards the axial z-axis
as shown in Figure 2.3 and negative otherwise. Further, we define the loaded distance
between the inner and outer raceway groove curvature centres:
Aj =
√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2 (2.7)
Considering the kinematics as seen in Figure 2.3 we can define the elastic deformation
of the jth ball as:
δBj =
{
Aj − A0, Aj − A0 > 0
0, Aj − A0 ≤ 0 . (2.8)
Note that in Eq. (2.8) Aj−A0 ≤ 0 implies that jth ball is unloaded and therefore stress
free. By using a Hertzian contact stress principle [85] the load-deflection relationship
for a single ball obtains the form:
Qj = Kn δ
n
Bj
, (2.9)
where Qj is the resultant normal load on the jth ball and Kn the effective stiffness
constant for the contact between ball and both raceways. The latter is a function of
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the bearing geometry and material properties [87]. The exponent n is equal to 3/2 for
ball bearings.
The bearing stiffness matrixKb is a global representation of the bearing kinematics and
elastic characteristics as it combines the effects of all rolling elements in a bearing. At
this point we can relate the bearing load vector fb with the bearing displacement vector
qb. The latter is assembled together through vectorial sums of all rolling elements for
each DOF. We can write:
fb =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Fx
Fy
Fz
Mx
My
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑z
j=1 Qj cosαj cosψj∑z
j=1 Qj cosαj sinψj∑z
j=1 Qj sinαj∑z
j=1 rj Qj sinαj sinψj
−∑zj=1 rj Qj sinαj cosψj
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ , (2.10)
where z is the number of all rolling elements in a bearing. From Figure 2.3 it follows:
cosαj =
δ∗rj
Aj
and sinαj =
δ∗nj
Aj
. (2.11)
Considering Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.11), the fb from Eq. (2.10) can be rewritten in the
form:
fb =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Kn
z∑
j=1
(√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2 − A0
)n δ∗rj√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2
cosψj
Kn
z∑
j=1
(√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2 − A0
)n δ∗rj√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2
sinψj
Kn
z∑
j=1
(√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2 − A0
)n δ∗nj√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2
Kn
z∑
j=1
rj
(√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2 − A0
)n δ∗nj√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2
sinψj
−Kn
z∑
j=1
rj
(√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2 − A0
)n δ∗nj√
(δ∗rj)
2 + (δ∗nj)
2
cosψj
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (2.12)
Eq. (2.12) represents the explicit expression of the fb as a function of qb. As such,
the load-displacement relation for the ball bearings has been derived. It is not rare to
replace the summation in Eq. (2.12) by the integration along the angle ψj. By that
the explicit dependency on the angle ψj is removed. However, in order to avoid the
approximation error, the original, i.e., the summation form will be retained.
Figure 2.4 depicts the local load on every single ball in an arbitrary ball bearing.
Inner ring is loaded axially and radially, whereas the outer ring is fixed and shown
transparent. Resulting forces acting on the balls in contact with the outer ring are
shown. The model assumes the contact forces between balls and inner ring to be of the
same amplitude but opposite orientation. It can be seen how applied axial and radial
loads cause the contact angle of every jth ball to change accordingly to its location.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: A ball bearing, subjected to axial and radial load, and its resulting local
load distribution; (a) 3D view, (b) xy-plane, (c) yz-plane.
2.1.2.2 Roller bearings
In contrast to the ball type, roller bearings are assumed to have a constant contact
angle αj = α0 [85]. However, due to the line (rectangular) contact type is the load on
the jth roller distributed along its line of action. Figure 2.5 represents the basis for
understanding the elastic deformation of the jth roller. The axis of the roller is called
the σ-axis and it has the origin exactly at the half of the roller’s length, i.e., at the
geometrical centre of the roller. The total elastic deformation at the origin cr for the
jth roller is:
v(ψj) = δrj cosα0 + δnj sinα0. (2.13)
When the inner ring is angularly misaligned (βx ̸= 0 and/or βy ̸= 0) it causes the
rotation of the jth roller. This rotation is contributing to the extra roller-raceway
deformation, which varies along the roller length as:
∆v(ψj, ζ) = σ (−βx sinψj + βy cosψj) = ζ Lw(ψj), (2.14)
where:
ζ =
σ
L
(2.15)
and
w(ψj) = −βx sinψj + βy cosψj (2.16)
It can be seen that Eq. (2.14) is defined as a function of another parameter ζ, which
represents a dimensionless local coordinate. The parameter L is the effective roller
length. Note, that σ varies from −L/2 to L/2 and ζ accordingly from −0.5 to 0.5. The
elastic deformation of the jth roller is therefore characterized by its azimuth angle ψj
and also by the parameter ζ. This can be written as:
δRj =
{
v(ψj) + ∆v(ψj, ζ), v(ψj) + ∆v(ψj, ζ) > 0, −0.5 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.5
0, v(ψj) + ∆v(ψj, ζ) ≤ 0, . (2.17)
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α0
r j
z
σ
v(ψj)
βy ∆v(ψj, ζ)
r j
ej
δ r
j
δnj
z′
c
cr
Figure 2.5: Elastic deformation of the jth roller.
The elastic deformation along the roller length usually varies due to different deflections
at each contact location along the σ-axis as shown in Figure 2.5. An incremental normal
load at dimensionless coordinate ζ on the elemental length dζ can be expressed based
on the Hertzian contact theory [85] in the following form:
dQj = Kn δ
n
Rj
dζ, (2.18)
where Kn represents the effective stiffness constant for the contact between roller and
both raceways. The constant Kn is a function of the bearing geometry and material
properties [87]. The exponent n is equal to 10/9 for roller bearings. The sum of
incremental loads over the dimensionless parameter ζ, i.e., over the roller length can
be obtained by integrating Eq (2.18) as:
Qj =
∫ ζ2
ζ1
dQj = Kn
∫ ζ2
ζ1
δnRj dζ. (2.19)
We obtain Qj which represents the resultant normal load applied on the jth roller.
Eq. (2.19) is non-zero only if the roller is either fully or partially loaded, which implies
that δRj > 0 for a subset of −0.5 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.5. This subset is bounded by the follow-
ing limits of integration (ζ1, ζ2), which are defined by the bearing’s global rotations.
Therefore the Eq. (2.15) serves us as a criterion of how each roller is loaded due to the
global angular misalignment. Consequently the integral limits ζ1 and ζ2 are defined as:
ζ1 =
⎧⎨⎩ max
[
− v(ψj)
Lw(ψj)
, − 0.5
]
, Lw(ψj) > 0
−0.5, Lw(ψj) ≤ 0
(2.20)
and
ζ2 =
⎧⎨⎩
0.5, Lw(ψj) ≥ 0
min
[
− v(ψj)
Lw(ψj)
, 0.5
]
, Lw(ψj) < 0
. (2.21)
By knowing integral limits the resultant normal load, given in Eq. (2.19) can be directly
calculated. It is important to note that due to the distributed contact load along the
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roller line of action the resulting normal load Qj does not necessarily act at the roller
centre cr, but may be moved along the σ-axis. Its exact location is defined by the
eccentricity ej as seen in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The eccentricity value represents the
weighted average of the load contributions along the roller line of action. For the jth
roller it is calculated as:
ej =
L
∫ ζ2
ζ1
ζ δnRj dζ∫ ζ2
ζ1
δnRj dζ
. (2.22)
The global bearing load vector fb can be finally expressed as a function of global
displacement vector qb by summing the contributions of resulting loads Qj from all
rollers in appropriate direction:
fb =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Fx
Fy
Fz
Mx
My
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑z
j=1Qj cosαj cosψj∑z
j=1Qj cosαj sin ψj∑z
j=1Qj sinαj∑z
j=1Qj(rj sinαj − ej) sinψj
−∑zj=1Qj(rj sinαj − ej) cosψj
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ . (2.23)
Figure 2.6 shows an arbitrary tapered roller bearing whose inner ring is loaded with
axial and moment load. The outer ring is transparent so contact forces between rollers
and outer ring can be plotted. The local load distribution along the roller line of action
(red arrows) is shown. Additionally the corresponding resulting load on each roller is
presented (purple arrows). From the detailed view the eccentricity of the resulting
normal load can be observed. Keep in mind that the theory considers the σ-axis as
the roller line of action along which the load distribution is calculated (see Figure 2.5).
Analogously to the ball bearing type it is assumed that the contact forces between
rollers and inner ring are of the same amplitude but opposite orientation.
ej
Figure 2.6: A roller bearing, subjected to axial and moment load, its load distribution
along the line of action and its resulting local load.
It is important to note that load distribution along the line of action is linear and thus
simplified. The load profile is used to calculate the resulting loads (purple arrows) out
of which the stiffness of a roller bearing is further defined.
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2.1.3 Bearing stiffness matrix
In Chapter 2.1.2 the load-displacement relation has been derived for a ball and roller
bearing type. The bearing global load vector fb has been expressed as a function of
the bearing global displacement vector qb for both bearing types. Now, the bearing
stiffness matrix can be calculated as:
Kb =
∂ fb
∂ qb
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
kxx kxy kxz kxβx kxβy
kyy kyz kyβx kyβy
kzz kzβx kzβy
symmetric kβxβx kβxβy
kβyβy
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (2.24)
The bearing stiffness matrix Kb is symmetric and in general of dimension 6 × 6. The
nature of a bearing allows its free rotation around the z-axis, thus all stiffness terms
connected with βz are equal to zero, what results in a rank(Kb) = 5. The terms of Kb
can be analytically expressed out of Eq. (2.24) for ball and roller type. The term kxx
is for the ball bearings equal to:
kxx = Kn
z∑
j=1
(Aj − A0)n cos2 ψj
(
nAj (δ
∗
rj
)2
Aj − A0 + A
2
j − (δ∗rj)2
)
A3j
(2.25)
and for the roller bearings:
kxx = nKn cos
2 α0
z∑
j=1
I0 cos
2 ψj, (2.26)
where
Ip = T (p, ζ2)− T (p, ζ1), p = 0, 1, 2 (2.27)
and
T (p, ζ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(v + ζLw))n
nLw
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
(ζL)p − p(ζL)
p−1(v + ζLw)
(n+ 1)w
+
p(p− 1)(v + ζLw)2
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)w2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , w ̸= 0
(ζL)p+1vn−1
L(p+ 1)
, w = 0
(2.28)
It is important to note that in Eq. (2.26) only I0 is utilized; however, the Ip for p ̸= 0
is needed for the other stiffness terms kij as listed in appendix A. Furthermore in
Eq. (2.28) the explicit dependency of ψj has been omitted for the sake of brevity, i.e.,
v(ψj) = v and w(ψj) = w.
All other terms of the ball and roller bearing stiffness matrix are given in appendix A.1
and A.2, respectively.
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2.1.4 Numerical estimation of Kb
The procedure of numerical estimation of Kb depends on the initial data known before-
hand. One might know either how the bearing inner ring is displaced, i.e., qb represents
initial data, or on the other hand how the bearing is loaded, i.e., fb is initial data. Based
on that the terms of Kb can be calculated by one of the two methods:
1. When qb is known, the terms of Kb can be directly calculated by derived expres-
sions for kij given in A.1 and A.2 for ball and roller type, respectively.
2. When fb is known, a numerical approach used to solve the system of nonlinear
equations has to be utilized. The system of equations is given by Eq. (2.12) for
ball and Eq. (2.23) for roller type. As a result we obtain qb and the Kb can be
evaluated directly by the method one.
The first method is computationally direct and needs no discussion, whereas the second
method deals with a system of five nonlinear equations for each bearing. The systems
of nonlinear equations can be solved iteratively and as such require initial guess, which
represents approximate location of the solution vector being sought. In case of a
problem whose dimension does not exceed three it is possible to determine the adequacy
of the initial guess from a graph. Figure 2.7 depicts a 2D problem where zero lines
for both functions are plotted as well as resulting roots of the system. With such a
graphical representation it is quite straightforward to solve the system and to judge
the acceptability of the initial guess and a final solution. However, when dealing with a
system with more DOFs, the search of an adequate initial vector becomes a demanding
task and the numerical results have to be interpreted with caution.
x
y
g pos
g neg
g pos
g neg
g pos
two roots here
no root here!
f pos
f pos
f pos
f neg
g =
0
g
=
0
g
=
0
f = 0
f = 0
Figure 2.7: Graphical presentation of a root finding for a 2D problem [88].
There are many methods for solving the system of nonlinear equations. In this work
we have used two, i.e., the Newton’s method [88] and the Energy method [89]. The
former represents the classical numerical approach with good convergence, whereas the
latter uses the potential energy of the system and seeks for its minimum.
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2.1.4.1 Newton’s method
When solving a system of nonlinear equations a typical problem gives N functional
relations to be zeroed [88]:
Fi(x1,x2, . . . xN) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . N. (2.29)
We let x denote the entire vector of values xi and F designate the entire vector of
functions Fi. In the neighbourhood of x, each of the functions Fi can be expanded in
Taylor series as:
Fi(x+ δx) = Fi(x) +
N∑
j=1
∂ Fi
∂ xj
δxj +O(δx
2). (2.30)
The term of partial derivatives in Eq. (2.30) is the Jacobian matrix JF(x), which
consists of elements Jij =
∂Fi
∂xj
. In matrix notation Eq. (2.30) obtains the form:
F(x+ δx) = F(x) + JF(x) · δx+O(δx2). (2.31)
We can neglect terms of order δx2 and higher. By setting F(x + δx) = 0, we obtain
a set of linear equations for the corrections δx that move each function closer to zero
simultaneously:
JF(x) · δx = −F(x). (2.32)
Matrix Eq. (2.32) represents a system of linear equations, which can be easily solved.
The corrections are then added to the solution vector at each iteration r as:
x(r+1) = x(r) + δx(r), r = 0, 1, . . . (2.33)
and the process is iterated till the convergence is reached:
||x(r+1) − x(r)|| < ε. (2.34)
The error ε is a user defined value and is in general a small number, e.g. 10−9 or
smaller. The Newton’s method has a quadratic convergence in the neighbourhood of a
root and is thus very efficient. However, the main problem is to ensure a good initial
guess. One might consider using a Kantorovich theorem [90], which can, based on some
assumptions, ensure a convergence of the Newton’s method.
Applying the Newton’s method to the bearing stiffness matrix calculation as described
in Sec. 2.1.4, we have to solve:
F(x) = fb0 − fb = 0, (2.35)
where
fb0 = {Fx0, Fy0, Fz0,Mx0,My0}T (2.36)
is a known bearing load vector. In order to start the iteration, the initial guess for the
bearing displacement vector has to be given:
qb0 = {δx0, δy0, δz0, βx0, βy0}T. (2.37)
The result of the Newton’s method is calculated qb which corresponds to the applied
bearing load vector fb0. Finally, qb is used to directly calculate the Kb by method one
as described in Sec. 2.1.4. The flowchart of the Newton’s method used to numerically
determine the bearing stiffness matrix is shown in Figure 2.8.
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fb0
F(x) = fb0 − fb
qb0
x(r) = qb0
Solve: JF(x
(r)) · δx(r) = −F(x(r)) = 0
x(r+1) = x(r) + δx(r)
||x(r+1) − x(r)|| < ε x(r) = x(r+1)
Stop – the calculation has converged: qb = x
(r+1)
Calculate Kb(qb)
no
yes
Figure 2.8: Flowchart of the Newton’s method used to numerically determine the
bearing stiffness matrix.
2.1.4.2 Energy method
The energy method discussed here is based on the minimum total potential energy
principle [91]. The method is widely used in different branches of physics. The total
potential energy of structural mechanics problems can be expressed as:
Π = U + V, (2.38)
where U is the elastic strain energy stored in the deformed body and V the potential
energy associated to the applied loads. The elastic strain energy is defined as:
U =
1
2
∫
Vc
ϵTσ dVc, (2.39)
where ϵ and σ are strain and stress tensors and Vc the entire compressed volume. The
potential energy of externally applied loads (forces and moments) is equal to the work
produced by these loads (assuming conservative system). We can write:
V =
∫
C
F dx. (2.40)
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Here, F is a vector of applied loads, x the displacement vector and C the trajectory
along the path. Finally, the goal is to search for the minimum of the total potential
energy given in Eq. (2.38). When found, the desired parameters of the system at that
minimum can be extracted.
Although well known approach, it has been introduced to the rolling-element bearing
stiffness calculation just recently [89]. It represents the alternative technique to the
classical Newton’s method for solving the system of nonlinear equations. It is impor-
tant to note that it is almost impossible to calculate the elastic strain energy of a
bearing by applying the Eq. (2.39), since it is very difficult to determine the stress and
strain components accurately in the whole compressed volume. However, the elastic
strain energy can be determined by calculating the work, which appears due to the
local contact deflection in a loaded bearing. On the other side, the potential energy
associated to the applied loads can be calculated directly by Eq. (2.40).
First, the energy method will be derived for the ball bearing type and then for the roller
one. For the ball type, the normal load of the jth ball Qj is calculated by Eq. (2.9).
The incremental work produced along the direction of deformation can be described
as:
dWj = Qj dδj (2.41)
and the total work for the jth ball can be obtained by integrating the Eq. (2.41):
Wj =
∫
dWj =
∫ δBj
0
Kn δ
n
Bj
dδj =
Kn δ
n+1
Bj
n+ 1
, (2.42)
where δBj is the elastic deformation of the jth ball and can be calculated as given in
Eq. (2.8). The total strain energy for the ball bearing can be obtained by adding the
contribution of Wj for each ball in a bearing:
UB =
z∑
j=1
Wj =
z∑
j=1
Kn δ
n+1
Bj
n+ 1
. (2.43)
The potential energy of externally applied loads to a ball bearing can be calculated
directly from Eq. (2.40) as:
VB = −(Fx δx + Fy δy + Fz δz +Mx βx +My δy). (2.44)
The total potential energy of the ball bearing is therefore equal to:
ΠB = UB + VB (2.45)
The Eq. (2.45) yields the total potential energy described as a function of the global
displacements of the bearing inner ring relative to the outer one.
Similarly as for the ball bearings we can define the total potential energy also for the
roller type. Knowing the deformation of the jth roller, which is defined as a function of
dimensionless parameter ζ as given in Eq. (2.17), the incremental normal load dQj is
calculated as defined in Eq. (2.18). The incremental work produced along the direction
of deformation is defined as:
dWj = dQj dδj (2.46)
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and the total work for the jth roller can be obtained by integrating the Eq. (2.46) with
respect to δj and ζ as given:
Wj =
∫
dWj =
∫ ζ2
ζ1
(∫ δRj
0
Kn δ
n
Rj
dδj
)
dζ =
Kn
n+ 1
∫ ζ2
ζ1
δn+1Rj dζ, (2.47)
where δRj is the elastic deformation of the jth roller at dimensionless coordinate ζ. Con-
sidering the limits of the integration (ζ1, ζ2), obtained from Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.21),
the total work of the jth roller given in Eq. (2.47) gets its final form:
Wj =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Kn
(n+ 1)Lw
(
(v + ζ2Lw)
n+2
n+ 2
− (v + ζ1Lw)
n+2
n+ 2
)
, w ̸= 0
Kn v
n+1
n+ 1
(ζ2 − ζ1), w = 0
. (2.48)
The total strain energy for the roller bearing is the sum of all Wj, namely:
UR =
z∑
j=1
Wj (2.49)
and the potential energy of externally applied loads is equal as for the ball bearing type,
given in Eq. (2.44), thus VR = VB. The total potential energy of the roller bearing is
therefore equal to:
ΠR = UR + VR (2.50)
The expressions for the total potential energy given in Eq. (2.45) and Eq. (2.50) are
set as an objective function to be minimized. The global optimization method can be
used to find the solution. We have implemented a Basin-hopping algorithm [92, 93],
which is a two-phase method that combines a global stepping algorithm with local
minimization at each step. The algorithm works as follows:
1. Choose a starting point.
2. Compute a local minimum.
3. Apply a random perturbation of coordinates of the local minimum (Monte Carlo
approach) inside of the defined step size.
4. Compute the next local minimum.
5. Compare the local minima and keep the best.
The stochastic part performs random displacements or perturbations at a given point,
which should be a local minimum. This perturbation obviously needs to be “sufficiently
large” in order to escape the current local minimum but not “too large” in order to
prevent the hopping from becoming totally random. The motivation from physical
chemistry, where the algorithm originates, is that the stable configurations, i.e., the
local minima are located in the same region of the search space. Consequently, the
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algorithm does not have to explore the whole search space, which is one of the main
challenges in global optimization in general. Since the minima of interest are expected
to be in some region of the space also for rolling-element bearings, the Basin-hopping
can be very powerful. The performance of the algorithm depends on the breadth of
the basin in relation to the step size that controls the random perturbations.
Figure 2.9 depicts the flowchart of the energy method used. fb0 and initial guess qb0
have to be given beforehand. The index r stands for the iteration number and goes
through a set of numbers: r = 0, 1 . . . n. Central loop, marked by dashed rectangle is
repeated n-times, where n is a final number of iterations, defined by user. The global
minimum is the smallest value of all local minima and is denoted as mm. Finally, the
qb and Kb can be calculated as demonstrated in Figure 2.9.
qb0
x(r) = qb0
U(x(r)) V(x(r)) fb0
Π(x(r)) = U(x(r)) + V (x(r))
mr = min Π(x
(r))
x(r+1) = argmin Π(x(r))
New x(r) is calculated as
random perturbation of x(r+1)
Local minima:
m1 = min Π(x
(1))
m2 = min Π(x
(2))
...
mn = min Π(x
(n))
Compare the local minima and keep the smallest: mm
qb = argmin Π(x
(m))
Calculate Kb(qb)
×n
Figure 2.9: Flowchart of the energy method used to numerically determine the
bearing stiffness matrix.
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2.2 Numerical bearing model
When talking about numerical bearing modelling we refer to the Finite-Element Method
(FEM) connected techniques. In contrast to the Chapter 2.1, where the bearing stiff-
ness has been entirely modelled analytically, numerical approaches will be discussed
here. Two different numerical techniques for bearing modelling will be presented, i.e.,
the full FEM bearing model and the spider-elements approach. The former is regarded
as a completely FEM approach, whereas the second represents a hybrid technique,
joining the analytically calculated stiffness matrix into a wider FEM model.
It is important to note that numerous other numerical approaches exist and can be
utilized. Some of them are comprehensively presented in [94]. However, the full FEM
bearing model and spider elements represent the two most diametrical but integral
approaches and as such are chosen to be investigated in this work.
2.2.1 Full FEM bearing model
Modelling the complete bearing, with all its integral parts, seems at first glance the
most straightforward and correct approach. Having all the rolling elements in place,
together with the inner and outer ring, is definitely the scenario, where simplifications
are entirely bypassed. Based on that, the full FEM bearing model will be used as
a reference for the bearing modelling. The quasi-static nonlinear calculation will be
utilized to calculate the bearing load-displacement relations. The bearing does not
rotate in this study. Consequently, a bearing cage will be ignored in the analysis, since
it does not have any influence on the overall load-displacement characterisation.
In contrast to its modelling completeness, the full FEM bearing approach have some
significant limitations. In order to get reliable results, all contact regions have to be
meshed sufficiently dense, which inherently results in a model with extremely high
number of DOFs. In addition, the analysis being performed has to account for all
contact-related nonlinear effects. Consequently, very powerful machines are required
and the calculation might last inadmissibly long, e.g a couple of hours or even days.
Also the convergence problems are not rare due to many contact-initialization issues.
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 depict a full FEM bearing models of a ball and tapered roller
bearing (TRB), respectively. For the former a bearing of a part number 6006 is chosen
and for the latter 32006-X. A zoomed-in region is additionally presented, where the
contact between a rolling element and both raceways can be seen. All contacts are
modelled by a surface to surface discretization approach [95]. The mesh on the contact
surfaces is significantly more dense, what can be seen on the rolling elements as well as
on both raceways. The contacts between different mesh sizes of physically the same part
are modelled as a tie contact [95], which means they act as being glued together. The
contact between rolling element and each raceway is modelled as a slide contact without
friction. Sliding contact has only normal contact stiffness at the contact interface and
no frictional effects. It is only valid for small sliding without friction and applies to
both open and closed contacts. The algorithm behind uses a penalty method [95].
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Figure 2.10: A full FEM model of a ball bearing.
The mesh of all parts in a full FEM bearing model is assembled entirely out of hexahe-
dral elements of the first order. The reason behind is to ascertain better convergence
and faster contact initialization. The internal structure of the mesh for both rolling-
element types is shown in Figure 2.12. Different colours represent separate regions into
which a mesh in divided. The most inner part of the ball, i.e., the core, is meshed as
a polyhedron (yellow coloured). On top of it there is a coarse-meshed shell (orange
coloured) and as a final layer there are a medium-sized mesh (purple coloured) and a
fine mesh (grey coloured). The latter is defined only on a narrow band perimeter strap,
which represents a region of a possible contact initialization with the rings. Obviously
a contact occurs in a grey-coloured region only if a bearing does not rotate. Similarly
to the ball type, also TRB includes different mesh regions. The internal part, a tapered
cylinder, is the core region, which consists of the most coarse mesh (blue coloured).
The next layer already represents the final layer, where a medium dense mesh (purple
coloured) and a fine dense mesh (grey coloured) are located. Different mesh regions
are connected via tie contact if the neighbouring meshes differ in density and boundary
nodes are not coincident. If the mesh density is equal and nodes of both meshes on
the boundary plane are coincident, they can simply be equivalenced [95].
Figure 2.11: A full FEM model of a TRB.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: Internal mesh structure of a rolling element; (a) Ball, (b) Tapered roller.
It is important to note the high number of DOFs of the presented bearings. Table 2.1
describes the size related information of the FEM models for both investigated bearing
types. It can be seen that the total number of DOFs is more than 107. It is clear that
such a resource consuming model will end up in a long computational time. Depending
on the type of the analysis being performed also the RAM and CPU resources may
not be sufficient to solve the problem as desired. There are, however, some techniques
which facilitate the calculation of models with extremely high DOFs. The principles
are well known under the name of substructuring techniques and are beyond the scope
of our investigation.
Table 2.1: A general size information of both investigated FEM bearing models.
Ball bearing 6006 TRB 32006-X
Type of elements hexahedral, 1st order hexahedral, 1st order
No. of elements 3 397 856 2 904 470
No. of DOFs 12 310 029 10 844 448
Creating an FEM model of the entire bearing might be a good approach for calculating
a reference load-displacement curves in a quasi-static scenario. However, when it comes
to dynamics or when investigating a system containing more than one rolling-element
bearing, it is crucial to find an alternative bearing modelling approach in order to
obtain reasonable results at shorter time. It is obvious that more complex the system
less detailed the integral parts in general can be. An entire car or even an entire
gearbox needs many simplifications of integral parts. The components such as bolt
connections, gear-mesh pairs, bearings, etc. represent a complex subsystems which
have to be simplified in order to retain the entire model solvable. Therefore, the goal is
to reduce the full FEM bearing model complexity at negligible or as small as possible
impact on its accuracy.
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2.2.2 Spider elements
An approach named “spider elements” is classified as a hybrid modelling technique.
It implements an analytically calculated stiffness matrix into a FEM model. The idea
is to join the best from both worlds and consequently obtain a fast calculation time
at reasonable accuracy when compared to the reference, i.e., to the full FEM bearing
model. Its name comes from the special element, whose shape reminds on the spider
net and is used to connect both bearing rings.
The spider element approach narrates modelling of inner and outer rings by solid
elements as shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 for the ball and roller type, respectively.
The same bearings are presented as in Chapter 2.2.1, i.e., 6006 for the ball type and
32006-X for the roller type. Bearing rings can be coarsely meshed since the mesh is
only used to represent the shape of the ring and to serve as a connecting body for the
spider element. A spider element1 connects a raceway of a ring to one, central node.
Therefore, two spider elements are needed for one bearing. In Figures 2.13 and 2.14 a
red spider element connects the outer ring raceway to a central node and a blue spider
element connects the inner ring raceway to a central node. A central node is also called
a reference node. Its motion depends on the weighted average of the motions at a set
of other (raceway) grid points. The number of grids on the raceway along the section
cut (zoomed-in region in Figures 2.13 and 2.14) is suggested to be comparable to the
size of a real contact area. In the case of a ball bearing only three nodes are selected,
whereas in the case of a TRB thirteen nodes are selected what roughly corresponds to
the effective roller length. However, it has been tested that taking all the nodes on the
raceway yields practically the same results compared to taking nodes which correspond
to the expected contact area. The source of accuracy of the spider elements approach is
actually not in spider element itself, but in the bearing stiffness matrix, which connects
both central nodes of spider elements. It is important to note that central nodes are
(a) (b)
Kb
Figure 2.13: A cut view of a ball bearing, modelled by spider element approach;
(a) Front view, (b) Side view with zoomed-in regions.
1“Spider element” is often a colloquial name. The actual name of such an element is solver specific.
We use Optistruct solver, where such an element is represented by the RBE3 element [95].
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(a) (b)
Kb
Figure 2.14: A cut view of a TRB, modelled by spider element approach; (a) Front
view, (b) Side view with zoomed-in regions.
located on exactly the same position. Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show them separate in
order to illustratively present a bearing stiffness in between. The location of central
nodes depends on the bearing type. For the ball type it is located in the bearing’s
geometrical centre, whereas for the tapered roller type it is shifted towards the face of
a bearing (see Figure 2.14). The relevant distance is denoted by the parameter a [96],
which represents the location of the apparent point of action when applying a load on
the bearing. The distance a is a function of the contact angle α0.
The connection between both spider central nodes is prescribed by another element,
which takes a 6 × 6 bearing stiffness matrix into consideration. The name of such an
element is solver specific. In case of Optistruct solver we use GENEL element [95].
It defines the stiffness or flexibility of a general element connected to an arbitrary
number of grids. We connect two grids, i.e., both spider central nodes. The format of
the GENEL element is given in Table 2.2. EID stands for the element ID, G1 and G2
are central nodes, whereas C1, C2 . . . C6 represent DOFs we want to couple between
chosen nodes G1 and G2 (in our case all 6 DOFs). UD is a flag indicating that the
next fields contain values for the next grid points. The stiffness part is defined by Kij,
where i, j ∈ {1, 2 . . . 6}. It is important to note the coordinate system used in the
FEM model, since 123 = xyz and 456 are corresponding rotations.
Table 2.2: A format of the GENEL element in the FEM file [95].
GENEL* EID G1 C1 G1 C2 G1 C3
* G1 C4 G1 C5 G1 C6
* UD G2 C1 G2 C2 G2 C3
* G2 C4 G2 C5 G2 C6
* K K11 K12 K13 K14 K15 K16 K22
* K23 K24 K25 K26 K33 K34 K35 K36
* K44 K45 K46 K55 K56 K66
The resource consumption of such a bearing model is very low. The time spent can
be estimated to some seconds (on a simple laptop or PC), giving a spider element
approach a reputation of an extremely fast and applicable technique.
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2.3 A comparison between analytical and numeri-
cal approach
In the previous chapters 2.1 and 2.2 two different bearing modelling approaches have
been presented, i.e., pure analytical and pure numerical one (full FEM). It is of great
interest to see to what extent both techniques yield comparable results. Since the full
FEM model represents the reference it is beneficial to qualitatively asses the analytical
bearing model. As the assessment criterion we have chosen load-displacement char-
acteristics, which can be easily calculated with both approaches. Afterwards also the
stiffness is derived and compared.
Beside both aforementioned approaches one can find also other possible ways of cal-
culating the bearing’s dynamic characteristics. One of the most established one, es-
pecially in the industrial environment, is an approach given by the international stan-
dard ISO/TS 16281 [63]. The standard provides an analytical calculation of an ar-
bitrary loaded rolling-element bearing and beside many other outcomes contains also
the bearing stiffness matrix. In order to thoroughly qualify different modelling ap-
proaches, the results presented in this chapter involve also the outcomes obtained from
the ISO/TS 16281 standard.
Three different load case scenarios are conducted as shown in Figure 2.15. First, the
bearing is incrementally loaded in z-axis, i.e., in axial direction only. In the second
case we additionally introduce a radial load in x-direction while keeping the axial load
constant. In the third load case the axial preload again remains constant whereas a
moment load around y-axis is additionally exerted. All three load scenarios are quan-
titatively described in Table 2.3. Each load case consists of the preload stage and the
incremental load stage. The incremental load stage directly yields load-displacement
characteristics, which can be afterwards used to calculate the resulting stiffness in cor-
responding direction. The same two bearings are investigated as given in Chapter 2.2.1,
i.e., the ball bearing 6006 and the tapered roller bearing 32006-X.
x
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Figure 2.15: Investigated load cases; (a) Load case 1, (b) Load case 2, (c) Load case 3.
It is important to note that non-rotating bearings are investigated, hence the incre-
mental load is applied in a quasi-static manner. The friction is neglected in this inves-
tigation, i.e., all contacts are modelled as completely smooth and frictionless.
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Table 2.3: A load type and its values for the investigated load cases.
Load case 1 Load case 2 Load case 3
Preload / Fz = 1000N Fz = 1000N
Incremental load Fz = 0 . . . 1000N Fx = 0 . . . 1000N My = 0 . . . 10Nm
In the following chapter the comparison between all three aforementioned approaches
(FEM, analytical and standard) is shown in form of load-displacement and load-
stiffness characteristics. It is important to note that stiffness obtained out of the
load-displacement curve is calculated based on the gradient method that is computed
using second order accurate central differences in the interior points and first order ac-
curate one-sides differences at the boundaries. The obtained stiffness is a total stiffness
in the marked direction and we label it with one index only. The total stiffness is in
general not equivalent to any of the individual stiffness terms from the bearing stiffness
matrix. The total stiffness reflects the interplay of all DOFs, while being loaded in a
certain DOF. It does not “freeze” the other DOFs as it happens with individual terms
in the bearing stiffness matrix. To shed some light on this let us recall the Eq. 2.3
which connects the bearing global load and the global displacement vectors with the
bearing stiffness matrix. The matrix equation can be expanded as:
Fx = kxx δx + kxy δy + kxz δz + kxβx βx + kxβy βy
Fy = kyx δx + kyy δy + kyz δz + kyβx βx + kyβy βy
Fz = kzx δx + kzy δy + kzz δz + kzβx βx + kzβy βy
Mx = kβxx δx + kβxy δy + kβxz δz + kβxβx βx + kβxβy βy
My = kβyx δx + kβyy δy + kβyz δz + kβyβx βx + kβyβy βy.
(2.51)
By deriving an arbitrary load with respect to a certain DOF, i.e., a certain component
of the global displacement vector, we get the corresponding stiffness term whereas all
other DOFs are fixed and thus unaffected (equal to zero) around that point.
In reality the change in one DOF of a bearing does almost always implies a change in
other DOFs. Only in some special cases the change in one DOF reflects no change in
the other DOFs as well. This is particularly so in the first load case (see Table 2.3),
where the incremental load in the axial direction is applied. Under this load no other
DOFs than the one in the z-axis is affected. Consequently all other displacements and
rotations than δz are equal to zero and the total stiffness in the z-direction is equal to
the individual stiffness term in that direction, i.e., kz = kzz. However, this particular
example represents rather an exception. Considering the second load case, where the
bearing is axially preloaded and the incremental radial load is applied, we get a severe
interplay of all DOFs and not only in the radial x-direction in which the incremental
load is originally applied. In fact it is already an intuitive (and will be shown later
on more precisely) that incremental radial load in the second load case causes also a
change of axial displacement and rotation around y axis. From Eq. (2.51) we can see
that Fx is composed of the summation of different stiffness terms multiplied by the
corresponding displacement or rotation. Since the Fx implies not only the change of
δx but also the change of δz and βy the slope of the Fx represents an overall or total
change of stiffness. That being said it is clear that kx ̸= kxx in the given example. The
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kxx would be obtained if all other DOFs but δx were locked to a fix point. Similar as
in the second load step it can be observed also in the third load step and in majority
of other arbitrary load combinations found in reality.
2.3.1 Load-displacement characteristics of the ball bearing
The chosen ball bearing is subjected to the first load case what yields the load-
displacement characteristic as shown in Figure 2.16. Additionally the total stiffness
in axial direction is shown accordingly. The same abscissa connects both plots on the
figure. It can be seen that all three different approaches result in similar characteristics.
There is a minor gap between both analytical approaches, i.e., the Lim&Singh’s theory
and the standard, whereas the FEM yields a slightly different stiffness at higher axial
preload. However, it can be concluded that all models are in general well correlated.
The second load step introduces an additional incremental radial load while the axial
preload remains constant (see Table 2.3). The load-displacement and the corresponding
total stiffness characteristics are shown in Figure 2.17. Observing the load-displacement
curves it can be concluded that there is no evident difference between both analytical
approaches while they are still in good correlation with the FEM model. Accordingly
also the total radial stiffness shows a common sense between both analytical ways and,
in general, a good agreement with the characteristic obtained from the FEM model.
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Figure 2.16: The ball bearing being incrementally loaded in axial direction (load
case 1); (a) Load-displacement characteristic, (b) Corresponding total stiffness.
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Figure 2.17: The ball bearing being incrementally loaded in radial direction while
axially preloaded (load case 2); (a) Load-displacement characteristic,
(b) Corresponding total stiffness.
The third load case keeps the axial load constant while applying an incremental moment
around y-axis (see Table 2.3). The corresponding load-displacement and total stiffness
characteristics are given in Figure 2.18. The load-displacement curves exhibit the
same tendency throughout the entire load region. They differ slightly as if they were
multiplied by a small factor. Their derivatives, i.e., the total stiffness around βy-axis
confirms the tendency, whereas the small multiplication factor is now expressed in
a slight vertical shift of the curves. The characteristics, in general, are in a good
correlation between each other.
The presented load cases for the ball bearing have shown a good agreement between the
full FEM model, the Lim&Singh’s model and the existing standard. The FEM model
of a ball bearing has been precisely built (see Chapter 2.2.1) and as such represents
the reference in this comparison study. The Lim&Singh’s model and the standard are
both purely analytical approaches. Their outcomes slightly differ due to some minor
details in derivation procedures. However, based on the presented characteristics it can
be concluded that the Lim&Singh’s model yields results that are a bit closer to the
FEM based results. The presented comparison shows that usage of the much faster
analytical approach is by all means justified for the ball bearings.
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Figure 2.18: The ball bearing being incrementally loaded with moment while axially
preloaded (load case 3); (a) Load-displacement characteristic, (b) Corresponding total
stiffness.
2.3.2 Load-displacement characteristics of the TRB
Analogously to the ball bearing also the chosen TRB is subjected to three different
load cases, defined in Table 2.3. The first load case, i.e., the incremental axial load
results in load-displacement characteristics and corresponding total stiffnesses as shown
in Figure 2.19. All three curves reflect the same tendency; however, their values differ
significantly. Concerning the load-displacement curve it is interesting that already both
analytical approaches differ to a great extent. However, their slopes or their stiffness
is approaching to the similar level. On the other hand the FEM model gives about
two times stiffer behaviour. It is important to note that analytical models do not
include a bearing’s rib which is present in all tapered-roller bearings. The tapered
rollers naturally persist due to their tapered shape to escape the contact. Thus, the rib
serves as a guiding flange and plays a crucial role of keeping the rollers in place. Even
tough the majority of load is taken by contacts between the rollers and corresponding
raceways, there is still a considerable amount of load which is carried by the rib. This
is especially so when the bearing is loaded purely in the axial direction. All that being
said, the behaviour as seen in Figure 2.19 is not that surprising any more.
The second load step introduces an additional incremental radial load while keeping
the axial preload constant (see Table 2.3). The load-displacement characteristics and
the corresponding total stiffnesses are shown in Figure 2.20. Both plots show that
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Figure 2.19: The TRB being incrementally loaded in axial direction (load case 1);
(a) Load-displacement characteristic, (b) Corresponding total stiffness.
characteristics differ by a factor between each other. The tendency, however, correlates
well, whereas the results quantitatively differ to a great extent. Another interesting
phenomenon can be seen in the total stiffness plot. In the region around 500 N there is
a start of a gradual decrease in stiffness. This pattern can be seen in all three modelling
approaches occurring at the same load. The phenomenon is a result of a roller contact
line of action being partially shortened. This appears due to the tilting of inner ring
with respect to the outer one, which is a natural consequence of the combined axial
and radial load. Figure 2.21 shows the internal load distribution of the FEM model
and the analytical model. It can be seen that the load distribution along the line of
action is well correlated between both models for each rolling element. What might
draw our attention is the edge pressure which is not incorporated in the analytical
model but is clearly seen in the FEM one. It can be concluded that both models reflect
the same general behaviour and do obviously describe the underlying physics properly.
However, the load-displacement characteristics and the corresponding total stiffness
indicate an issue in both analytical models, causing the factorial difference between all
three modelling approaches.
Similar behaviour as in the second load case can be observed also in the third load
case. This time the moment around the y-axis is being incrementally exerted while
keeping the bearing preloaded in the axial direction. Figure 2.22 shows the resulting
characteristics. Again, the tendency of all curves is well correlated whereas the actual
values exhibit an obvious factorial difference. The same phenomena appears as in the
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Figure 2.20: The TRB being incrementally loaded in radial direction while axially
preloaded (load case 2); (a) Load-displacement characteristic, (b) Corresponding total
stiffness.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.21: Internal load distribution in the TRB (last increment of the load case 2),
where some rollers partially leave the contact; (a) FEM model, (b) Analytical model.
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second load case where due to a moment load the rollers partially leave the initial con-
tact line of action. The curves from all three models are again synchronised, reflecting
the same physical behaviour; however, the value of discrepancy is preserved.
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Figure 2.22: The TRB being incrementally loaded with moment while axially
preloaded (load case 3); (a) Load-displacement characteristic, (b) Corresponding total
stiffness.
The presented load cases for the TRB have shown a significant gap between charac-
teristics from the full FEM model, the Lim&Singh’s model and the existing standard.
The presented curves, however, exhibit very similar tendency. Having qualitatively a
good correlation and quantitatively a bad one, leads us to two conclusions:
1. The underlying physics is in general properly modelled in all three models.
2. The factorial gap might be a result of neglected rib and/or wrong load-displacement
stiffness constant Kn.
The full FEM model serves as a reference due to its modelling completeness. The
analytical models, however, have an enormous advantage of being lightweight and fast,
but on the other hand meet several limitations as stated in Chapter 2.1.1. As seen from
all three load cases the Lim&Singh’s model exhibits more accurate results compared
to the standard model. The presented comparison shows that usage of the much faster
analytical approach is not entirely justified for the TRB. One has to be aware of all of
the limitation that the analytical TRB model brings.
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3 Bottom-up system studies
This chapter presents the bottom-up approach on studying the bearing’s dynamics.
Since it is practically impossible to investigate a bearing and its dynamics as an indi-
vidual isolated part, a wider system is introduced. This system serves to determine the
influence of non-linear bearing characteristics on the system’s dynamics. At first the
fundamentals of modal analysis are explained. We need to understand them in order
to dynamically evaluate any system. Afterwards the complete description of the test
device is given, the followed workflow as well as the results and discussion.
3.1 Fundamentals of modal analysis
The modal analysis is primarily a tool that enables a definition of a model which
explicitly represents the dynamics of a structure. This kind of a model is named a
modal model and is defined in a modal space. The dynamic properties in a modal space
are given by three attributes which are inherent to every system, i.e., eigenfrequencies,
eigenshapes and modal damping.
The first ever book on modal analysis was given by the author Ewins [97], who is
treated as an author of the modal analysis. The modal analysis can be used either
in a theoretical manner, which involves analytical and numerical approaches, or as
an experimental technique. Both strategies are widely used in research and industry
these days and have their own unique importances. In the following chapters the
fundamentals of the modal analysis will be summarized from the authors Ewins [97],
Maia et al. [98] and He et al. [99]. In the beginning it is important to note the three
basic assumptions which are valid for the entire modal analysis: i) the structure is
linear; ii) the structure obeys Maxwell’s reciprocity theorem; iii) the structure is time
invariant.
3.1.1 Theoretical modal analysis
All dynamic properties of real mechanical systems are distributed in space. These
properties are mass, stiffness and damping. They form a so-called spatial model of
a system. Arbitrary continuous non-homogeneous structure can be described as a
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discretised multiple degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system in a spatial domain. A general
equation of motion for MDOF system of dimension N is equal to:
Mx¨+C x˙+Kx = f , (3.1)
whereM, C and K are N×N mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. The
vectors x¨, x˙ and x are of size N×1 and present time-varying acceleration, velocity and
displacement responses, respectively. The vector f is an N × 1 vector of time-varying
external excitation forces.
Eq. (3.1) consists of N second order differential equations, where each of them requires
two initial conditions in order to resolve the complete response of all N coordinates. It
is important to note that equations are coupled between each other in spatial domain,
i.e., the motion response at a single coordinate depends on the motion at the other
coordinates. Consequently the system becomes tedious to solve. As an answer to that
the modal analysis introduces the modal transformation which decouples the system
of equations, thus providing a more straight forward and faster calculation scheme.
Dynamically, the system is fully characterised through the unique property described
by its free vibration. Therefore we can consider the system where f = 0. That being
said the Eq. (3.1) becomes homogeneous.
3.1.1.1 Undamped systems
Damping is inherent to every real system; however, it’s values are often small and it
is not rare to neglect it in order to simplify the calculation procedure. Assuming that
the system is homogeneous and undamped, the Eq. (3.1) reformulates as:
Mx¨+Kx = 0. (3.2)
The solution of the Eq. (3.2) is of the form:
x = x0 e
s t, (3.3)
where x0 in general represents a vector of complex, time-independent, response ampli-
tudes and the Laplace variable s = σ+iω represents complex frequencies. Considering
the undamped case the variable s simplifies to s = iω. That being said and substituting
Eq. (3.3) into Eq. (3.2), we obtain:(
K− ω2M) x0 eiω t = 0. (3.4)
From the fact that eiω t ̸= 0 for any instant of time t it follows:(
K− ω2M) x0 = 0. (3.5)
The solution x0 = 0 corresponds to the so-called trivial solution and is of no interest
in structural dynamics because it represents the rigid body modes of the investigated
system. The mass matrix is non-singular matrix so we can express the non-trivial
solutions as:
det
(
M−1K− ω2 I) = 0. (3.6)
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With Eq. (3.6) we have defined a characteristic polynomial of the system, whose roots
are eigenvalues ω2r , where r = 1, 2 . . . N . They represent the undamped natural fre-
quencies (or eigenfrequencies) of the system. After the insertion of ω2r into Eq. (3.5) we
obtain corresponding eigenvectors of the system {ψr} = x0(ω2r), r = 1, 2 . . . N , known
also as mode shapes or eigenshapes. In order to solve the Eq. (3.6) one can use either
the characteristic polynomial approach or solve it as an eigenvalue problem. The latter
method is used in majority of cases due to its numerical ease and stability.
The complete free undamped vibration solution is very often expressed in two N ×N
matrices of real quantities, namely:
[ rω2rr ] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ω21 0 · · · 0
0 ω22 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ω2N
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.7)
and
Ψ = [{ψ1} {ψ2} · · · {ψN}] , (3.8)
which contain a full description of the dynamic characteristics of the system. The
matrix Ψ is commonly known as the modal matrix. Hence, Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8)
constitute what is known as the modal model of the undamped system. They describe
the system through its modal properties (natural frequencies and mode shapes).
The eigenshapes, being nothing but the eigenvectors satisfying the symmetric eigen-
value problem described by Eq. (3.5), express special and very important properties
known as the orthogonality properties. Therefore we can write:
ΨTMΨ = [ rmrr ] = M¯ (3.9)
and
ΨTKΨ = [ rkrr ] = K¯, (3.10)
where mr and kr are the modal mass and the modal stiffness of the rth coordinate.
The matrices M¯ and K¯ are modal mass and modal stiffness matrices, respectively. It is
important to note that due to the orthogonality properties the M¯ and K¯ are diagonal
matrices, resulting in the statically and dynamically uncoupled system.
In modal analysis it is common to scale the mode shape vectors. One of the most
typical approach is to perform a mass-normalized scaling, so that:
ΦTMΦ = I (3.11)
ΦTKΦ = [ rω2rr ], (3.12)
where Φ is the mass normalized modal matrix. Let us finally define the modal trans-
formation:
x = Φq, (3.13)
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where q stands for modal time-varying displacement response. If we take Eq. (3.13),
insert it into Eq. (3.2) and pre-multiply it by ΦT it follows:
q¨+ [ rω2rr ]q = 0. (3.14)
The Eq. (3.14) represents a set of N uncoupled SDOF equations of motion. Thus, our
MDOF system has been transformed into N independent SDOF systems, that can be
solved separately. The final free vibration solution in terms of x can be easily obtained
through the coordinate transformation as given by Eq. (3.13).
3.1.1.2 Damped systems
Damping is an intrinsic property of every real system. It represents an energy dissipa-
tion (loss), that can be either desired (when reducing unwanted vibration) or not (when
maintaining oscillations). The problem arises when damping is wished to be properly
modelled in dynamic systems. There are many different damping mechanisms acting
on different scales. In the field of structural dynamics there are two main damping
models primarily used, i.e., viscous and hysteretic.
No matter which of the mention damping model is chosen, one can implement it as
a proportional or non-proportional damping modelling technique. The proportional
damping (also known as Rayleigh damping) represents modelling approach that is
mathematically less intense and thus also less exact. However, it is usually sufficient
for lightly damped structures. On the other hand the non-proportional (also known
as a general) damping represents mathematically more demanding but also more ac-
curate way of damping modelling. In the following chapters the viscous and hysteretic
damping models are presented with proportional and non-proportional techniques.
3.1.1.2.1 Viscously damped systems
The viscous damper is the simplest damping element from a theoretical point of view.
By definition, the viscous damper is a device that opposes the relative velocity between
its ends with a force which is proportional to that velocity (F = c x˙). The energy ∆E
dissipated per cycle of oscillation of a simple SDOF is given as:
∆E = πX2 c ω, (3.15)
where X is the amplitude of oscillation, c damping coefficient and ω rotating frequency.
The dissipated energy is directly proportional to the damping coefficient. Additionally,
it is frequency dependent.
Proportional viscous damping model for the MDOF system narrates the follow-
ing definition of the damping matrix C:
C = εK+ νM, (3.16)
where ε and ν are proportionality constants, usually obtained from measurements.
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Considering the homogeneous form of general equation of motion for MDOF systems
given by Eq. (3.1), we can rewrite it by taking into account the Eq. (3.16) as:
Mx¨+ (εM+ νK) x˙+Kx = 0. (3.17)
Applying the modal transformation as given by Eq. (3.13) and pre-multiplying the
equation by modal matrix ΦT we obtain:
q¨+ΦT (εK+ νM)Φ q˙+ [ rω2rr ]q = 0, (3.18)
that can be further written as:
q¨+
[ rν + ε ω2rr  
2 ζr ωr
]
q˙+ [ rω2rr ]q = 0. (3.19)
By Eq. (3.19) we have a set of N uncoupled damped SDOF equations, where ζr is a
damping ratio of the rth eigenmode. We obtain the N modal damping values as:
ζr =
ν
2ωr
+
ε ωr
2
, r = 1, 2 . . . N (3.20)
and associated N eigenfrequencies:
ω2r =
kr
mr
, r = 1, 2 . . . N (3.21)
together with N eigenshapes joined in the modal matrix Φ. It is important to note
that eigenfrequencies and eigenshapes are real quantities and are the same as in the
undamped case. The damping is entirely defined by the constants ε and ν.
Non-proportional viscous damping model requires general solution approach.
The damping matrix C is non-diagonal and cannot be transformed into uncoupled
system of equations by use of modal analysis as presented so far. Let us assume a
general solution of Eq. (3.1) as:
x = x0 e
s t. (3.22)
Substituting it into homogeneous form of Eq. (3.1) we obtain:(
s2M+ sC+K
)
x = 0, (3.23)
which constitutes a complex eigenvalue problem. In order to solve it we use a state-
space analysis and define a complex state vector u as:
u =
{
x
x˙
}
. (3.24)
The homogeneous form of Eq. (3.1) can now be written as:[
C M
M 0
]
u˙+
[
K 0
0 −M
]
u = 0. (3.25)
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By that we obtain a symmetric linear system of differential equations of dimension
2N , which can be solved as classical eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues will always
appear in complex conjugate pairs. Denoting the eigenvalues by sr and s
∗
r and the
eigenvectors by {ψ′r} and {ψ′∗r } we have:
{ψ′r} =
{ {ψr}
{ψr} sr
}
and {ψ′∗r } =
{ {ψ∗r}
{ψ∗r} s∗r
}
, (3.26)
where the {ψr} and {ψ∗r} are the N × 1 complex eigenvectors corresponding to the
vector space coordinates x.
The eigenvectors obey orthogonality properties and a modal analysis can be applied as
discussed. Finally we end up with modal damping values:
{ψ∗r}TC {ψr}
{ψ∗r}TM {ψr}
=
cr
mr
= 2ωr ζr (3.27)
and eigenfrequencies:
{ψ∗r}TK {ψr}
{ψ∗r}TM {ψr}
=
kr
mr
= ω2r (3.28)
3.1.1.2.2 Hysteretically damped systems
The viscous model expresses a frequency dependence of the dissipated energy. As
a matter of fact this differs from what is observed in most common materials and
real structures whose behaviour is found to be closer to a frequency independent or
weakly dependent dissipation mechanism. Thus, a different damper model has been
introduced, which opposes the relative motion between its ends with a force that is
proportional to displacement and not to velocity (though still in phase with velocity).
In this case, the energy dissipated per cycle of oscillation is given by:
∆E = πX2 d, (3.29)
where X is the amplitude of oscillation and d is called the hysteretic (also structural
or material) damping coefficient. Although being a good description of reality it must
be stressed out that hysteretic damping model is mathematically not rigorous and it
may cause difficulties in some non-steady-state response analysis.
Proportional hysteretic damping model for the MDOF system narrates the fol-
lowing definition of the damping matrix D:
D = εK+ νM, (3.30)
where ε and ν are constants. Coming back to our MDOF system and assuming that
the dissipative mechanism is hysteretic, we would instead of Eq. (3.1) arrive at:
Mx¨+ iDx+Kx = f , (3.31)
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The solution to Eq. (3.31) exists and it is of the form:
x = x0 e
iλ t. (3.32)
Substituting it into the homogeneous form of Eq. (3.31) we arrive at:(
K− λ2M+ i (εK+ νM))x0 = 0, (3.33)
which represents a complex eigenvalue problem leading to a solution in terms of N
complex eigenvalues λ2r and N real eigenvectors {ψr}. The complex eigenvalues can be
decomposed as:
λ2r = ω
2
r (1 + i ηr) , (3.34)
where ω2r and ηr are the natural frequency and damping loss factor, respectively, for
mode r. The loss factor can be further given as:
ηr = ε+
ν
ω2r
=
dr
kr
(3.35)
The loss factors together with the corresponding complex eigenfrequencies and real
eigenshapes are composing a full characterisation of a damped system in the modal
space.
Non-proportional hysteretic damping model analogously to the viscous model
requires general solution approach. The eigenvectors are orthogonal and we can write
the rth eigenvalue as:
λ2r =
kr
mr
=
{ψr}T [K+ iD ] {ψr}
{ψr}TM {ψr} , (3.36)
where kr and mr are now complex quantities. The complex eigenvalues can be decom-
posed as given in Eq. (3.34).
3.1.2 Experimental modal analysis
The experimental modal analysis (EMA) is an experimental technique with the aim of
specifying the modal properties of the system. Unlike dealing with spatial properties
as in theoretical modal analysis, we now have to cope with experimentally obtained
data and identify the modal properties of the system out of them. The experimental
data are acquired by measuring a response of an investigated structure. The response
can be measured only when the system is excited beforehand. Therefore, the forced
response of a system has to be considered, i.e., the full version of Eq. (3.1) will be
discussed in this chapter.
The fundamental tool in EMA is a Frequency-response function (FRF) which is a
special case of a transfer function. Therefore when talking about EMA we actually
talk about FRFs and methods of how to extract the modal parameters out of them.
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3.1.2.1 Frequency-response function
A dynamic response of an arbitrary system under any type of excitation can be derived
by use of the Laplace transform. If we have an input function Qi(s) and an output
function Qo(s), we define the transfer function H(s) of a system as given in Figure 3.1.
A transfer function is a ratio of the output of a system to the input of a system. The
Laplace transform method converts differential equations of a system into algebraic
ones, which are easier to manipulate. After the solution is obtained we transform it
System property:
H(s) =
Qo(s)
Qi(s)
Input signal
Qi(s)
Output signal
Qo(s)
Figure 3.1: Block diagram representing a transfer function of a system.
back to the original domain. The Laplace transform of a function x(t) is defined as:
X(s) = L [x(t)] =
∫ +∞
0
e−s t x(t) dt, (3.37)
where s is a complex number known as the Laplace variable. Let us take into account
the general equation of motion (Eq. (3.1)) and consider it on a SDOF system. Applying
the Laplace transform we obtain:(
ms2 + c s+ k
)
X(s) = F (s) +mx˙(0) + (ms+ c)x(0), (3.38)
where x(0) and x˙(0) are the initial displacement and velocity. The right hand side
of Eq. (3.38) is treated as a generalised transformed excitation. Taking the initial
conditions equal to zero (ignoring the solution of the homogeneous equation) we can
express the ratio between response and excitation as:
H(s) =
X(s)
F (s)
=
1
ms2 + c s+ k
. (3.39)
The H(s) as given in Eq. (3.39) is known as the system transfer function. We can
present it graphically as a surface in the Laplace domain, which is shown in Figure 3.2.
The denominator of Eq. (3.39) represents the characteristic equation whose solution
can be given in terms of two roots as:
s1,2 = − c
2m
±
√( c
2m
)2
− k
m
, (3.40)
which can be written also as:
s1,2 = σ ± iωd, (3.41)
where σ = −ζωn and ωd = ωn
√
1− ζ2. The parameters in upper equations are:
m mass, k stiffness, c damping, ζ damping ratio, ωn non-damped eigenfrequency and
ωd damped eigenfrequency. We can further rewrite the Eq. (3.39) as:
H(s) =
1
m(s− s1)(s− s2) , (3.42)
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Figure 3.2: 3D plot of a transfer function H(s) where m = 1kg and k = 400N/m;
(a) Real H(s), (b) Imag H(s), (c) Magnitude H(s), (d) Phase H(s).
where s1 = σ + iωd and s2 = s
∗
1 = σ − iωd are poles of a transfer function, clearly
seen in Figure 3.2. The poles define the eigenfrequency of a system which is given in
complex-conjugate pairs s1 and s2 = s
∗
1. By the help of partial-fraction expansion, the
Eq. (3.42) becomes:
H(s) =
1
m(s− s1)(s− s∗1)
=
A
s− s1 +
A∗
s− s∗1
, (3.43)
where A and A∗ are complex-conjugate values, known as residues of the transfer func-
tion. Their values are directly connected with the amplitude of the impulse-response
function. The residues can be easily found and are equal to A = 1
i 2mωd
for a SDOF.
For a MDOF the residues are, in general, complex quantities.
The Laplace domain describes the system in terms of poles and residues. By evaluating
the transfer function only in the frequency domain we obtain so called frequency-
response function (FRF). We can write:
H(ω) = H(s)|s=iω =
[
A
s− s1 +
A∗
s− s∗1
] ⏐⏐⏐⏐
s=iω
=
A
iω − s1 +
A∗
iω − s∗1
=
A
i(ω − ωd) + ζ ωn +
A∗
i(ω + ωd) + ζ ωn
(3.44)
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Eq. (3.44) represents the partial fraction expansion form of the FRF of a SDOF system.
The same FRF could have been obtained from Eq. (3.39) in the form more commonly
presented in the literature:
H(ω) =
1
k − ω2m+ iω c . (3.45)
We extend the theory from SDOF to MDOF systems. The FRF of viscously damped
MDOF system is given as:
αjk(ω) =
Xj
Fk
=
N∑
r=1
(
rAjk
i (ω − ωr,d) + ξr ωr +
rAjk
i (ω + ωr,d) + ξr ωr
)
(3.46)
and for hysteretically damped systems (the most often used model in structural dy-
namics) as:
αjk(ω) =
Xj
Fk
=
N∑
r=1
rAjk
ω2r − ω2 + i ηr ω2r
. (3.47)
where Xj is a complex output (measured displacement) at coordinate j and Fk exci-
tation force at coordinate k. The parameter ηr is a loss factor of the rth mode shape,
as given in Eq. (3.35). A term rAjk is a modal constant of the rth mode, representing
the system’s property between coordinates j and k. The reason for denoting a transfer
function as α(ω) will be explained in the next chapter. In order to clarify the Eq. (3.46)
and Eq. (3.47), a Figure 3.3 depicts an example of a 2-DOFs system and one of its
FRFs, namely α12(ω). The subscripted index 12 denotes the response at coordinate 1
while exciting the system at coordinate 2. Since FRFs are arrays of complex quantities
they are very often presented in terms of real and imaginary values or in terms of
magnitude and phase. The latter presentation is usually more intuitive and as such
more often used.
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Figure 3.3: The FRF of a 2-DOFs system; (a) 3D representation of α12(ω) with its
real and imaginary components, (b) Associated magnitude and phase.
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3.1.2.2 Different types of FRFs
The FRF represents dynamic properties of a system and may be expressed in terms of
any convenient response characteristics. The motion of a system is measured in terms
of displacement, velocity or acceleration. Since the transition from one type of motion
quantity to another is possible and well known, also a transition from one type of FRF
to another is possible. The general types of FRFs are known as:
Receptance : α(ω) =
displacement response
force excitation
=
X eiω t
F eiω t
=
X
F
(3.48)
Mobility : Y (ω) =
velocity response
force excitation
=
iωX eiω t
F eiω t
= iω α(ω) (3.49)
Accelerance : A(ω) =
acceleration response
force excitation
=
−ω2X eiω t
F eiω t
= −ω2 α(ω) (3.50)
As seen from upper definitions there are additional connections valid:
|Y (ω)| = ω |α(ω)| and arg [Y (ω)] = arg [α(ω)] + π
2
|A(ω)| = ω2 |α(ω)| and arg [A(ω)] = arg [α(ω)] + π
|A(ω)| = ω |Y (ω)| and arg [A(ω)] = arg [Y (ω)] + π
2
All three basic FRFs are interconnected and the connection is known. Beside recep-
tance, mobility and accelerance we know also their inverse values.
Dynamic stiffness =
force excitation
displacement response
= α(ω)−1 (3.51)
Mechanical impedance =
force excitation
veloctiy response
= Y (ω)−1 (3.52)
Apparent mass =
force excitation
acceleration response
= A(ω)−1 (3.53)
The inverse values are used more rarely; however their usage is helpful especially when
dealing with structures with extremely high flexibility. Additionally, the inverse values
can be obtained out of the basic FRFs when needed.
Any form of FRF is usually presented in the log scale due to a large range of quanti-
ties they typically present. Furthermore, an FRF can be expressed in decibels (dB),
especially when the emitted sound and the acoustics is of interest. In this case we can
write:
A(ω) [dB] = 10 log10
(
A2(ω)
A2ref
)
, (3.54)
where A(ω) [dB] is the accelerance expressed in dB and Aref is the reference value which
has to be known beforehand. The decibel expression is the ratio of a power (squared
amplitudes) of an investigated quantity with respect to the given reference.
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3.1.3 Dynamic models and their interrelation
In the previous chapters the theoretical and experimental modal analysis has been
recapped. It has been seen that the dynamic properties of any system may be described
by three different types of complete models, namely: Spatial model, Modal model and
Response model. The dynamic models and their interrelation is illustratively given
in Figure 3.4. In the first case, the dynamic characteristics of a system are given in
the spatial domain, meaning that they are distributed in space. The spatial model
is described by mass, stiffness, damping and leads to an eigenvalue problem, whose
solutions represent the modal model constituted by the modal properties. They are
given by natural frequencies, mode shape vectors and modal damping values. Further,
we can derive from the modal model the response characteristics, which constitute a
response model. The response model is defined by system’s FRFs. The connection
between different dynamic models is defined also in the opposite direction, i.e., from
the response, to the modal model and further from the modal to the spatial model.
Spatial Model Modal Model Response Model
M
K
D
[ rω2rr ]
Φ
{ηr}
[α(ω)]
Eigensolution
[α(ω)] = Φ [ rω2r(1 + i ηr)− ω2r ]−1ΦT
M = Φ−TΦ−1
K+ iD = Φ−T [ rω2r (1 + i ηr)r ]Φ
−1
Modal Identification
Figure 3.4: Dynamic models and their interrelation (hysteretically damped case).
Talking about theoretical modal analysis as presented in Chapter 3.1.1 we migrate
from the spatial to the modal model. This approach is used whenever an analytical
model of a system is given or even more often when the CAD model is built. By that
the spatial properties are defined with known geometry and material characteristics.
Thus, modal model can be easily calculated by using the eigensolution approach. On
the other hand the EMA, as presented in Chapter 3.1.2, starts on the other end of the
tree as depicted in Figure 3.4. The FRFs are measured and the modal properties of
the system are obtained via modal identification techniques. There are many different
modal identification techniques available these days. In general we distinguish between
the methods operating in the time domain and the others operating in the frequency
domain [97–99].
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3.2 Test device
The rolling-element bearings are one of the most crucial parts when dealing with noise
prediction of rotating machinery. The bearing’s dynamic characteristics have to be
known precisely in order to build a trustful dynamic model of an overall system. The
goal is to have models of high quality, which are an adequate representation of reality,
already in the early design stage. That enables less time from idea to production,
avoiding time-consuming iterations of model updating. In order to ascertain the quality
of a dynamic bearing model we have built a simple test device. The requirements of that
device, its CAD and FEM models as well as the experimental setup will be described
in the following chapters.
3.2.1 General requirements
The test device is constructed primarily for measuring the dynamic properties of the
rolling-element bearings. Justifying desired criteria and without loosing too much of
generality, the test device has to fulfil the following:
1. Two types of rolling-element bearings have to be tested, i.e., ball bearings and
tapered roller bearings.
2. The test device must consist of simple parts whose dynamic properties are easily
obtained in the frequency region from 0 to 4 kHz.
3. The ability to measure the entire test device at free-free boundary conditions.
4. The ability to perform FRF measurements between shaft and housing with im-
pact hammer.
5. The ability to apply a dominant axial load to the bearings (up to 1000 N).
6. The ability to investigate the system while the shaft is rotating (up to 6000 RPM).
Two different bearing pairs are of interest. Their properties are given in Table 3.1. It is
important to note that no test device fulfilling the given requirements has been found
in literature before. Mainly because of the criterion No.3. It is especially demanding
for systems under operation to be tested at free-free boundary conditions; however the
benefits of such boundary conditions are strongly preferred in order to eliminate the
influence of surrounding structures and gain the accuracy of obtained results.
Table 3.1: Properties of bearing types used in the test device.
type designation d [mm] D [mm] B [mm] z
ball 6006 30 55 13 11
roller 32006-X 30 55 17 19
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3.2.2 CAD model
Based on the general requirements (specified in Chapter 3.2.1) different concepts for
the test device have been developed and the final one is presented and discussed in
this work. Figure 3.5 depicts CAD models of all integral parts and shows how these
parts are assembled together into the final test device. It is important to note that
the system contains three simple solid parts that are always present in the device, i.e.,
shaft, saddle and housing. Additionally, we have other, substitutable parts, namely:
solid rings, ball bearings and tapered roller bearings. One out of the three pairs can
be inserted into the test device at once. Figure 3.6 illustrates all three mentioned
scenarios. Beside both bearing types of interest also solid rings are available. They
solid rings
ball bearings
tapered roller bearings
shaft
saddle
housing
test device
Figure 3.5: All integral parts of the test device and the resulting assembly.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
315
φ
61
Figure 3.6: A simplified technical drawing of the test device; (a) Inserted solid rings,
(b) Inserted ball bearings, (c) Inserted tapered roller bearings.
are of the same global dimensions as ball bearings and are explicitly used only to check
the linearity of the system. This is an important step which ascertains that all the
nonlinear phenomena, which appear later with real bearings inserted in the system,
are the result of the bearing’s nonlinearity.
The presented concept exhibits the ability to test both desired bearing types and con-
sists of simple parts whose dynamic properties can be easily measured. Additionally
the system can be tested at free-free boundary conditions by simply hanging it, us-
ing thin ropes twisted around ribs on the housing. The FRF measurements can be
performed by using an impact hammer and exciting either shaft or housing when the
system does not rotate. The ability of applying a different axial load is done by turning
the saddle with respect to the shaft. The contact between the saddle and the shaft is
carried out by a thread with a fine pitch (M16×1). It is important to note that saddle
is designed as such that it only has 3 mm of thread, i.e., three thread turns, on both
saddle ends. This detail ensures that all threads in contact are actually loaded. As a
consequence we can assume that thread contact stiffness is load-independent. Another
criterion (following Chapter 3.2.1) which has not been satisfied yet is the ability to
investigate the system while the shaft is rotating. In order to fulfil this requirement
we have designed a special motor frame that connects a motor and the housing of
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the test device. By doing so we can still perform measurements at free-free boundary
conditions. The shaft of the motor and the shaft of the test device are coupled via
special clutch. The clutch used is constructed from metal bellows, which compensate
for possible minor misalignments and reduce vibration from the motor to the shaft.
Figure 3.7 shows the upgrade of the original test device. The motor used is a brushless
direct-current (BLDC) motor which is suitable for high speeds (up to 104 RPM) and
generates low vibration. The housing of the motor is attached to the motor frame via
rubber dampers which further attenuate the vibration from the motor to the struc-
ture. A phototransistor is used in order to measure the RPM of the motor. The entire
upgrade (the motor frame, the clutch and the motor itself) is removable, allowing us
to test the non-rotating version without the extension and the rotating one with the
extension.
BLDC motor
Phototransistor
Rubber dampers
Clutch – metal bellows
Motor frame
Figure 3.7: An extended version of the test device where motor runs the shaft.
It is important to define the material properties of the presented construction. The
housing, shaft and saddle are constructed out of a steel (16MnCr5). The motor frame
is made out of aluminium, except the three rods connecting both holders, which are
made out of steel. The clutch is made out of aluminium (clamping part) and stainless
steel (metal bellows).
In order to assemble the given construction as desired, a definition of the fits between
bearing rings and surrounding structures is of great importance. The contact between
the bearing inner ring and the shaft/saddle exhibits the fit φ30KB/k5 and the contact
between the bearing outer ring and the housing is designed to meet the fit φ55K6/hB.
The solid rings are constructed as such that they exhibit the same tolerances as bear-
ings. The thread contact is M16× 1 and constructed as discussed above.
The presented concept for the test device fulfils all given general requirements. Thus,
the concept has been built and utilized for numerical and experimental evaluation of
the bearing’s dynamics.
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3.2.3 FEM model
Based on the CAD model we have built a corresponding FEM model of the constructed
test device. Figure 3.8 depicts the FEM model of the entire assembly. The solid rings
and bearing inner and outer rings are meshed by hexahedrals of the 1st order whereas
all other components are simply meshed by tetrahedrals of the 2nd order due to the
more demanding shape1. Figure 3.9 shows a cut view of the test device where a
Figure 3.8: The FEM model of the test device.
bearing is placed. All three possible configurations are presented, i.e., solid rings, ball
bearings and tapered roller bearings. The ball and tapered roller bearings are modelled
simplified, meaning that there are no rolling elements modelled and meshed. The main
reason is the calculation time which is highly reduced when rolling elements are omitted
and modelled indirectly by spider elements and bearing stiffness matrix as discussed
in Chapter 2.2.2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.9: A cut view of the test device where bearing is placed; (a) Inserted solid
rings, (b) Inserted ball bearings, (c) Inserted tapered roller bearings.
An important aspect when building FEM model of a system is how to adequately model
the contacts between different parts. As a matter of fact any minor contact change can
significantly influence the overall dynamics of the system. The most interesting contact
in our investigation is the contact between rolling elements and both raceways, i.e., in
bearing itself. However, this contact is covered by the analytically calculated bearing
stiffness matrix (see Chapter 2). The other contacts, which are entirely covered by the
FEM techniques involve: contact between the shaft or saddle and the bearing inner
1Where the shape of a part is more demanding it is tedious to mesh it with hexahedrals. Therefore
it is faster and easier to mesh it with tetrahedrals. In order to gain the quality of the results, we use
a 2nd order tetrahedrals, whereas for the hexahedrals the 1st order shape functions are sufficient.
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ring, contact between the housing and the bearing outer ring and the thread contact.
It is important to note that detailed contact modelling of a thread and different fits is
beyond the scope of this investigation. However, several side investigations have been
conducted to find the representative contact modelling approach. It has been found
out that tie contact represents a sufficient representation of the real behaviour in our
system for all of the aforementioned contacts.
Before a contact is defined it has to be sufficiently discretized. Two surfaces in contact
are divided into the master and the slave surface. The contact interface is constructed
by searching, for each slave node, a respective facet of the master surface, which con-
tains the normal projection of the slave and is within the search distance from the slave
node [95] as shown in Figure 3.10. After the discretization is done, the tie contact
connects the master and slave nodes together, by taking geometrically more accurate
projection of the slave node into account. Further, the Penalty-based method or the
Lagrangian multipliers [95] can be utilized to create a tie contact. The Figure 3.11
Slave surface (or set of grids)
Master surface
Figure 3.10: A node-to-surface contact discretization [95].
shows how the tie contact is implemented in the test device for the contact between
the shaft and the saddle (thread contact) as well as between the shaft and the bearing
inner ring. Small triangles designate master surface in which the slave nodes from the
adjacent part have to find their projection.
It has been found out that contacts between solid rings and shaft/housing/saddle do
not cause any significant problems by means of not being linear at the investigated
preload range. Hence they can be simply regarded as the tie contact. However, the
main bottleneck represents a thread contact. In order to minimize its inherent load-
dependent contact-stiffness characteristic the thread revolutions are shortened to the
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: An example of a tie contact in the test device; (a) Between the shaft and
the saddle, (b) Between the shaft and the inner ring of the bearing.
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minimum, i.e., to three thread turns on both saddle ends as already discussed in Chap-
ter 3.2.2. This implies that all revolutions are in contact in reality already when the
saddle is slightly loaded. That being said, the assumption of having a load-independent
thread characteristic is justified. Consequently it is sufficient to model it as a tie con-
tact. In contrast to the other tie contacts in the system, a tie contact representing the
thread is a bit modified. Utilizing a cylindrical coordinate system the contact nodes
have been tied in radial and tangential DOFs whereas the z-direction remains untied.
By that a desired axial force can be applied into the system (acting on the shaft), while
keeping the saddle constrained as shown in Figure 3.11. The force is assumed to be
equally distributed between both saddle ends.
Another simplification in the FEM model is done in geometric modelling of the thread
contact. The thread revolutions are not precisely modelled but averaged out by a
constant effective pitch diameter as shown in Figure 3.11a. This simplifies the meshing
process of the thread region tremendously. Modelling the thread on the shaft and saddle
by a constant effective pitch diameter means no change in mass of both connected parts.
When additionally assuming the constant thread contact-stiffness as discussed above,
the original influence of the thread contact on the system’s dynamics should remain
unaffected.
As soon as the axial load is exerted to the system, i.e., the saddle is tightened on
the shaft, the housing is subjected to the pressure load and the shaft undergoes the
tension load. It has to be reassured that prescribed load does not change the dynamic
properties of the system, e.g. as it happens with a string under tension. It has been
numerically calculated and proven that the maximum amount of axial force inserted
into the system (1000 N) has indeed a negligible effect on the overall system’s dynamics.
Beside the basic version of the test device also the extended version (with the attached
motor, dampers and motor frame) has to be numerically evaluated. Figure 3.12 shows
the FEM model of the extended part. It is crucial to ensure that first eigenfrequency
is above the maximum excitation frequency of the motor. Since we want to rotate up
to 6000 RPM (see Chapter 3.2.1) what corresponds to 100 Hz, the first eigenfrequency
must be sufficiently higher.
Figure 3.12: The FEM model of the extension (motor, dampers and motor frame).
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3.2.4 Experimental setup
All parts of the developed concept for the test device have been manufactured and
assembled. The solid rings, ball bearings or tapered roller bearing can be inserted as
designed and discussed in Chapter 3.2.2. The preload is applied to the system by two
special wrenches as shown in Figure 3.13. The desired axial load was at first controlled
by the help of a torque wrench. This technique was, however, not precise enough, thus
three strain gauges have been mounted on the ribs of the housing, around its perimeter,
as seen in Figure 3.14. The figure additionally depicts the test device at its free-free
boundary conditions, which are obtained by the help of two ropes holding the housing.
Figure 3.14 shows a modal hammer and an accelerometer, needed to perform FRF
Test device
Combination wrenchTorque wrench
Figure 3.13: The test device during the preload process.
measurements. The hammer is positioned to excite the shaft and the accelerometer is
placed on one rib of the housing. It is important to say that the modal hammer has
been attached to the test bench frame in a way that can be represented as a pendulum.
By that we are able to ensure much higher precision of the actual excitation point and
provide significantly better repeatability of the measured data. The measured time
signals are acquired by two data acquisition cards (DAQ cards). One is intended for
the strain measurements and the other for the acceleration and force, obtained from
Modal hammer Strain gauge
Accelerometer Acquisition cards
Figure 3.14: The experimental setup of the test device and the corresponding
measuring equipment.
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the accelerometer and the modal hammer, respectively. Both acquisition cards are
mounted into a special chassis that transfers acquired data to the computer.
The extended version of the test device is shown in Figure 3.15. The strain gauges and
the accelerometer are placed as in the non-rotating version, whereas the modal hammer
is not present. The excitation is expected to origin mainly from the rolling-element
bearings. It can be seen that additional support is added with the red rope connecting
the housing and the foundation of the test rig. By that we assure much better stability
which is needed when the system rotates while still maintaining the free-free boundary
conditions. The motor is mounted to the test device via motor frame, dampers and
special clutch, as discussed in Chapter 3.2.2. The BLDC motor is controlled by the
BLDC controller that is further governed by Arduino controller. The motor needs a
special, regulated DC power supply. The Arduino controller also captures a signal
from the phototransistor, out of which the actual RPM of the motor are obtained. The
measured RPM are transferred from Arduino to the computer. The desired RPM of
the BLDC motor are defined by the user at the computer interface.
The rotating version of the test device is investigated by performing a run-up test.
All settings are determined by the user. We have built a custom made computer
application where the entire measurement scenario can be thoroughly controlled and
afterwards the acquired data completely analysed. The custom built application has
been programmed in Python. Figure 3.16 depicts an overall view of the test bench
during the run-up investigation.
It is important to define the acquisition parameters. The acceleration and the force
are acquired at the sampling frequency of 25.6 kHz, whereas the strain is sampled
with 2 kHz. One second of the time signal is acquired yielding a frequency resolution
of 1 Hz. The Arduino acquires the time signal from the phototransistor with the
sampling frequency of 8.6 kHz.
Arduino controller BLDC controller
BLDC motor Phototransistor
Figure 3.15: The experimental setup of the extended version of the test device and
the corresponding measuring equipment.
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Regulated power supply
Test bench PC - acquired data
Figure 3.16: The overall view of the test bench while operating.
The experimental setup consists of several sensors and other measuring equipment. The
more detailed data on the equipment used is given in Table 3.2. The entire measuring
procedure is governed by the custom built computer program. The connection between
the computer and the DAQ chassis is established via ethernet connection whereas the
connection between the Arduino controller and the computer is set up via serial USB
connection.
The test device can be investigated at different axial preloads, following either non-
rotating or rotating scenario. The former narrates the hammer-based excitation whereas
the latter requires mounting of the additional motor whose rotation implies a domi-
nant bearing-based excitation. The output is always measured with the accelerometer
mounted on the housing. The preload is ascertained from the average strain, obtained
out of the three strain gauges mounted on the housing ribs.
Table 3.2: Equipment and sensors used in the experimental setup.
Type Manufacturer Model Description
Accelerometer Bru¨el & Kjær 4517-002 One-axial IEPE accelerometer
Modal hammer PCB 086C03 IEPE sensor and steel impact tip
Strain gauge HBM LY11-6/120A Linear sensor with 1 meas. grid
Acquisition card NI 9234 4-channel, BNC connector, IEPE
Acquisition card NI 9237 4-channel, RJ50 connector
DAQ chassis NI 9184 4-slot, Ethernet
BLDC motor EMAX GT4020 470 RPM per volt
BLDC controller EMAX BLHELI 60A ESC controller
Phototransistor VISHAY CNY70 Reflective optical sensor
Arduino Arduino UNO Single-board microcontroller
Power supply Voltcraft DPPS-60-10 Regulated DC power supply
PC HP ProBook 450 Laptop for data processing
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3.3 Workflow
The dynamic properties of the rolling-element bearings have been investigated numer-
ically and experimentally. In order to explain the workflow of our study the following
chapter thoroughly describes the procedures taken for the experimental, numerical and
the validation part. The chapter covers the necessary flowcharts and description of all
of the steps carried out in order to obtain the final outcomes, i.e., the comparison
between the numerical and the experimental results.
3.3.1 Experimental workflow
The experimental setup is arranged as explained in Chapter 3.2.4. At first we have
to distinguish between the non-rotating and the rotating test device investigation.
The connection between different parts, sensors and equipment as well as the signals
measured are outlined in flowcharts given by Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 for the non-
rotating and the rotating version, respectively. Both figures consist of three different
areas distinguished by the background colour. The first area is orange coloured and
represents the load and the excitation that are both inserted into the system from
outside. They are applied in two stages, one after the other. At first the preload is
defined and afterwards the excitation is performed. The second area is green coloured
and represents the sensors implemented to the system. The third area is blue coloured
and symbolize the acquisition and control section. Here all the equipment needed to
Stage 1: preload
Stage 2: excitation
Sensors Acquisition and control
Preload Strain gauges DAQ card
Impact
(modal hammer)
Accelerometer
Force sensor
DAQ card
PC
signal processing
DAQ chassis
structure
under load
voltage
oscilation of
the structure
impact
disturbance
voltage
ethernet
voltage
Figure 3.17: A flowchart of the measuring setup for the non-rotating test device.
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Stage 1: preload
Stage 2: excitation
Sensors Acquisition and control
Preload Strain gauges DAQ card
BLDC motor run-up
(bearing excitation)
Accelerometer
Arduino
DAQ card
Phototransistor
PC
signal processingBLDC controller
DAQ chassis
structure
under load
voltage
oscilation of
the structure
motor
revolutions
voltage
USB
ethernet
voltage
voltage
PWM
Figure 3.18: A flowchart of the measuring setup for the rotating test device.
capture, generate and analyse the signals is gathered together. It can be seen that
stage one is the same for the non-rotating and the rotating version, whereas the stage
two differs significantly. The difference is not only in the way how the excitation is
applied but also in the sensors and the equipment used. Additionally the stage two in
the rotating version needs a call-back loop in order to control the speed of the BLDC
motor as desired.
Beside the interconnection between different parts, sensors and other equipment also
the logic behind the acquired data has to be described. The measured data are collected
with the PC in the form of discretized time series. Figure 3.19 depicts the flowchart of
the logic and needed signal processing for the non-rotating test device. At first signals
from the three strain gauges are acquired and averaged out. If the error between the
averaged strain signal εa and the defined strain signal εd is less than εs we can continue
to the next step. If not, the preload has to be readjusted until it complies with the given
criterion. The error εs has been set to allow 5% of deviation between εa and εd. The
defined strain εd is calculated beforehand and corresponds to a certain force inserted to
the system. The force-strain relation is derived from known geometrical and material
properties of the housing. The preload is given at the beginning of the measurements.
Several preload forces have been investigated as will be described later. After the strain
criterion is justified, we can proceed to the next stage where acquisition of acceleration
and force occurs. The acquisition is triggered by the impact of the modal hammer. The
signals are transformed from time to frequency domain with the Fast-Fourier transform
(FFT) and the FRF in terms of accelerance Ai(ω) is obtained. The structure has been
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εa =
1
3
3∑
i=1
εi |εa − εd| < εs
FFT Ai(ω)
H1(ω) = A(ω)
Coherence γ2(ω)
read strain ε1
read strain ε2
read strain ε3
acceleration ai(t)
force Fi(t)
ai(ω)
Fi(ω)
yes
no
Preload adjustment
i = 1, 2 . . . 5
Figure 3.19: A flowchart of the signal processing for the non-rotating test device.
hit five times so five repetitions of the same FRF are stored. Finally we can calculate
the H1(ω) estimator
2 and the corresponding coherence γ2(ω) [98]. Different FRFs have
been measured; however, the ones most clearly demonstrating the dynamic properties
of the rolling-element bearings are the ones between the shaft and the housing.
The logic and the signal processing for the rotating version of the test device is shown
in Figure 3.20. It can be seen that the first part, namely the stage one, is the same
as for the non-rotating version. When the condition of having the appropriate preload
inserted into the system is satisfied, we can proceed to the stage two, that is the run-
up of the motor. We start the run-up with RPMd = 500. In the next step we check
if the measured RPM and the defined RPM do not differ more than εRPM, which is
equal to 10 RPM. If the condition is not satisfied the RPM needs to be adjusted and
if the condition is met we can proceed to the next step. The measured RPM are
acquired with the phototransistor, discretized by the Arduino and further led to the
PC. The next step is to measure the acceleration on the housing. The time signal is
transformed to the frequency domain via FFT and displayed as power spectral density
(PSD) plot. The duration of the measured acceleration is one second. We acquire
twenty repetitions of the same PSD. Afterwards the averaged PSDa is calculated in
order to attenuate the random noise in the signal. Further, a new condition arises
that checks the value of RPMd. If the value is smaller or equal to 6000 the RPMd are
raised for 100 and the procedure just described is repeated. The PSDa is saved for
every RPMd and finally a Campbell diagram is plotted. The Campbell diagram plots a
system’s response spectrum as a function of its rotation regime. With the other words,
2It is common practice to measure the FRF measurement several times to ensure that a reliable es-
timate of the structure’s transfer function is being measured. The repeatability of the individual FRFs
is checked by estimating a coherence function, while the average is calculated using different estimator
methods, depending on the desired end result. The H1(ω) is used when the noise is uncorrelated with
the input signals.
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εa =
1
3
3∑
i=1
εi |εa − εd| < εs
FFT PSDi
⏐⏐RPMm − RPMd⏐⏐ < εRPM
RPMd ≤ 6000 Plot Campbell
PSDa =
1
20
20∑
i=1
PSDi
read strain ε1
read strain ε2
read strain ε3
acceleration ai(t) ai(ω)
yes
RPMd = 500
no
Preload adjustment
yes
no
RPM adjustment
yes
RPMd + 100
read RPMm
no
i = 1, 2 . . . 20
. . .
Figure 3.20: A flowchart of the signal processing for the rotating test device.
all PSDa are joined together in a colormap as a function of frequency and RPM. The
rotating version of the test device does not contain any information about the level
of excitation since it is practically impossible to measure it. It is assumed that the
excitation mainly comes from the rolling-element bearings, causing a broad-band noise
that sufficiently excites the entire frequency range of interest.
Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 represent the logic implemented into our measuring system.
It is important to note that this logic has been comprehensively programmed as a part
of this work and a custom built application has been developed in order to operate
with measurements. The application consists of three parts, namely, the acquisition
part, the FRFs investigation and the Campbell plot investigation. In the first part the
acquisition and control parameters are defined whereas the second and the third part
correlate with the non-rotating and the rotating measuring campaign, respectively.
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3.3.2 Numerical workflow
Numerical workflow consists of different types of analyses being performed with the
FEM model of the test device. All details of the FEM modelling are given in Chap-
ter 3.2.3. The FEM analyses being used in this work are:
– Static analysis
– Modal analysis
– Frequency-response modal analysis
The static analysis is used to calculate the stress and strain exerted in the system
when preloaded. The modal analysis is used to calculate the eigenfrequencies and
accompanying eigenmodes. The frequency-response modal analysis (also known as a
harmonic analysis) is performed in order to calculate the FRF between different parts
of the structure.
The numerical workflow is represented by the analyses that have been run in order
as stated above. The outcomes of static analysis are used as an input to the modal
analysis. By that the preloaded system is taken into account for the modal analysis.
Based on modal analysis the frequency-response modal analysis is calculated. The
material properties used are given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Material properties of solid parts used in the FEM model.
Elastic modulus E [MPa] Density ρ [kg/m3] Damping η [%]
200 000 7 850 0.1
3.3.3 Validation procedure
The experimental and numerical procedures of obtaining the dynamic properties of
the investigated system have been comprehensively described so far. The validation
procedure is the next step and compares the results obtained from both worlds. It is
clear that the experimental data represent the reference. Consequently we can deter-
mine the quality of the numerical model. The main goal of the presented work is to
evaluate the quality of the analytically derived dynamic bearing model by observing
the dynamic properties of the system.
The test device has been designed in a way that each integral part represents a simple
structure whose dynamic properties are easily obtained numerically and experimentally.
Therefore, the dynamic properties of every individual integral part are verified at first.
Mainly the housing and the shaft are of interest, since the saddle and the solid rings
are so stiff that their first eigenfrequency significantly exceeds the frequency range of
interest. We continue with the full assembled test device, where solid rings are initially
inserted. Afterwards the ball and then the tapered roller bearing are put in place.
The dynamic properties of individual components and of the assembled test device have
been obtained in the form of FRFs. They have been measured using the experimental
modal analysis and calculated using the FEM model. The validation has been done
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via comparison between numerically and experimentally obtained FRFs. It is expected
that validation of individual, solid, homogeneous parts with precisely defined material
and geometry should not cause any problem. However, the problems may appear as
soon as we put all parts together, already for the assembly with solid rings. These
problems are contact related. Even though the test device has been designed in a way
to avoid nonlinear contact-related phenomena as much as possible (see Chapter 3.2.2),
the problems cannot be completely avoided. They are, however, only lowered to a
certain degree by choosing an appropriate design.
The non-rotating test device can be assembled in one of the three different scenarios
(solid rings, ball bearings, tapered roller bearings). All of them undergo the same
testing procedure, i.e., they are investigated at four different axial preloads exerted
into the system. Figure 3.21 shows the corresponding validation procedure. Two
identical areas are shown in form of two panels, representing the measurement and the
simulation part. They are separated by a colour and a label. Both panels yield the
FRFs for the defined preloads. These FRFs are compared and the bearing model is
either validated or not.
Comparison between measured and calculated FRFs
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Figure 3.21: A flowchart of the validation procedure for the non-rotating test device.
The rotating version of the test device has been investigated only experimentally. The
main goal of the rotating version is to see the influence of a possible change in the
bearing’s dynamics on the overall system’s dynamics. With the help of a run-up in-
vestigation it is possible to investigate the dynamic properties of the system and their
potential change due to rotor-dynamic effects that appear in rolling bearings, e.g. cen-
trifugal forces and gyroscopic effects. Some researchers pointed out these effects at
high speed applications [1, 14, 15]. Thus it is beneficial to test the investigated system
in the RPM range of interest in order to verify such phenomena.
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3.4 Results
The comparison between measured and calculated FRFs is shown in this chapter fol-
lowing the workflow described in Chapter 3.3. Results are presented in the form of
FRFs. The dynamic properties of the individual components are investigated at first.
Afterwards the results from the assembled test device with inserted solid rings are
presented. Finally the results from ball and tapered roller bearings inserted into the
system are given. The differences between the non-rotating and the rotating setups
are provided. By comparing the measured and calculated FRFs at different preloads,
the dynamic bearing model can be thoroughly evaluated.
3.4.1 Individual components
3.4.1.1 Housing
The excitation point and the position of the accelerometer placed on the housing are
shown in Figure 3.22. The red arrow indicates the impact excitation performed by the
modal hammer and the blue square represents the position of the accelerometer. Both
positions are defined as distant as possible in order to cover the majority of structure’s
dynamics in the FRF. The FRF in form of accelerance is shown in Figure 3.23. The
Figure 3.22: The excitation point (red arrow) and the position of the accelerometer
(blue square) on the housing.
measured and simulated results are presented. The figure consists of the amplitude
spectrum and the corresponding phase. Also the coherence is given for the measured
FRF (see Chapter 3.3.1). The comparison between the measured and simulated FRFs
shows almost a perfect match. There is, however, still some space to make simulated
FRF even closer to the measured one. It is important to note that material properties
of the housing have not been adjusted in order to fit the measured data but were
taken as a generally known values as given in Table 3.3. The material data as well as
some geometry details could be modified in order to meet the perfect fit between the
measured and simulated FRFs. However, the goal of this study is not to make an FEM
model updating but to asses the quality of modelling approach when modelling from
scratch. In fact, every product in an early design stage, when no prototype is available
yet, has to undergo such procedure. The goal is thus to obtain a reliable numerical
model for each integral part. No doubt that on the level of individual solid parts there
should be no major discrepancies between both worlds as shown by Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: The comparison between measured and simulated FRFs on the housing.
3.4.1.2 Shaft
The excitation point and the accelerometer position placed on the shaft are shown in
Figure 3.24. Figure 3.25 shows comparison between measured and simulated FRFs.
Figure 3.24: The excitation point and the accelerometer position on the shaft.
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Figure 3.25: The comparison between measured and simulated FRFs on the shaft.
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The excitation is performed on one end of the shaft and the acceleration response is
obtained on the other end, just before the thread starts. Both FRFs again exhibit a
good correlation; however, it can be seen that the simulated results are a bit shifted
to the left in comparison to the measured ones. Primarily we can address this to the
simplified modelling of the thread section (see Chapter 3.2.3).
3.4.1.3 Saddle and solid rings
The saddle and solid rings as individual parts represent components which are very stiff
and as such exhibit no eigendynamics in the frequency range of interest (up to 4 kHz).
In fact, we can obtain from simulations that the first eigenfrequency of the solid ring
is equal to 13.3 kHz and the first eigenfrequency of the saddle to 30 kHz. Thus, there
is no need to make an explicit comparison between FRFs for the mentioned parts.
3.4.2 Assembled test device
The test device can be assembled in one of the three different scenarios, namely one
can choose between solid rings, ball bearings and tapered roller bearings (see Chap-
ter 3.2.2). The results from all three combinations are presented in this chapter. The
excitation point and the accelerometer position placed on the test device are shown in
Figure 3.26. The chosen FRF remains the same, regardless of the selected scenario.
The excitation is performed on the shaft and the acceleration is obtained at the housing.
It is expected that such a transfer function will comprehensively reflect the influence
of bearing stiffness on the overall system’s dynamics.
Figure 3.26: The excitation point and the accelerometer position on the test device.
3.4.2.1 Solid rings
At first the test device is assembled with solid rings. By that we can ascertain if the
system without bearings is load-independent or not. Ideally such a system should be
load-independent; however, due to contact issues, especially the thread contact, the
load-independence has to be experimentally proved. Figure 3.27 presents the load-
dependence of the test device with solid rings inserted. Four different axial preloads
are inserted into the system, i.e., 100N, 300N, 600N and 1000N. It can be seen that
all curves correlate very well to each other. There is only a slight movement of a
peak around 1.4 kHz. Additionally the amplitudes are getting lower with smaller
preload due to a higher damping that appears in contacts. The damping, however, is
beyond the scope of this investigation. Regarding the positions of the eigenfrequencies
it can be concluded that the system with solid rings is load-independent. Beside the
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Figure 3.27: The load-dependency of the chosen FRF for test device with solid rings.
experimental data (black curves) also the calculated FRF is shown (red curve). The
results from both worlds are well correlated.
3.4.2.2 Ball bearings
Finally the ball bearings are inserted into the test device. The load-dependency of the
investigated FRF is shown in Figure 3.28. The shaft does not rotate at this stage. It can
be seen that some peaks significantly change their location when increasing the preload.
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Figure 3.28: The load-dependency of the chosen FRF for the test device with ball
bearings.
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Since the load-independence for the test device with solid rings has been proven, we
can say that all changes being seen in the FRFs are now a consequence of a bearing
stiffness characteristics. For the investigated load case we can observe that higher the
preload, higher the bearing stiffness3 and consequently also higher eigenfrequencies.
It is important to note that due to the pure axial load all inner contacts in both
bearings are well defined (all rolling elements are loaded). Hence the coherence given in
Figure 3.28 is close to one (except in antiresonance regions). Since all contacts are well
defined no additional contact-related non-linearities are involved and the measurements
express a good repeatability.
The investigated FRF has also been calculated. Each preload narrates different axial
force applied between shaft and saddle, providing also different bearing stiffness ma-
trices. The results are shown in Figure 3.29 together with the experimentally obtained
FRFs. Comparing the spectra it can be seen that the frequency span of each affected
eigenfrequency is around 100Hz for simulated as well as measured FRFs. Some peak
positions, however, differ slightly, but the general behaviour is very well predicted.
Keep in mind that no model updating has been performed. The damping, again, is an
issue, but this in fact is not a subject of the presented study. Additionally it can be
seen that some eigenfrequencies are affected by altering the preload while the others
are not. Those, connected with the eigenmodes where bearings play a crucial role are
influenced whereas the others, governed by the local eigenmodes, are not. Figure 3.30
shows the modes of the selected areas from Figure 3.29. All presented modes are pri-
marily governed by the bearing stiffness. The mode at 2490Hz (Figure 3.30c) beside
the shaft movement involves also a local movement of the housing ribs.
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Figure 3.29: The comparison between the measured and simulated load-dependency
of the chosen FRF for the test device with ball bearings.
3Higher preload does not necessarily mean stiffer bearing. This is true only for a simple load cases.
Other load combinations may lead to lower stiffness in some direction when preload is increased. For
more information on load-stiffness interconnection see Chapter 2.3.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.30: The selected calculated eigenmodes of the test device with ball bearings;
(a) Eigenmode at 590Hz, (b) Eigenmode at 1650Hz, (c) Eigenmode at 2490Hz,
(d) Eigenmode at 3085Hz.
The non-rotating version of the test device was presented so far and a good agreement
between measured and simulated FRFs has been obtained. Since the bearings are
meant to rotate it is crucial to determine if the analytical bearing stiffness matrix is
an adequate representation of the bearing’s dynamics also under operating conditions.
Following the experimental workflow for the rotating test device (see Chapter 3.3.1)
we perform a run-up test. An extension for the motor has been additionally mounted
on the test device while maintaining its free-free boundary conditions. The run-up
test sequentially increases the motor speed from 500 to 6000 RPM with a step of 100
RPM. At each step the acceleration on the housing (same position as for the FRF
investigation) is measured. The resulting Campbell diagram is shown in Figure 3.31
for the preloads of 300N4 and 1000N. It can be seen that the eigenfrequencies, governed
by the bearing stiffness do change with higher preload in a similar manner as in the
non-rotating version. They are marked by red arrows. On the other hand their position
does not change while increasing the RPM in the investigated RPM region. Another
important conclusion is that the locations of the eigenfrequencies remain at practically
the same positions as in the non-rotating investigation. Taking all stated conclusions
into account we may present the data in the form of PSD, averaged over the entire RPM
range. Figure 3.32 presents two PSD, corresponding to 300N and 1000N of preload.
Figure 3.31: Campbell diagrams for the test device with ball bearings.
4The preload of 100N was found to be too loose for the run-up investigation. Already a slight
torque induced by the motor caused a disturbance that changed the axial preload. At 300N this effect
is not notable any more.
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Figure 3.32: The averaged PSD over the entire RPM range.
The distinct change of eigenfrequencies dominated by the bearing stiffness is now even
more evident. Comparing the results from non-rotating and rotating version we notice
that one dominated peak is missing in the rotating version, namely the one at 2490Hz.
The eigenmode of this peak is a combination of housing and shaft and is apparently,
due to the extension mounted on the housing, changed and not so dominant in the
run-up investigation.
The comparison between measurements and simulations shows a good agreement for
the non-rotating as well as for the rotating setup. As such we can conclude that the
analytical bearing stiffness matrix is an adequate representation of the actual bearing’s
dynamic characteristics for the ball type.
3.4.2.3 Tapered roller bearings
The tapered roller bearings are inserted into the test device and the load dependency
of the measured FRF of interest is shown in Figure 3.33. At this stage a non-rotating
version is analysed. Similarly as with ball bearings we can see that some peaks do
obviously change their location when preload is increased, whereas the others stay un-
changed. The former are governed by the bearing stiffness whereas the latter represent
some local eigenmodes. The coherence is practically equal to one over the entire fre-
quency range of interest. This implies a stable contact definition between all parts is
achieved what results in a good repeatability.
A comparison between the measured and simulated FRFs is presented in Figure 3.34.
Both spectra have marked regions where eigenfrequencies shift with respect to the in-
serted preload. Comparing both worlds it is clear that regions differ tremendously.
Investigating the eigenmodes gives us an insight into the problem. Figure 3.35 shows
all calculated eigenmodes of the marked areas from Figure 3.34. All presented modes
are governed by the bearing stiffness and do actually correspond to the first, second
and third mode of the shaft. To show the measured modes we need to do a complete
EMA. For this purpose we have used an approach with high-speed camera5. The mea-
sured eigenmodes are shown in Figure 3.36. The first eigenmode obviously represents
5For more information on how to do an EMA with high-speed camera see [100].
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Figure 3.33: The load-dependency of the chosen FRF for the test device with TRB.
the first mode of the shaft, whereas the second mode represents the combination of
the dominant local housing movement and the second mode of the shaft. The arrows
in Figure 3.36 indicate the direction of motion, whereas different colour stands for
different phase. From the presented results it can be concluded that analytically cal-
culated bearing stiffness matrix for the tapered roller bearings exhibits much to weak
behaviour. As such the current modelling approach is not an adequate representation
of the TRB’s behaviour neither for quasi-static analysis (as given in Chapter 2.3) nor
for the dynamic analysis. More information about root causes for such behaviour and
possible improvements is given in Chapter 3.5.
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Figure 3.34: The comparison between the measured and simulated load-dependency
of the chosen FRF for the test device with TRB.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.35: The selected calculated eigenmodes of the test device with TRB;
(a) Eigenmode at 820Hz, (b) Eigenmode at 1960Hz, (c) Eigenmode at 3330Hz.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.36: The measured eigenmodes of the test device with TRB (using fast
camera for EMA); (a) Eigenmode at 1250Hz, (b) Eigenmode at 2490Hz.
Beside the non-rotating version of the test device it is of great interest to investigate
also the rotating version with TRB. At this point we have experienced some limitations
of the test device. The chosen motor was not able to drive the system at higher RPM
than cca. 1000RPM when loaded with maximum axial preload. The preload causes
higher friction in the line contact, requiring significant amount of torque to maintain
rotation. Even an additional grease does not solve the problem, since it is immediately
pushed out of the contact when the rotation starts. Consequently we have tested the
rotating version of the test device with TRB at 500RPM only and Figure 3.37 shows
the obtained results. The presented data have been acquired 20 times and averaged
out as described in Chapter 3.3.1; however, they still contain a significant amount of
noise. From the PSD can be unambiguously defined only one peak-position change,
namely the one at 2490Hz. This peak corresponds to the second eigenfrequency of
the shaft. Referring to the Figure 3.34 we know that the first eigenfrequency of the
shaft should appear around 1200Hz. This peak is not clearly seen in the PSD due to
the high noise and significant damping. We may conclude that peaks, governed by the
bearing stiffness do depend on the preload but not on the introduced rotation.
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Figure 3.37: The PSD at 500 RPM.
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3.5 Discussion
In the preceding chapter the investigation of a simple test device is presented. It is
designed to study the influence of bearing stiffness on the system’s dynamics. The
system is subjected to different axial preloads and tested in non-rotating and rotating
modus. The bottom-up comparison between measurements and simulations is given.
The goal of this study is to asses the quality of modelling approach, focused on bearings,
when modelling from scratch.
The ball bearings exhibit a good match between measured and simulated dynamics.
This applies to the non-rotating as well as to the rotating version of the test device.
The simulation model describes the location of the eigenfrequencies very well and
adequately predicts their span when changing the preload. Hence, the analytical ball
bearing model is an appropriate representation of the actual bearing’s dynamics.
The TRB on the other hand express tremendous discrepancies between measurements
and simulations. This is evident in the non-rotating as well as in the rotating version
of the test device. The reasons for such a disagreement can be a consequence of:
1. Contact-related geometrical simplifications. The geometry in contact formula-
tion is not accurately modelled for the tapered roller type (see Chapters 2.1.2.2
and 2.3), namely the rib is not taken into account as well as different contact
angle for rolling-element/inner race and rolling-element/outer race.
2. Friction effects. The friction is neglected in the analytical bearing model (see
assumption stated in Chapter 2.1.1). Considering the Stribeck curve [101] gives
us the following explanation. When bearing operates in hydrodynamic regime,
the friction in fact is expected to be very small and is as such justified to neglect
it in the bearing stiffness calculation. However, when bearing operates in a
boundary or mixed lubrication regime, the friction coefficients are expected to
have a significant influence on the bearing’s stiffness. The presented test device
has operated in boundary and mixed regimes. Furthermore, the dynamic load
from eigenmodes is expected to be small enough to not cause the transition from
stick to slip state in the contact along the roller line of action. That being said
the stiffness of the TRB would have been significantly increased when also the
friction phenomena had been taken into account.
Even though the TRBs are found to have an inadequate representation of their an-
alytically derived stiffness we can still see an interesting phenomenon. The location
of the eigenfrequencies does not change comparing the non-rotating and the rotating
modus. This conclusion is, however, proven only for the specific load case, where the
load zone is uniformly distributed around the bearing perimeter and for the RPM range
of interest. This effect is demonstrated for both bearing types.
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Due to the nonlinear nature of the contact formulation in rolling-element bearings, the
prediction of the system’s response remains a tedious task. In this chapter a new for-
mulation for the contact-state transition is presented for rolling-element bearings with
a radial clearance to ensure a stable numerical calculation [102,103]. The original non-
smooth contact-dynamics formulation implies numerical issues in a time-integration
process. In order to avoid these problems the proposed formulation introduces smooth
bearing deformation-, force- and stiffness-displacement characteristics in the region of
the impact contacts.
4.1 The origin of the numerical problems
The analytical bearing model presented in Chapter 2.1 is of great use in all kind of
steady-state analyses. In such cases mass, stiffness and damping properties of all inte-
gral parts remain constant. Among those analyses belong all types of linear analyses,
e.g., static analysis, modal analysis, etc. The system of equations which has to be
solved is time-invariant and the numerical approach used is implicit.
Whenever a time response of a system is of interest we need to perform a process
called a time integration. Based on that a displacement, speed or acceleration of an
arbitrary point on a structure can be evaluated as a function of time. In such cases, a
system of time-dependent and very often also nonlinear equations has to be solved. One
can choose among different numerical schemes in order to solve the problem; however,
in general we can distinguish between explicit and implicit approaches. The former
calculate the state of a system at a later time out of the state of the system at the
current time, whereas the latter find a solution by solving an equation involving both
the current state of the system and the later one. Mathematically, if Y (t) is the current
system state and Y (t + ∆t) is the state at the later time (where ∆t is a small time
step), then the explicit method narrates solving:
Y (t+∆t) = F
(
Y (t)
)
(4.1)
while an implicit method can be expressed as:
G
(
Y (t), Y (t+∆t)
)
= 0. (4.2)
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From Eq. (4.1) and (4.2) it is clear, that implicit methods for time integration require
an extra computation (iterative process) and can be much harder to implement. They
are used only in so called stiff cases1. Whether one should use an explicit or implicit
method depends upon the problem being solved. However, because of their simplicity
and physical directness the explicit methods for time integration are overall most widely
used.
When calculating a time response of a system containing rolling-element bearings we
often encounter numerical difficulties. The main reason lies in a bearing’s clearance.
Beside the inherent nonlinear load-displacement behaviour of a bearing, additional non-
linearities are introduced by the clearance. The transition of the contact state from
open to closed of every single rolling-element with respect to both rings appears in a
very short time. This short transition completely changes the dynamic properties of
the system at that moment. Therefore it is important to sufficiently decrease the time
step in a time integration procedure in order to describe the transition effect properly.
At this point some numerical issues appear, which might result in non-convergent
solutions. Therefore, when it comes to explicit dynamics – using either the Finite
Element Method (FEM) model or Multi-Body Simulations (MBS) – some numerical
difficulties arise due to the bearing clearance.
For the sake of clarity, let us present an example. The ball and cylindrical roller bear-
ings, with properties as given in Table 4.1, are subjected to a pure radial displacement
in the x direction. The implied displacement results in the deformation of some rolling
Table 4.1: Properties of both bearings for the given example.
type d [mm] D [mm] rc [µm] z rb [mm] L [mm]
ball 30 72 20 8 6 /
roller 30 72 20 8 / 11
elements. Due to the clearance, there is a gap between the rolling element and the
inner/outer ring (Figure 4.1). It can be seen that the deformation of the jth rolling
element is the same for the ball and roller types. It is reasonable that this applies
only to the bearings with the same main geometry (Table 4.1). However, the stiffness
characteristics in the corresponding radial direction change significantly between both
bearing types, due to the different contact types, i.e., point/line contact. The stiffness
characteristics of both bearing types are continuous functions, but are not smooth, i.e.,
they are not continuously differentiable. Additionally, the discontinuity of the stiffness
derivative is not significant only in the region where the clearance is exceeded, but also
in the areas where the neighbouring rolling elements gradually come into contact.
When running explicit calculations it is important to have a system whose integral parts
exhibit continuously differentiable stiffness-displacement characteristics. Otherwise, a
time step during the integration process decreases significantly, which results in a longer
computational time or even leads to non-converged solutions. A similar problem is well
known in contact mechanics when modelling a friction phenomenon.
1A stiff equation is a differential equation for which certain numerical methods for solving the
equation are numerically unstable, unless the step size is taken to be extremely small. The equation
includes some terms that can lead to rapid variation in the solution.
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Figure 4.1: Deformation and radial stiffness characteristics of bearings;
(a) Deformation, (b) Stiffness of ball bearing, (c) Stiffness of cylindrical roller bearing.
A contact change from open to closed represents a transient phenomenon. When the
transition is very fast in terms of time, we can talk about impacts. They change
the dynamic properties of a system significantly in a very short time. In the case of
bearings, this happens when the rolling elements eliminate the clearance and suddenly
hit the raceways. This sudden change of the bearing load vector and the corresponding
bearing stiffness represents the root cause of many problems in a time-integration
procedure.
A sudden hit, which appears every time each single rolling element eliminates the
clearance and hits between both raceways can be effectively smoothed. The transition
is especially problematic for the first rolling element coming into a contact (Figure 4.1).
The smooth contact transition introduces “simplification”, which helps the integration
process to pass that region flawlessly. Smoothing a function implies an approximate
final solution in the region where the smoothing is applied. Obviously, there is a trade-
off between the exact solution with numerical difficulties and the approximate one with
numerical ease.
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4.2 Assumptions
The analytical bearing model given in Chapter 2.1 (authors Lim and Singh [7]) is the
basis for the work presented here. Besides the assumptions given in 2.1.1 also the
following have to be taken into account:
1. The radial load is dominant.
2. The theory is applicable to bearings that operate under a radial clearance. There-
fore, ball and cylindrical roller bearings are of primary interest.
3. The new, rotating coordinate system is used, which follows the direction of the
radial load. Radial x-axis points directly to one rolling element (as assumed
already in [7]). Consequently, any fluctuation due to a rolling-element pass is
neglected.
4.3 Theoretical background
A sudden transition of the contact state originates in a piecewise-defined bearing kine-
matics as given in Eq. (2.8) and (2.17) for ball and roller type, respectively. Both
equations define a deformation of the jth rolling element as a function of global dis-
placement vector qb. Since deformation is the basis for all other characteristics (force
and stiffness) it is reasonable to smooth the transition on that level. Consequently
force and stiffness characteristics are to be smoothed as well.
Based on the assumptions stated in Chapter 4.2, the theory is applicable to the rolling-
element bearings that operate under dominant radial load and non-zeroed radial clear-
ance. As such, a set of bearings to which theory applies reduces from all roller bearings
to cylindrical ones. Furthermore, since radial load is dominant, the effect of distributed
load along the line of action for the roller bearings will be presented by one resulting
normal force, acting on each jth roller.
It is reasonable to smooth the function regulation in the region between both pieces of
a piecewise-defined bearing-kinematics. This change is to be conducted on the defor-
mation level so that the derived expressions for the force- and stiffness-displacement
characteristics are to be smoothed as well. Based on the discussed assumptions and
from Eq. (2.8) and (2.17) follows that
Aj − A0 = 0 (4.3)
and
δrj = 0 (4.4)
represent the points between both function intervals of the jth rolling element for a
ball and cylindrical roller bearing, respectively. Since radial load is dominant and most
sensitive to the impacts, we have to find the roots of Eq. (4.3) and (4.4) in radial
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direction. The roots represent the radial displacement of each jth rolling element
(as a function of all other DOFs), needed to overcome a clearance. Considering that
qb is of dimension five, Eq. (4.3) and (4.4) can be solved by having four additional
equations for the ball and one for the roller type. There is no additional equations
available, thus we introduce a new rotating Cartesian coordinate system as shown in
Figure 4.2. The axes z′ and z are aligned, whereas the axes x′ and y′ rotate around
z′. Such a coordinate system enables the definition of a radial displacement entirely in
x
x
′
z,
z
′
y
y′
ϕ
qb′
Figure 4.2: Fixed and rotating coordinate systems.
the x′z′ plane, having a displacement in the y′ direction always equal to zero. The new
mean-load and mean-displacement vectors are defined as:
fb′ = {Fx′ , Fy′ = 0, Fz′ ,Mx′ ,My′}T,
qb′ = {δx′ , δy′ = 0, δz′ , βx′ , βy′}T,
(4.5)
where Mz′ and βz′ are equal to zero. The transformation from the fixed to the rotating
coordinate system is equal to
qb′ = Rqb, (4.6)
where R is a rotational transformation matrix of the form:
R =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cosϕ sinϕ 0 0 0
− sinϕ cosϕ 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 cosϕ sinϕ
0 0 0 − sinϕ cosϕ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4.7)
Hereinafter, all the parameters and properties that refer to the rotating coordinate
system are denoted as (...)′.
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4.3.1 Ball bearings
By transforming Eq. (4.3) to the rotating coordinate system we can express the roots
in x′ direction as a function of all other displacements and rotations:
Aj′ − A0 = 0(
A0 cosα0 + δx′ cosψ
′
j − rc
)2
= A20 − (δ∗n′j)
2
δx′B0j =
1
cosψ′j
(
rc − A0 cosα0 +
√
A20 − (δ∗n′j)2
)
(4.8)
Having an arbitrary qb′ , Eq. (4.8) gives the exact radial displacement δx′B0j at which
every jth ball is coming into contact. In fact, Eq. (4.8) yields 4 z solutions (due to
square root operations on both sides of equation), but only the ones with the + sign
are physically meaningful. The subscript B0j stands for jth root of a ball bearing. Let
us go back to the example from Figure 4.1. Applying the Eq. (4.8) we obtain radial
displacements δx′B0j equal to:
δx′B01 = 0,01
δx′B02 = δx′B08 = 0,01414
δx′B03 = δx′B07 = NaN
δx′B04 = δx′B06 = −0,01414
δx′B05 = −0,01
In the presented case the third and the seventh rolling element theoretically never
come in contact with both rings. Also the mathematics confirms this fact by yielding
that the result is not a number (NaN). The radial displacements of other balls clearly
present a point, where the piecewise-defined function changes its definition, i.e., when
the bearing clearance is eliminated.
The point where the piecewise-defined function changes its definition is essential since
it represents the point where the smoothing is to be applied. Going back to Eq. (2.8)
with all the radial roots δx′B0j known, we have to make the transition smooth. In order
to achieve that, the value of the deformation δB′j below which the smoothing is to be
applied has to be defined. This value is initially given by the user and we denote it as
µ0j. If δB′j is a linear function (valid only when all the other than radial displacement
are equal to zero), we calculate the corresponding radial displacement as:
λj = δx′B0j +
µ0j
k0j
, (4.9)
where k0j is the slope of δB′j at δx′B0j . However, in general δB′j is not linear (Eq. (2.7))
and the slope in the radial direction is a function of qb′ , which can be expressed as:
kj = kj(qb′) =
∂ δB′j
∂ x′
=
δ∗r′j
A′j
cosψ′j. (4.10)
Thus, an exact deformation µj, which is equal to δB′j(λj) might slightly differ from µ0j
(in general not more than 5 %), as demonstrated in Figure 4.3. Based on the initial µ0j
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Figure 4.3: The parameters of the smoothing algorithm.
we can calculate the parameters λj, µj and kj, which are crucial to define a smoothing
function. For the latter we use a hyperbolic tangent function of the form:
δT ′j = µj
(
tanh
(
kj
µj
(δx′ − λj)
)
+ 1
)
. (4.11)
A flowchart of the smoothing algorithm for the jth rolling element is schematically
shown in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5 shows δB′1 and δT ′1 as a function of the radial dis-
µ0j λj
µj
kj
δT ′j
Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the smoothing algorithm for the jth rolling element.
placement δx′ (other displacements and rotations are here equal to zero). It is clear
that a combination of the functions δB′j and δT ′j results in a continuously differentiable
function, since their values and derivatives at λj are exactly the same.
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Figure 4.5: Resultant elastic deformation and corresponding smoothing function for
the 1st rolling element.
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4.3.2 Cylindrical roller bearings
Analogously to the derivation of the roots in the radial direction for ball bearings, we
can write the roots of Eq. (4.4) for cylindrical roller bearings as:
δr′j = 0
δx′R0j =
rc
cosψ′j
(4.12)
Again, the derivation takes place in rotating Cartesian coordinate system. The sub-
script R0j stands for jth root of a cylindrical roller bearing. The Eq. (4.12) yields
radial displacement for every single jth cylinder, when it overcomes clearance and hits
between both raceways. The successive entering of rolling elements into a contact is
clearly seen from Figure 4.1 also for the cylindrical bearing type.
Concerning the cylindrical roller bearings, loads other than radial loads are negligi-
ble [7]. Therefore, δR′j can be treated as a linear function of the radial displacement
δx′ . So like for ball bearings we define:
λj = δx′R0j +
µ0j
k0j
, (4.13)
where µ0j = µj and k0j = kj due to the linear δRj characteristics for cylindrical roller
bearings. The slope of δR′j is equal to:
kj =
∂ δR′j
∂ x′
= cosψ′j. (4.14)
By knowing all the necessary parameters (λj, µj, kj) we use a smoothing function of the
form given in Eq. (4.11). The flowchart of the smoothing algorithm remains the same
as for the ball bearings (see Figure 4.4).The deformation characteristics are smoothed
as shown in Figure 4.5.
4.4 Implementation of the smoothing algorithm to
the existing bearing model
The idea of smoothing a piecewise-defined bearing kinematics is applied to the well-
established bearing model of Lim and Singh [7] (presented in Chapter 2.1). Similarly
as in Chapter 4.3 the implementation is given in two parts, i.e., based on the bearing
type.
4.4.1 Ball bearings
Considering the smoothing idea, the resulting elastic deformation of the jth ball is
redefined as:
δB′j =
{
A′j − A0, A′j − A0 > µj
µj
(
tanh
(
kj
µj
(δx′ − λj)
)
+ 1
)
, A′j − A0 ≤ µj . (4.15)
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It is important to note that δB′j in Eq. (4.15) cannot be smaller than zero, since the
defined hyperbolic tangent function asymptotically approaches zero. Additionally, a
radial displacement δx′ is never negative due to the definition of the rotating coor-
dinate system. Taking into account the Hertz contact model for ball bearing type
(Fj = Kn δ
n
Bj
, n = 3
2
) and the geometric property cosαj =
δ∗rj
Aj
[7] we can write the
force in the radial direction as:
Fx′ =
z∑
j=1
Fj cosαj cosψ
′
j
Fx′ = Kn
z∑
j=1
δnB′j
δ∗r′j
A′j
cosψ′j (4.16)
By inserting Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.16) we obtain:
Fx′ = Kn
z∑
j=1
δ∗r′j
A′j
cosψ′j
{
(A′j − A0)n, δB′j > µj(
µj
(
tanh
(
kj
µj
(δx′ − λj)
)
+ 1
))n
, δB′j ≤ µj
. (4.17)
Other elements of the load vector fb′ retain the original form (except Fy′ = 0 as defined
in Eq (4.5)). The stiffness in the radial direction is further derived as:
kB′xx =
∂ Fx′
∂ x′
kB′xx = Kn
z∑
j=1
(
∂
∂ x′
(
δnB′j
) δ∗r′j
A′j
+ δnB′j
∂
∂ x′
(
δ∗r′j
A′j
))
cosψ′j (4.18)
Due to the piecewise definition of δB′j , Eq. (4.18) obtains the form:
kB′xx = Kn
z∑
j=1
{
PBi, δB′j > µj
RBi, δB′j ≤ µj
, (4.19)
where
PBi =
1
(A′j)3
(A′j − A0)n cos2 ψ′j ·
(
nA′j(δ
∗
r′j
)2
Aj − A0 + (A
′
j)
2 − (δ∗r′j)
2
)
(4.20)
and
RBi = δ
n
B′j
(
n kj δ
∗
r′j
δB′j A
′
j
(
1− tanh2
(
kj
µj
(δx′ − λj)
))
+
(δ∗n′j)
2
(A′j)3
cosψ′j
)
cosψ′j. (4.21)
When δB′j > µj, Eq. (4.19) yields the same expression as in the existing 6-DOFs
model [7]. However, when δB′j ≤ µj, the new (smooth) deformation, force and stiffness
characteristics are utilized.
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4.4.2 Cylindrical roller bearings
Similarly to the ball bearings, the resultant elastic deformation of the jth roller is
redefined as:
δR′j =
{
δx′ cosψ
′
j − rc, δx′ cosψ′j − rc > µj
µj
(
tanh
(
kj
µj
(δx′ − λj)
)
+ 1
)
, δx′ cosψ
′
j − rc ≤ µj . (4.22)
Also here applies that δR′j and and δx′ cannot be smaller than zero. The function
definition changes if the deformation is less or equal to µj. Considering the Hertz
contact model for roller bearing type (Fj = Kn δ
n
Rj
, n = 10
9
) and the geometric property
for cylindrical bearings αj = α0 = 0 [7] the force in radial direction can be expressed
as:
Fx′ =
z∑
j=1
Fj cosαj cosψ
′
j
Fx′ = Kn
z∑
j=1
δnR′j cosψ
′
j. (4.23)
After considering Eq. (4.22) we obtain:
Fx′ = Kn
z∑
j=1
cosψ′j ·
{ (
δx′ cosψ
′
j − rc
)n
, δR′j > µj(
µj
(
tanh
(
kj
µj
(δx′ − λj)
)
+ 1
))n
, δR′j ≤ µj
. (4.24)
So like in the ball-bearing formulation, the other elements of the load vector fb′ retain
their original form. The radial stiffness term transforms to:
kR′xx =
∂ Fx′
∂ x′
kR′xx = Kn
z∑
j=1
(
∂
∂ x′
(
δnR′j
)
cosψ′j
)
(4.25)
By inserting Eq. (4.22) into Eq. (4.25) we obtain the following expression:
kR′xx = Kn
z∑
j=1
{
PRi, δR′j > µj
RRi, δR′j ≤ µj
, (4.26)
where
PRi = n δ
n−1
R′j
cos2 ψ′j (4.27)
and
RRi = kj δ
n−1
R′j
(
1− tanh2
(
kj
µj
(δx′ − λj)
))
cosψ′j (4.28)
Again, when δR′j > µj, Eq. (4.26) yields the same expression as in the existing 6-DOFs
model for the cylindrical roller bearings [7]. Additionally, when δR′j ≤ µj, the smooth
stiffness characteristics are obtained.
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4.4.3 A general smoothing approach
The proposed model introduces a smooth transition between the open- and the closed-
contact states. The theory implements a smoothing in the radial direction in which
bearings are most significantly exposed to impacts. Up to now, the equations have
been written on the level of jth rolling element. To make the theory general we define
a bearing-smoothing vector. The one contains the initial level of deformation µ0j (for
every jth rolling element), below which the smoothing is applied. All the µ0j are joined
together in the bearing-smoothing vector as:
m = {µ01, µ02 . . . µ0z}T . (4.29)
It is important to note that the first element in m represents the first rolling element
coming into contact. In majority of cases this is the most critical term when performing
a time integration procedure, thus often only the first term is different than zero. If
the smoothing vector m contains zeros only, no smoothing is applied and the theory
yields the formulation of the existing 6-DOFs model.
4.5 Comparison between the existing and the pro-
posed bearing models
Ball and cylindrical roller bearings from Table 4.1 are investigated. Figure 4.6 shows
the deformation as a function of the radial displacement. The characteristics for the
ball and the cylindrical roller bearings are identical due to them having the same main
geometry. As seen from the zoomed-in region, the smoothing is applied to the first
rolling element coming into contact (µ01 = 1µm). The other rolling elements are left
without smoothing. Such a smoothed deformation characteristic leads to the modified
force- and stiffness-displacement relations, as shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 for
ball and cylindrical roller bearings, respectively. It is clear that already a small value
of smoothing, e.g., 1µm, causes a significant change in the force and stiffness charac-
teristics. The change is even more noticeable for the cylindrical roller bearings. The
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of deformations between existing and proposed bearing
models (µ01 = 1µm).
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Figure 4.7: Existing and proposed ball bearing models (µ01 = 1µm);
(a) Force-displacement characteristic, (b) Stiffness-displacement characteristic.
smoothing reflects in the region where the first rolling element comes into contact, since
only µ01 = 1µm and other elements are equal to zero. It is important to note that
implementation of smooth contact-state transition results in a continuously derivative
deformation-, force- and stiffness-displacement characteristics, while the existing model
yields continuously derivative characteristic only for the force.
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Figure 4.8: Existing and proposed cylindrical roller bearing models (µ01 = 1µm);
(a) Force-displacement characteristic, (b) Stiffness-displacement characteristic.
Ball bearings in comparison to the cylindrical roller ones express additional dependency
on the other degrees of freedom. For instance, if a ball bearing is already a little axially
displaced, but still within the clearance area, a smaller radial displacement will cause
an impact as in the case where there is no axial displacement. Figure 4.9 illustrates
the phenomenon, presenting an interplay of the axial and radial displacements on the
radial stiffness. The characteristics before and after the smoothing are shown. Like
with the axial displacement, also the rotational degrees of freedom influence the nature
of the contact state. Figure 4.10 illustrates the influence of the rotation βx′ and the
radial displacement δx′ on the overall radial stiffness of the bearings. Furthermore,
Figure 4.11 shows the effect of the rotation βy′ and the radial displacement δx′ on the
bearing’s radial stiffness. The applied smoothing vector m for all three combinations
contains the elements as follows: µ01 = 2µm and µ0j = 1µm, j = 2, 3 ... 8. The effect
of the smoothing is clearly shown in all the transitions where a certain ball is coming
or leaving the contact, resulting in a completely smooth surface. Such a smooth, i.e.,
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continuously differentiable function facilitates a time integration process immensely.
The proposed analytical bearing model has a modular nature, which means that every
single adjustment for every single rolling element can be achieved by modifying a
smoothing vector m.
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Figure 4.9: Radial stiffness vs. radial and axial displacements of a ball bearing;
(a) Existing model, (b) Proposed model with µ01 = 2µm and µ0j = 1µm, j = 2, 3 ... 8.
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Figure 4.10: Radial stiffness vs. radial displacement and rotation around the x′-axis
of a ball bearing; (a) Existing model, (b) Proposed model with µ01 = 2µm and
µ0j = 1µm, j = 2, 3 ... 8.
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Figure 4.11: Radial stiffness vs. radial displacement and rotation around the y′-axis
of a ball bearing; (a) Existing model, (b) Proposed model with µ01 = 2µm and
µ0j = 1µm, j = 2, 3 ... 8.
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4.6 Case study
The applicability of the proposed bearing model is presented in a case study. The
simple FEM model assembly, shown in Figure 4.12, consists of a shaft, two different
bearings (ball and cylindrical roller) and a housing, connected to the rigid base. Two
Figure 4.12: Schematically presented FEM model assembly used for the case study.
separate masses simulate the dynamic load. The geometrical parameters of the bearings
are given in Table 4.2. The inner and outer rings of both bearings are modelled with
Table 4.2: Properties of the ball and cylindrical roller bearings for the presented case
study.
type code d [mm] D [mm] rc [µm] z rb [mm] L [mm]
ball 6306 30 72 20 8 6 /
roler N306 30 72 45 12 / 11
conventional FEM solid elements, whereas the rolling elements are not modelled, but
incorporated into the bearing-stiffness matrix. Both raceways are connected into two
separate central nodes. The analytically calculated nonlinear bearing-stiffness matrix is
prescribed between both central nodes, as demonstrated in Figure 4.13. More profound
description of the spider bearing modelling approach is presented in Chapter 2.2.2. The
geometrical and material properties of the assembly are given in Table 4.3. Furthermore
the mass moments of inertia are given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.3: Geometrical and material properties for the FEM model.
ms [kg] mh [kg] m1 [kg] m2 [kg] r1 [mm] r2 [mm] Lb [mm] Lm [mm] k [N/mm]
18.0 34.4 0.1 0.05 241 241 100 356 9
The aim of the given case study is to present the time response during the system’s run-
up. The shaft is governed by a constant angular acceleration ω˙ = 0.8 rev/s2, starting
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Figure 4.13: A bearing in the FEM model (black – outer ring, grey – inner ring);
(a) Spider elements connecting both raceways, (b) Bearing-stiffness matrix prescribed
between the central nodes.
Table 4.4: Mass moments of inertia for the FEM model.
shaft housing
Ixx [kgmm
2] 703 867 3 305 360
Iyy [kgmm
2] 703 840 1 426 527
Izz [kgmm
2] 891 556 3 076 361
Ixy [kgmm
2] 0 346 075
Iyz [kgmm
2] –3 085 952 903
Izx [kgmm
2] 0 136 095
with ω = 0. The damping ratio used in the FEMmodel is equal to 0.1 and the numerical
method employed for the time integration is Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg. The chosen time
integration method differs from the classical Runge-Kutta method in higher order of
the error (fifth instead of fourth). As such it allows the implementation of the adaptive
time step [104].
The case study allows a direct comparison of the time response between the system
with the existing and the system with the proposed bearing model. In every time
step the displacements and rotations between both central nodes of each bearing are
calculated (displacement vector qb). Based on qb the bearing stiffness is provided. The
bearing-smoothing vector consists of µ01 = 2µm, whereas the other elements of the
smoothing vector are equal to zero. It is important to note that µ01 has, in general, the
greatest influence on the performance of the calculation, since it indicates when the
(global) clearance is eliminated. Keep also in mind that the bearing-smoothing vector
has a length equal to the number of rolling elements in a bearing. From Table 4.2 we
can see that the smoothing vector for the ball bearing has a length of eight and the
one for the cylindrical roller bearing has a length of twelve.
The effect of smoothing a contact-state in a bearing has the most significant effect when
the system is passing a clearance region of that bearing. Thus, two different regions
will be presented, i.e., the initial stage of run-up and the region near the system’s
resonance.
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4.6.1 Initial stage of run-up
The initial stage of run-up represents the first eight seconds of the simulation. It is
important to define the initial conditions, i.e., both bearings have their inner and outer
rings concentrically aligned and the shaft is not rotating as shown in Figure 4.14. When
(a) (b)
rc
4
t = 0 t > 0
ω = 0 ω > 0
Figure 4.14: Schematic presentation of both bearing positions during the run-up;
(a) Before the simulation starts (t = 0), (b) After the simulation starts (t > 0).
the simulation starts, the inner rings of both bearings move towards the rolling elements
due to gravity and eliminate the clearance. The rolling elements collide with both
raceways. At the same time the shaft is subjected to a constant angular acceleration.
The radial response δx′ (the magnitude of the relative movement of the inner ring
toward the outer one) is shown in Figure 4.15 for both bearings. It is clear that the
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Figure 4.15: Radial response of both bearings for the original and the proposed
bearing model.
results obtained with the proposed bearing model exhibit a much more attenuated
response. The effect is especially significant in the first second of the simulation, when
the shaft reaches the equilibrium position. A small oscillations in the original bearing
model appear due to numerical issues, i.e., a high contact force and a stiffness change
in a very short time. Two sections, A and B from Figure 4.15 are shown separately in
Figure 4.16. The areas A and B reveal details of how the proposed bearing model follows
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Figure 4.16: Radial response of both bearings for the original and the proposed
bearing model; (a) Region A, (b) Region B.
the general behaviour of the original bearing model. Additionally, the power spectral
density (PSD) of a time response is presented in a Campbell diagram in Figure 4.17
and Figure 4.18 for ball and cylindrical type, respectively. The comparison between
responses of the original and proposed bearing models is given. It can be seen, that
level of higher frequencies is reduced due to the smooth contact initiation. However,
the general response remains the same.
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Figure 4.17: Campbell diagram of the radial response δx′ for the ball bearing; (a) The
original bearing model, (b) The proposed bearing model.
Besides the response in a time and frequency domain, the orbital motion of both
bearings is also shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20. Both figures consist of orbits
obtained using the original bearing formulation as well as with the proposed one. The
clearance of the bearing is marked as a grey circle in the centre. The attenuated
response is also clearly seen in the orbital motion, especially for the ball bearing at
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Figure 4.18: Campbell diagram of the radial response δx′ for the cylindrical roller
bearing; (a) The original bearing model, (b) The proposed bearing model.
the beginning of the simulation. After both bearings reach their equilibrium positions
they enter into another region, where a sudden hit from one side to another occurs.
This happens since the centrifugal force of the rotating shaft at a certain speed is not
yet high enough to push both bearings to the side completely. The region expresses
unstable movement of the inner ring with respect to the outer ring. After the angular
velocity and, consequently, the centrifugal force are high enough, the inner ring starts
to rotate together with the shaft. It is clear that the smoothed bearing model does not
provide exactly the same orbits as the original one; however, the motion, in general, is
the same.
x
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y
(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: Orbit of a ball bearing (0 to 8 s); (a) Original bearing model,
(b) Proposed bearing model.
One of the main advantages of the proposed bearing model is a reduction in the com-
putational time. Figure 4.21 shows the comparison of the computational times for the
first 8 seconds at different smoothing levels. The presented case study with µ01 = 2µm
reduced the computational time by up to 40 % compared to the original bearing model.
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Figure 4.20: Orbit of a cylindrical roller bearing (0 to 8 s); (a) Original bearing
model, (b) Proposed bearing model.
Employing a smoothing value only helps to a certain extent. Small smoothing values
leverage a time-integration process, since they help to avoid numerical issues in the
contact-state transition of the bearing. On the other hand, larger smoothing values do
not contribute any further to a reduction in the computational time.
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Figure 4.21: The effect of smoothing value µ01 on the overall computational time for
the first 8 s of the simulation.
4.6.2 Response near to the system resonance
The proposed bearing model does not only facilitate a time integration in the initial
stage of run-up, but also in the region close to the system’s resonance. A slightly mod-
ified case study is used in order to obtain a representative scenario. A modification in
terms of different eccentric masses was made. The new masses are equal to m1 = 0.5 kg
and m2 = 0.1 kg. Figure 4.22 shows the time response of a radial displacement for both
bearings. The proposed bearing model is used in the calculations and the first 34 s of
the response is presented. After the initial stage of the run-up (this time, the first 16 s)
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Figure 4.22: Radial response of both bearings with the proposed bearing model.
the radial displacement should gradually increase due to the higher angular velocity.
However, another transient region appears around the 26th second of the simulation.
A system enters into its first critical speed. A time span from 26 to 28 s represents
the area (region C) where both bearings pass their clearance again. The system comes
to its resonance, which causes a sudden movement of the shaft and consequently both
bearings from one side to the other. Figure 4.23 shows the orbits for the region C. A
x
y
x
y
(a) (b)
Figure 4.23: Orbits of the proposed bearing model (26 to 28 s); (a) Ball bearing,
(b) Cylindrical roller bearing.
nonlinear dynamic bearing model is again the root cause of many numerical problems
when performing a time integration. It is important to note that the system was not
able to converge with the original bearing model. The presented scenario triggered our
efforts to develop a modified dynamic bearing model that is able to surpass the short-
comings of the original model when performing a time integration. Many engineering
applications related to the rotating machinery might find the presented contribution
valuable.
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5 Statically indeterminate systems
In this chapter, a new method for defining the bearing stiffness of statically indeter-
mined systems is presented. The work has been mainly done as part of the master’s
thesis [105] and continued here [106,107]. In statics, a structure is statically indetermi-
nate when the static equilibrium equations are insufficient to determine the reactions
and internal forces on that structure. When a system reflects the same number of
equations as the number of unknowns, the system is determined.
In this chapter we are dealing with statically indetermined systems, meaning that the
number of static equations is insufficient to solve the problem. Figure 5.1 illustrates
the difference between a statically determined and a statically indetermined system.
A shaft, supported by two equal bearings, loaded with a point radial force, positioned
in the middle, between both bearings, causes each of the two bearings to feel the
corresponding half of the applied force.
(a) (b) (c)
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≈ F
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Figure 5.1: A system loaded with a simple point load; (a) Statically determined
system, (b) Statically indeterminate systems, (c) Statically indeterminate system.
When investigating such a statically indetermined system, the load distribution on the
bearings is not so evident any more as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The values of the
parameters in the denominators, a, b, c and d, are initially unknown and are a function
of the bearing deflection, the shaft deflection and the housing deflection. The Figure 5.1
shows only the applied and resultant forces in the vertical direction, whereas some
moments on the bearings also appears. However, to present the static indetermination,
let us focus only on the forces in the vertical direction. Having a very stiff shaft and
a weak housing, or a very flexible shaft and a stiff housing, means the system will
react in completely different way as depicted in Figure 5.1b and 5.1c. Furthermore,
the bearing load vector is nonlinearly dependent on the bearing displacement vector
through the bearing stiffness matrix as given in Eq. (2.3) as described in Chapter 2.1.
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Additionally, the bearing-stiffness matrix is a function of the bearing load vector and
exhibits a strong nonlinear relation:
Kb = Kb(qb). (5.1)
In reality, every statically indetermined system exhibits one solution to a given load.
However, this solution is the result of an interplay of the system’s physical parameters,
clearly expressed in terms of stiffnesses. The stiffnesses of the shaft and the housing are
obtained from their geometrical and material properties. The stiffness of the bearing,
on the other hand, is a function of its displacement vector that cannot be obtained
before knowing the exact load exerted on the bearing. Therefore the bearing stiffness
matrix can only be obtained after knowing the exact bearing load vector and the bearing
load vector can be obtained after knowing the exact bearing stiffness matrix, together
with the shaft and housing stiffnesses. One of them is needed in order to obtain the
other one. Thus, an initial guess has to be made either for the bearing stiffness or the
load on it. Usually, it is much easier to provide a better initial guess for the bearing
load vector. Afterwards, the corresponding bearing displacement vector is calculated
and then the stiffness matrix is obtained. An iterative process has to be implemented
in order to find the equilibrium in the system. Defining the correct bearing stiffness
matrices of a statically indetermined system is one of the main issues in predicting its
proper acoustic quality.
5.1 The gearbox
We chose a simple but statically indetermined gearbox to investigate the influence
of the bearing stiffness on the vibration properties of the entire gearbox. A schematic
representation is shown in Figure 5.2, and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.3.
Our gearbox consists of two main parts, i.e., the test gearbox and the transmission
gearbox, both with separate housings and a helical gear pair inside. The gear pairs are
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the chosen statically indetermined gearbox.
connected from one housing to the other with shafts. The shafts are supported by the
bearings in both housings. The whole setup is connected in a loop. The role of the
motor is to compensate for losses due to the friction when the system is rotating. The
motor is connected to the system with a rubber belt so as to avoid the transmission of
vibrations from the motor to the drive shaft. It is important to note that the motor is
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Figure 5.3: The test bench of the chosen statically indetermined gearbox.
not rotating when the measurements are being made. g1, g2, g3, and g4 are the names
of the gears at the marked positions. The data relating to the gear pairs are listed
in Table 5.1. The test gearbox and the transmission gearbox are connected by shafts.
One of them is cut into two parts, resulting in the shaft w1 and w3, between which
a special clutch is attached (see figure 5.4). The purpose of employing such a clutch
is to have the ability to apply different torque preloads in the system. To prevent
any axial non-collinearity after changing the torque preload we introduced a special
additional support on the section of the shaft where the clutch is located. Another
shaft, which does not have a clutch, is logically one shaft (named w3), but it is made
out of three parts (see Figure 5.4). Two solid parts, where the gears are mounted in
the test and transmission gearboxes, and a hollow shaft in the middle, rigidly joined
to both of the solid parts by special clamping rings. Everything is set together on the
steel supporting plate. It is important to note that the investigated test-bench gearbox
was originally made for high-speed applications. Thus, the entire assembly is designed
and built up with a high level of accuracy. This is necessary in our investigation, since
a slight misalignment could cause significant differences in the bearing loads. However,
in reality some degree of misalignment can never be completely removed, but we expect
that in our case the slight misalignment interplays with the clearance of the bearings,
without really loading them.
Table 5.1: Gear pairs data.
gear
module
center
distance
number
of teeth
gear
width
gear
ratio
pressure
angle
helix
angle
gear pair m [mm] a [mm] z b [mm] i α β
g1 – g2 2.2179 91.5 62 – 16 44.82 3.875 17◦ 30’ 20◦
g3 – g4
Due to the number of bearings in the investigated gearbox and their distribution, we
are dealing with a statically indetermined system. Figure 5.4 schematically shows the
shape of the shafts and the connections between all the interior parts of the gearbox,
as well as the bearing positions, their types and names. All the bearing types and
the description can be found in Table 5.2. It is clear, that thirteen bearings of four
different types are implemented in our gearbox, causing the system to be statically
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Figure 5.4: Schematic presentation of the gearbox interior with names of the shafts,
bearing names, types and positions.
indetermined.
Table 5.2: Bearing data.
Bearing name Bearing type Bearing code
Aw1 cylindrical roller NU 308 E/J
Bw1 cylindrical roller NU 308 E/J
Cw1 four-point-contact ball QJ210N/J
Aw2 angular-contact ball 6206
Bw2 angular-contact ball 6206
Cw2 angular-contact ball 6206
Dw2 angular-contact ball 6206
Ew2 angular-contact ball 6206
Fw2 angular-contact ball 6206
Gw2 angular-contact ball 6206
Hw2 angular-contact ball 6206
Aw3 tapered roller 30308A
Bw3 tapered roller 30308A
5.2 The FEM model
Figure 5.5 shows the general appearance of the gearbox FEM model used in this study.
It is important to note the simplifications made to the gearbox FEM model in compar-
ison with the real gearbox. The electric motor is not modelled, since it is dynamically
uncoupled from the system with a rubber belt. The oil and air pipes, mounted on the
top lid of both housings, are also excluded from the FEM model, since we expect them
to have a negligible influence on the dynamics of the entire system.
3D solid elements were used for the meshing, with three DOFs (displacements) in
each node. The material properties of all the parts in the system are defined as steel
with an elastic modulus E = 210GPa. As a damping model we used the Hysteretic
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Figure 5.5: The FEM model of the investigated, statically indetermined gearbox.
damping model with a 4% loss factor for the entire system. In general, real systems
dissipate energy, while vibrating, by several mechanisms. However, different damping
mechanisms connected with localised damping issues are beyond the scope of this
investigation.
The bearings in this study are modelled as presented in Chapter 2.2.2, namely, we are
using the spider elements to connect both raceways. The stiffness is prescribed between
both spider elements by the analytically calculated bearing stiffness matrix.
The load on the bearings was inserted into our system with a special clutch, where the
torque was generated. Figure 5.6 shows how the torque is applied in the FEM model.
Both parts of the clutch (together with shafts w1 and w3) are shown as transparent,
so we can see the applied load and the constraint. One part of the clutch is fixed in
the rotational DOF, whereas on the adjacent part the torque is applied. The torque
causes a deformation of the entire system (shaft bend and torsion, gear deflection, etc.)
including the increased load on the bearings. After knowing the load on the bearings,
we can calculate the corresponding bearing stiffness matrix for each bearing.
Figure 5.6: Applied static torque between shafts w1 and w3.
Two types of analyses are performed with the FEM model, i.e., the static analysis
and the frequency-response modal analysis. The former reflects the static behaviour
of the gearbox after the torque is applied (new bearing loads) and the latter yields the
dynamic properties of the gearbox for a given torque. It is important to note that the
gearbox was never either measured or calculated under operational conditions.
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5.3 Numerical solution – iterative process
A statically indetermined system supported by the bearings is impossible to solve
analytically due to the number of unknown parameters. Therefore, an iterative process
is needed. Figure 5.7 shows the overall data flow. One can see that two iterative
processes are actually implemented, i.e., an inner iterative process and an outer iterative
one.
Outer iterative process
Inner iterative process
For each bearing
Initial guess fb0
Calculation of Kb
Bearing stiffness matrices in the FEM file
Static analysis
New bearing load vectors
Stop
Final Kb of each bearing in the FEM file
Frequency-response modal analysis
FRFs
Load vectors converged?
no
yes
Figure 5.7: Data flow of the inner and outer iterative processes, together with final
steps to obtain the FRFs.
At first the initial guess for each bearing load vector has to be given. In the investi-
gated case already a very coarse assumption came through to a proper final solution.
The precision of the initial guess fb0 only affects the speed of the convergence, but it
does not change the final, converged values of the bearing load vectors. This gives a
positive feedback concerning the stability of the proposed algorithm. The initial guess
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for the bearing load vector is inserted into the calculation of the bearing stiffness ma-
trix. Both the initial guess and the bearing stiffness matrix calculation are performed
separately for each bearing. For this reason they are surrounded with a dashed line.
The calculation of the bearing stiffness matrix represents the inner iterative process
and contains more internal steps to provide the resulting bearing stiffness matrix. The
comprehensive description of how to numerically solve the inner iterative process is
given in Chapter 2.1.4.
After the bearing stiffness matrices for all the bearings are obtained, they are inserted
into the FEM file. In the next step the static analysis with the applied torque preload is
calculated. Four different torque preloads are investigated, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%
of the maximum torque preload. The higher the torque preload, the more loaded are
the bearings. The results of the static analysis are new moments and forces, i.e., new
bearing load vectors. If the newly obtained load vectors are not converged, they are
inserted as a new input into the bearing stiffness matrix calculation. The described
procedure runs until the bearing load vectors are converged. At this level, we have
reached the equilibrium state in our statically indetermined gearbox, where the load
vectors correspond to the proper bearing stiffness under the chosen torque preload. In
the described procedure the flexibilities of all the other parts (shafts, housings, gears,
etc.) are also taken into account due to the FEM capabilities.
Together with the converged bearing load vectors also the final bearing stiffness ma-
trices are obtained for each of the applied torque preloads. It is important to note
that separate analyses are performed for different torque preloads, i.e., the data flow
described in Figure 5.7 is executed separately for each torque. Finally, the load depen-
dency of the obtained FRFs can be investigated. That being said we can investigate
the influence of the bearing stiffness change on the vibration properties of the statically
indetermined gearbox.
The data flow in Figure 5.7 represents a considerable amount of signal processing
and data handling. Doing all the steps manually would be tedious and strongly time
consuming. Thus, a code has been written in order to automate the entire procedure.
Finally, an initial guess for the bearing load vectors has to be given at the beginning
of the proposed method and afterwards the FRFs are obtained.
5.4 Experimental work
The experimental part of our investigation consists of measurements of the FRFs be-
tween different parts of the investigated gearbox. To show the influence of the bearing
stiffness on the vibration properties, we investigated FRFs between the parts where
the bearing stiffness has a significant influence on the transfer path. However, the
bearing stiffness will effect every FRF, but the one between the housing and the shaft,
or from one to another housing, will be affected more, due to the inevitable vibration
transmission through the bearings. Figure 5.8 shows the three chosen points. Position
one, marked with the white square, represents the excitation point. Positions two and
three, marked with red squares, represent the placements for the accelerometers. Two
transfer functions have been investigated, indicated with the blue curves in Figure 5.8.
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Both FRFs are obtained from the excitation of the structure on the top lid of the
transmission gearbox (point one), while measuring the acceleration on the top lid of
the test gearbox (point two) and on the shaft (point three). We name the transfer
function from point one to point two as the transfer function A and from point one
to point three as the transfer function B. It is important to note that the excitation
by the modal hammer is performed in the same direction as the accelerometers are
measuring, i.e., in the z-direction.
A
B
1
2 3
Figure 5.8: Test bench with enumerated points of interest for the FRF measurement.
The experimental workflow is shown in Figure 5.9. First, the torque preload is applied
in the system, i.e., 25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of the maximum torque preload, which
is equal to 218.2 Nm. Special pliers are used to insert the desired torque preload, as
shown in Figure 5.10. Strain gauges are mounted on the shaft w1 to help us define the
appropriate value of the applied torque. After the torque preload is applied, the clutch
is fixed with bolts and the impact excitation with the modal hammer at point one is
conducted. It is important to note that the gearbox is not rotating while performing
the measurements; it is just loaded with a static torque preload. The impact excitation
causes an impact disturbance and an oscillation of the entire structure. The former
is measured with the force sensor on the modal hammer tip and the latter with the
accelerometers on points two and three. Afterwards the acquisition device captures
the signals and proceeds them to a computer. The signal processing is performed and
the time signals are converted with a Fourier transform into the frequency domain.
The dynamic properties in the frequency domain are expressed as the accelerance (see
Chapter 3.1.2). The procedure is repeated ten times. After that, the averaged FRF
in form of the H1(ω) estimator is obtained, together with the corresponding coherence
γ2(ω)1.
So far we have finished with one torque preload so we move to another and repeat the
entire procedure, as shown in Figure 5.9. Finally, four different FRFs are obtained for
both transfer paths of interest. The changes in the FRFs, caused by the applied torque
preload, are particularly drawing our attention. We expect to see the influence of the
bearing stiffness change on the overall system’s dynamics.
1For more profound description of the H1(ω) and γ
2(ω) see Chapter 3.3.1 and [97–99]
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10×
Laptop - software
Torque preload
25% 50% 75% 100%
Impact excitation (modal hammer)
Force sensor Accelerometers
Acquisition device
Time signal Frequency signal FRF
H1(ω) = A(ω) Coherence γ2(ω)
impact disturbance structure oscillation
voltage voltage
FFT
voltage
Figure 5.9: Experimental workflow.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.10: Some details of the experimental setup; (a) A special pliers to apply the
torque preload, (b) Their usage, (c) Impact excitation with a modal hammer on the
top lid of the transmission gearbox.
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5.5 Results
The data flow presented in Figure 5.7 is executed for each torque preload, as described
in Chapter 5.3. For each loop of the outer iterative process the load vectors are stored.
At the end we can plot the convergence of the load vector components for each bearing.
It is important to note the coordinate system used, that was presented in Figure 5.4.
Concerning the bearing distribution in our gearbox (see Figure 5.4), it is to be expected
that convergence will be the most difficult to achieve on the bearings, where four of
them are supporting the gear nearby and therefore seriously represent a statically
indetermined system. That being said, all the bearings on the shaft w2 are included.
Indeed, the convergence of the load vector is the worst on these bearings; however,
it is still within reasonable limits, as presented in Figure 5.11 for bearing Cw2. The
number of iterations N is equal to 200. It is clear that the fluctuations of the load
vector components never really disappear, but they can be reduced numerically with
a weighting factor incorporated into the outer iterative process.
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Figure 5.11: Convergence of the load vector components, acting on the bearing Cw2,
for a calculation with applied 100% of the maximum torque preload.
After the convergence is reached, we can plot the load vector components for each bear-
ing together, as shown in Figure 5.12. Such a presentation is much clearer and gives an
overall insight into the load distribution on the bearings. The thorough comparison of
the load between the bearings can be now easily made. The three different background
colours represent the three different shafts: light blue, light green and light yellow cor-
respond to w1, w2 and w3, respectively. It is important to note that the forces in all
three directions are, in sum, equal to zero. The same does not apply to the moments.
The reason for that lies in the cylindrical roller bearings (Aw1 and Bw1), which cannot
carry an axial load. Consequently, these two bearings do not carry any moment, while
the bearings Aw3 and Bw3 are fully loaded. The other parts of the gearbox have to
compensate for the moment equilibrium in the system.
Finally, the FRFs for each torque preload are numerically obtained, taking into account
the corresponding converged bearing stiffness matrices. The FRFs are presented as the
accelerance on a decibel scale. Figure 5.13 shows the measured load dependency of the
FRFs for the transfer function A and Figure 5.14 presents the corresponding calculated
load dependency. The situation is the same for transfer function B with Figures 5.15
and 5.16. The labels in the graphs consist of three parts. The first signifies the transfer
function, the second part denotes the type of obtained data (“m” for measurements and
“s” for simulations) and the third letter reveals the percentage of the maximum torque
preload applied. A similar load dependency behaviour is exhibited in the measured
and simulated FRFs for both transfer functions. The bearing stiffness is a function of
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Figure 5.12: Amplitudes of the load vector components, acting on each bearing in our
gearbox, under 100% of the maximum torque preload.
the bearing’s displacement, which is furthermore governed by the load applied on it.
Therefore, the load dependency is of great interest and a crucial factor to rely on when
evaluating the calculated FRFs. The load dependency is not really significant in the
measured FRFs; however, we can see that the calculated load dependency is similar.
The shapes of the curves do not move significantly relative to each other while changing
the applied torque preload, what gives positive feedback to the bearing model and to
the proposed algorithm.
Comparing the measured and simulated FRFs is the next step. If we take the measured
and simulated FRFs of 100% of the maximum torque preload, Figure 5.17 shows the
matching between them for the transfer function A and Figure 5.18 for the transfer
function B. We can see that the matching between individual curves is not so good
any more. Let us evaluate the calculated FRFs based on two criteria, i.e., the reso-
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Figure 5.13: Load dependency of the measured FRFs for the transfer function A.
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Figure 5.14: Load dependency of the calculated FRFs for the transfer function A.
nance peak positions and the amplitudes. The resonance peak positions are, in general,
not very well predicted. However, some peaks are covered correctly, for example, at
a frequency of 1050Hz and 1500Hz for both transfer paths and especially the two
peaks at frequencies of 450Hz and 550Hz for the transfer function B. Also, other ar-
eas are partially well predicted in terms of resonance peak positions, e.g., at 370Hz
for both transfer paths and 2900Hz for transfer function A; however, it is not pos-
sible to make a general conclusion about other regions. It is important to note the
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Figure 5.15: Load dependency of the measured FRFs for the transfer function B.
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Figure 5.16: Load dependency of the calculated FRFs for the transfer function B.
modes at the aforementioned eigenfrequencies. Figure 5.19 shows the modes for six
different eigenfrequencies, that correspond to the well-predicted peaks in the spectra.
Those peaks represent the modes of the shafts that are supported by the bearings. If
the bearing stiffnesses change, the boundary conditions for the shafts (and also the
housings) change, which is reflected in the different eigenfrequencies of the shafts and,
consequently, of the entire gearbox. Therefore, the eigenfrequencies and the associated
presented modes are significantly influenced by the bearing stiffnesses.
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The amplitude criterion evaluates the FRFs based on the amplitude discrepancies
between the simulated and measured results. In general, the frequency range from
200Hz up to 800Hz, exhibits a better criterion satisfaction. However, for the transfer
path B a better correlation is reached across the entire frequency range investigated.
It is in general assumed that the FEM calculations can predict well the low-frequency
response of a vibro-acoustic problem; however, it is not so in our case. The reason
lies in the bad coherence of the measurements under 200 Hz and in the boundary
conditions prescribed in the FEM model. The former results from an inability to apply
stronger impact excitation and the latter results from the unknown clamping force of
the supporting plate. It is important to note that the calculated amplitudes do not fit
so well to the measured ones also due to the coarse assumption of a general hysteretic
damping model, applied to the entire gearbox.
The reasons for the discrepancies between the measured and calculated FRFs can
be divided into two main groups: the bearing model and the FEM model with the
associated parameters. Regarding the bearing model, the main issue is the Hertzian
theory and the corresponding rolling-element, load-deflection, stiffness constant Kn.
The mentioned value is a function of the bearing’s inner geometry and the material
properties. These data are not only trade secrets of the bearing manufacturer, but
also statistically distributed, which influences the calculation of the bearing-stiffness
matrix. The other group of errors lies in the FEM model. Meshing details, different
damping models, contact issues, etc. are the areas that are connected to the FEM
modeling, but are beyond the scope of this investigation.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison between the calculated and measured FRFs for the transfer
function A. The load applied is 100% of the maximum torque preload.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison between the calculated and measured FRFs for the transfer
function B. The load applied is 100% of the maximum torque preload.
Figure 5.19: The modes of six different dominant eigenfrequencies.
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In this chapter a new method for defining the bearing stiffness of statically indetermined
gearboxes was presented. An analytical bearing model is used. The explanation of the
problem of static indetermination is given at first. Second, an iterative process is
introduced, programmed and automated in order to achieve the correct load on the
bearings. This is necessary to obtain the proper bearing stiffness matrices. In the next
step the FRFs are calculated. Third, measurements of the FRFs are performed on a
chosen statically indetermined gearbox test bench. Finally, the calculated FRFs are
compared with the measured ones. The load dependency matches very well, giving a
positive feedback to the proposed method.
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6 Conclusions
This dissertation shows that rolling-element bearings represent a crucial element in
predicting a proper vibro-acoustic behaviour of a rotating machinery. The analytical,
numerical and experimental approaches have been used to asses the quality of the
dynamic bearing models. The work encompasses the investigation of bearing modelling
techniques as well as their influence on the dynamics of a wider system.
The analytical bearing model has been compared with the standard ISO/TS 16281
and FEM approach. The comparison between load-displacement characteristics to-
gether with derived total stiffness has shown a good match between aforementioned
approaches for ball bearings, whereas factorial discrepancies are observed for tapered-
roller bearings. The global tendency, however, is modelled properly also for the TRB.
The main reason for deviation originates in contact-related geometrical simplifications.
A custom made test device has been designed and built, that allows the experimental
investigation of the rolling-element bearing’s dynamics. A good correlation has been
obtained on the level of ball bearings whereas the tapered-roller bearings exhibit sub-
stantial differences between measured and calculated FRFs. Again a positive feedback
concerning the analytical ball bearing model is achieved, whereas the analytical TRB
model needs modifications. Thus the TRB model has to be used with caution.
The test device is designed to study a non-rotating as well as rotating scenario. It
has been shown that induced rotation does not influence the bearing’s dynamics at
given preloads. Additionally the RPM range of interest (from 0 to 6000RPM) does
not introduce any other effects (centrifugal and gyroscopic), resulting in the same
spectra along the RPM. Therefore the analytical bearing stiffness matrix can be taken
as an adequate qualitative representation of a bearing’s static and dynamic response.
Quantitatively only the ball bearings are properly described.
A new formulation for the contact-state transition in the analytical bearing model is
derived. It applies to the rolling-element bearings operating under radial clearance and
dominant radial load. The original non-smooth contact-dynamics formulation implies
numerical issues in a time-integration process. The proposed formulation introduces
smooth deformation-, force-, and stiffness-displacement characteristics in the region of
impact contact. Faster and more stable numerical calculation has been obtained.
A new method for defining the bearing stiffness of statically indetermined systems is
presented. These systems exhibit more unknowns than available equations. Thus an
iterative process is introduced, programmed and automated in order to achieve the
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correct loads on the bearings. Consequently the appropriate bearing stiffness can be
calculated.
Based on the given conclusions, the main scientific contributions of the work can be
outlined as:
1. A comprehensive evaluation of the bearing stiffness models. A com-
parison between state of the art analytical model, standard model and FEM
model has been utilized in sense of load-displacement characteristics. It has been
shown that for the ball bearing type the analytical model constitutes an adequate
representation of reality whereas the tapered-roller type needs improvements.
2. A test device has been developed to characterize the dynamics of
rolling-element bearings. The device enables a bottom-up investigation of the
system tested at free-free boundary conditions. It allows different axial preloads
at non-rotating and rotating scenario. It serves as a reference in the validation
procedure of the numerical model.
3. An improved analytical bearing stiffness model with smooth contact-
state transition has been derived. A sudden contact-state transition appears
in time response calculation of a system containing rolling-element bearings op-
erating under non-zero radial clearance. The improved analytical model enables
faster and more stable numerical integration procedures.
4. A new method for defining the bearing stiffness of statically indeter-
mined systems. An iterative process is introduced to solve the system with
more unknowns than available equations. The resulting equilibrium of bearing
load vectors enables calculation of correct bearing stiffness matrices.
The dissertation confirms all stated scientific hypotheses given in Chapter 1.3 and
fulfils the defined goals. Beside many answers that it yields, it also, naturally, opens
many new questions and ideas for the future work. It would be of great use to extend
the analytical bearing model so it could adequately describe the tapered roller type.
Especially the effect of a bearing rib has to be further investigated. Furthermore, a
lot of bearings operate in a boundary or mixed lubrication regime. Thus, the friction
effects need to be considered. This is especially important for the dynamic analysis,
where eigendynamics does not overcome the stick-slip limit of the rollers along their
line of action.
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A.1 Ball bearing stiffness
Following the derivation procedure in Chapter 2.1.3 all ball bearing stiffness matrix
terms can be found here.
kxx = Kn
z∑
j=1
(Aj − A0)n cos2 ψj
(
nAj (δ
∗
rj
)2
Aj − A0 + A
2
j − (δ∗rj)2
)
A3j
(1.1)
kxy = Kn
z∑
j=1
(Aj − A0)n sinψj cosψj
(
nAj (δ
∗
rj
)2
Aj − A0 + A
2
j − (δ∗rj)2
)
A3j
(1.2)
kxz = Kn
z∑
j=1
(Aj − A0)n δ∗rj δ∗nj cosψj
(
nAj
Aj − A0 − 1
)
A3j
(1.3)
kxβx = Kn
z∑
j=1
rj(Aj − A0)n δ∗rj δ∗nj sinψj cosψj
(
nAj
Aj − A0 − 1
)
A3j
(1.4)
kxβy = Kn
z∑
j=1
rj(Aj − A0)n δ∗rj δ∗nj cos2 ψj
(
1− nAj
Aj − A0
)
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(1.5)
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nAj (δ
∗
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(1.6)
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kyz = Kn
z∑
j=1
(Aj − A0)n δ∗rj δ∗nj sinψj
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A.2 Roller bearing stiffness
Following the derivation procedure in Chapter 2.1.3 all roller bearing stiffness matrix
terms can be found here.
kxx = nKn cos
2 α0
z∑
j=1
I0 cos
2 ψj (1.16)
kxy = nKn cos
2 α0
z∑
j=1
I0 cosψj sinψj (1.17)
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I0 cosψj (1.18)
kxβx = nKn cosα0
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j=1
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kxβx = nKn cosα0
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kyy = nKn cos
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kzβy = nKn sinα0
z∑
j=1
(I1 − I0 rj sinα0) cosψj (1.27)
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Where:
Ip = T (p, ζ2)− T (p, ζ1), p = 0, 1, 2 (1.31)
and
T (p, ζ) =
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1. Uvod
1.1 Motivacija
Vsakodnevno se srecˇujemo z vibracijami. Polozˇene so v nasˇo naravo, z njihovo pomocˇjo
zaznavamo okolico, komuniciramo med seboj in se na sploh izrazˇamo. Nekatere izmed
njih pa imajo nezˇelen vpliv na nasˇe zdravje kakor tudi na sˇirsˇo okolico. To sˇe posebej
velja za mehanske naprave kot so motorji, menjalniki in na splosˇno vsi rotirajocˇi stroji.
Vibracije v teh napravah so rezultat vnesene obremenitve, neuravnotezˇenosti rotaci-
jskih delov ter kontaktnih fenomenov (trenje, zracˇnost, zobniˇski prenosi . . . ). Nihajocˇa
struktura povzrocˇi tlacˇne valove okoliˇskega medija, ki jih zaznamo kot hrup. Zaradi
tega sta podrocˇji vibracij in hrupa sorodni disciplini in posledicˇno znani pod skup-
nim pojmom vibroakustike. V avtomobilski industriji je to podrocˇje v zadnjih letih sˇe
posebej dominantno in uveljavljeno pod kratico NVH (noise, vibration, harshness).
Sodobni produkti morajo ustrezati cˇedalje strozˇjim vibroakusticˇnim zahtevam. Poglav-
itna razloga za to sta varnost in udobje. Zˇe v procesu snovanja poljubnega produkta
morajo inzˇenirji razumeti izvor vibracij, ki jim bo produkt podvrzˇen in kako se te
vibracije nadalje sˇirijo po strukturi do koncˇnega sprejemnika. Vibracije glede na tip
izvora delimo na mehanske, aerodinamicˇne in elektricˇne. Sprejemnik, na drugi strani, je
sosednja struktura ali snov, v koncˇni fazi pa najpogosteje cˇlovesˇko uho. Zˇelja je dosecˇi
mirne in tihe produkte, s katerimi je mozˇno udobno sobivati. V nekaterih primerih je
zˇelja celo zagotoviti natancˇno dolocˇen akusticˇni spekter narejenega produkta. Tovrstne
potrebe predstavljajo zahteven izziv ter narekujejo poglobljeno poznavanje fizikalnega
ozadja. Vibracije, ki potujejo od vira preko povezanih struktur do sprejemnika, imenu-
jemo strukturno-prenesene vibracije. Poleg omenjenih poznamo sˇe vibracije, prenesene
po zraku (ali drugem fluidu) do sprejemnika. Hrup in vibracije se lahko prenasˇajo
zgolj preko snovi. Ne potujejo v vakuumu. V zvezi s tem je potrebno poudariti, da ima
vsaka snov svojo prozˇnost in kot taka tudi svojo lastno dinamiko. Za pravilno napoved
dinamskega obnasˇanja poljubnega sistema moramo torej poznati dinamske lastnosti
vseh njegovih sestavnih delov.
Pri obravnavi poljubnega rotirajocˇega stroja predstavljata glavni vir vibracij motor
in prenosnik mocˇi (menjalnik). Poleg omenjenih pa obstajajo tudi drugi viri vibracij
kot so kotalni lezˇaji, kontakti sˇcˇetk, ipd., ki pa so manj izraziti. Povzrocˇene vibracije
so nadalje prenesene preko gredi in ostalih povezanih struktur na ohiˇsje, ki koncˇno
emitira hrup. Vzbujanje motorja poznamo na podlagi karakteristik izbranega motorja,
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ki jih je mozˇno tudi enostavno eksperimentalno preveriti. Mehanski prenosniki mocˇi
izkazujejo dolocˇeno napako prenosa, ki predstavlja dodaten vir vzbujanja sistema in
jo popiˇsemo z znanimi geometrijskimi, materialnimi in obratovalnimi razmerami go-
nila. Dinamske lastnosti gredi in ohiˇsja lahko natancˇno izracˇunamo na osnovi znane
geometrije in materialnih lastnosti. Kljucˇni sestavni del vsakega rotirajocˇega stroja
pa so lezˇaji. Poznamo razlicˇne tipe lezˇajev (kotalni, drsni, zracˇni, magnetni . . . ), pri
cˇemer kotalni predstavljajo veliko vecˇino vseh vgrajenih lezˇajev v razlicˇnih panogah
industrije. Dinamske lastnosti kotalnih lezˇajev so raziskovali zˇe mnogi znanstveniki v
preteklih desetletjih. A zaradi njihovih kompleksnih kontaktnih, geometrijskih in tri-
bolosˇkih pogojev ostajajo pomembna tematika trenutnega razvoja. Tipicˇna vibracijska
prenosna pot poljubne rotacijske naprave je prikazana na sliki 1.1. Jasno je, da lezˇaji,
kot edina sticˇna tocˇka med rotirajocˇimi in ne-rotirajocˇimi deli, predstavljajo kljucˇen
element za napoved ustreznega vibroakusticˇnega odziva celotnega sistema.
vzbujanje motorja
vzbujanje
zobniˇskega
gonila
emitiran hrup
vzbujanje lezˇajev
Figure 1.1: Tipicˇna vibracijska prenosna pot v rotacijskih napravah od vira do
sprejemnika.
Dinamske lastnosti kotalnih lezˇajev so poznane, kadar poznamo njihovo maso, togost
in dusˇenje. Masa je preprosto dolocˇljiva iz znane geometrije in materialnih lastnosti.
Togost in dusˇenje na drugi strani zahtevata znatno vecˇ napora za njuno ustrezno opre-
delitev. Njuna dolocˇitev je namrecˇ funkcija relativnega pomika notranjega obrocˇa
lezˇaja napram zunanjemu. Nelinearna kontaktna karakteristika med kotalnimi ele-
menti in obema lezˇajnima obrocˇema ter zracˇnost lezˇaja povzrocˇajo nemalo problemov
pri dolocˇitvi pravilne togosti in dusˇenja kotalnega lezˇaja. Togost in dusˇenje sta torej
nelinearno povezana s pomikom lezˇaja, kar pa nadalje povzrocˇi nelinearno obnasˇanje
celotnega sistema, ki vsebuje kotalne lezˇaje. V tej disertaciji se bomo osredotocˇili na
togost kotalnega lezˇaja in njegovo analiticˇno, numericˇno in eksperimentalno dolocˇitev.
Vpliv dinamike lezˇaja je obravnavan tako na nivoju lezˇaja samega kot tudi na sistemski
ravni, ko je lezˇaj del sˇirsˇega sistema.
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1.2 Pregled stanja
Glej poglavje 1.2 na strani 3.
1.3 Hipoteze
Prispevek te disertacije je dopolniti in nadgraditi trenutno razumevanje modeliranja
kotalnih lezˇajev in njihove eksperimentalne validacije. Sprva je potreben celosten pre-
gled stanja razvoja na podrocˇju modeliranja in testiranja kotalnih lezˇajev. Poudarek
je na prenosu vibracij preko kotalnih lezˇajev in obsega analiticˇne, numericˇne in eksper-
imentalne pristope. Hipoteze dela so:
1. Dinamske lastnosti kotalnih lezˇajev je potrebno eksperimentalno dolocˇiti. V
ta namen naj se zasnuje in izdela namensko preizkusˇevaliˇscˇe, ki bo omogocˇalo
raziskavo od spodaj navzgor, kar pomeni, da je potrebno dinamsko dolocˇiti vse
sestavne dela in jih nato posamicˇno sklapljati skupaj. Model mora biti validi-
ran po vsakem koraku sklopitve, brez posodabljanja numericˇnega modela. Cilj
je imeti zanesljive numericˇne modele vseh sestavnih delov. Preizkusˇevaliˇscˇe naj
omogocˇa robne pogoje “prosto-prosto” pri cˇemer naj bo mozˇno testiranje tako
kroglicˇnega kakor tudi stozˇcˇastega tipa izbranega lezˇaja. Dinamske lastnosti naj
se analizirajo s pomocˇjo Frekvencˇno-prenosne funkcije (FPF) ob razlicˇnih pred-
napetjih sistema. Preizkusˇevaliˇscˇe naj omogocˇa testiranje ne-rotirajocˇe kakor
tudi rotirajocˇe razlicˇice sistema.
2. Pricˇakuje se nadgradnja obstojecˇega analiticˇnega dinamskega modela kotalnega
lezˇaja v smislu glajenja prehoda kontaktnih stanj. Hipen prehod kontaktnega
stanja iz odprtega v zaprto (in obratno) se pojavi pri racˇunanju cˇasovnega odziva
sistema s kotalnimi lezˇaji, ki obratujejo pri nenicˇelni radialni zracˇnosti. Z glajen-
jem kontaktnih stanj se pricˇakuje izboljˇsava v smislu hitrejˇsega in stabilnejˇsega
postopka cˇasovne integracije.
3. Staticˇno nedolocˇeni sistemi, podprti s kotalnimi lezˇaji, so zahtevni za preracˇun.
Razlog ticˇi v vecˇjem sˇtevilu neznank od danih enacˇb, ki so na voljo. Pricˇakuje
se vpeljava numericˇnega pristopa, ki bo omogocˇal izracˇun fizikalno smiselnega
ravnovesja sistema.
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2. Obsezˇen povzetek dela
2.1 Model togosti lezˇaja
Poglavje je razdeljeno na tri glavne dele in sicer: analiticˇni model lezˇaja, numericˇni
model lezˇaja in primerjava med njima. V prvem delu je podana formulacija avtorjev
Lim&Singh [7,8], v drugem delu je predstavljena izgradnja numericˇnega modela lezˇaja
s pomocˇjo metode koncˇnih elementov (MKE), v zadnjem delu pa je podana primerjava
med obema metodama pri kvazi-staticˇni analizi.
Obstojecˇi analiticˇni model omenjenih avtorjev predstavlja referenco na podrocˇju mod-
eliranja prenosa vibracij preko kotalnih lezˇajev. Njegov rezultat je togostna matrika
lezˇaja Kb dimenzij 6× 6, pri cˇemer so cˇleni povezani z rotacijo okoli osi vrtenja enaki
nicˇ, kar rezultira v rank(Kb) = 5. Izpeljava togostne matrike se deli glede na tip
kontakta, ki ga izkazuje kotalni lezˇaj. Tocˇkovni oz. elipticˇni pri kroglicˇnem tipu in
linijski oz. pravokotni pri valjcˇnem tipu. Vsi cˇleni Kb so eksaktno analiticˇno podani
v dodatku A. Izpeljana togostna matrika uposˇteva nelinearno kontaktno karakteris-
tiko posamicˇnega kotalnega elementa, pri cˇemer uporabi Hertz-ovo kontaktno teorijo.
Doprinosi posameznih kotalnih elementov (lokalnih obremenitev) se sesˇtejejo in do-
bimo globalno obremenitev lezˇaja, ki je enaka obremenitvi notranjega obrocˇa napram
zunanjemu.
Izracˇun Kb zavisi od znanih zacˇetnih podatkov o obremenitvi lezˇaja. Metodologijo
izracˇuna delimo glede na to, ali poznamo zacˇetne pomike lezˇaja (notranji obrocˇ napram
zunanjemu) oz. zacˇetno obremenitev lezˇaja (sile in momenti na notranji obrocˇ pri
cˇemer je zunanji fiksiran). Pri prvi opciji je dolocˇitev Kb enostavna, saj direktno
uporabimo izraze, podane v dodatku A. Pri drugi opciji je dolocˇitev Kb zahtevnejˇsa,
saj moramo resˇiti sistem petih nelinearnih enacˇb za dolocˇitev pravilnega globalnega
vektorja pomika, nato pa se posluzˇimo prve metode. Pogosteje in bolj intuitivno je
poznati obremenitev na lezˇaj, kar implicira zahtevnejˇso pot do izracˇuna Kb. V delu
sta opisani Newtonova in Energijska metoda kot dve metodi, ki omogocˇata hiter in
stabilen izracˇun.
Analiticˇna dolocˇitev togosti kotalnega lezˇaja pa zaradi svojih predpostavk ne rezultira
nujno pravilnih vrednosti Kb. V ta namen smo izgradili MKE model dveh lezˇajev,
pri cˇemer je eden kroglicˇni (6006) in drugi stozˇcˇasti (32006-X). Pri obeh so detajlno
modelirani vsi deli, izpusˇcˇena je le kletka. Modela bomo uporabili za kvazi-staticˇno
analizo, kjer kletka ne igra vloge. Uporabili smo zelo gosto mrezˇo na mestih kontaktov,
da bi kar najbolje popisali realno dogajanje.
V zadnjem delu poglavja prikazujemo rezultate v obliki karakteristik sila-pomik za tri
razlicˇne obremenitvene scenarije. V prvem je lezˇaj inkrementalno obremenjen zgolj ak-
sialno, v drugem je aksialno prednapet in dodatno inkrementalno obremenjen radialno
ter v tretjem delu prav tako aksialno prednapet in dodatno inkrementalno obremenjen
z momentom. Omenjeni trije scenariji so izracˇunani za inkrementalni del obremenitve
tako z analiticˇnim kot tudi z MKE modelom. Dodatno so prikazani sˇe rezultati iz
standarda ISO/TS 16281, ki je razsˇirjen v industrijski rabi. Njegova dolocˇitev sloni
prav tako na analiticˇnem pristopu. Primerjamo med seboj torej tri razlicˇne modele,
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pri cˇemer je referenca MKE model. Dobljene karakteristike so sila-pomik oz moment-
zasuk. Iz omenjenih karakteristik z odvajanjem krivulj po sili/momentu dobimo to-
talno togost v odvisnosti od obremenitve. Rezultate iz primerjanih karakteristik lahko
strnemo kot:
1. Pri kroglicˇnem tipu opazimo zelo podobne rezultate iz vseh treh metod. Vidna
so nekoliksˇna odstopanja, ki pa so v vecˇji meri zanemarljiva. Primerjajocˇ krivulje
med seboj lahko zapiˇsemo, da je analiticˇni model blizˇje referenci (MKE izracˇunu)
kot industrijski standard. Analiticˇni model torej nudi kvalitativno in kvantita-
tivno ustrezen popis dogajanja v kroglicˇnem lezˇaju.
2. Stozˇcˇasti tip lezˇaja izkazuje precej vecˇje razlike med omenjenimi modeli. Razlike
so pravzaprav faktorske, kar lahko izhaja le iz kontaktnih poenostavitev v anal-
iticˇnih modelih. Problematicˇna predpostavka je predvsem zanemarjen stranski
nased na notranjem obrocˇu, ki v analiticˇnem modelu ni uposˇtevan. Kvalitativno
tudi stozˇcˇasti tip dobro popiˇse fizikalno ozadje, kvantitativno pa zˇal ne.
2.2 Sistemska raziskava lezˇajev
Za namene eksperimentalne dolocˇitve dinamskih lastnosti lezˇajev smo zasnovali pre-
prosto napravo. Cilj naprave je, da lahko z njeno pomocˇjo enostavno dolocˇimo (teo-
reticˇno in eksperimentalno) dinamske lastnosti vseh njenih posameznih sestavnih kosov,
predvsem pa lezˇajev. Na ta nacˇin lahko ocenimo vpliv razlicˇnih kontaktnih spojev ter
enolicˇno razberemo doprinos lezˇajev k dinamiki celotnega sistema. Uporabljen je torej
pristop “od spodaj navzgor”, ki omogocˇa postopno validacijo posameznih sestavnih
delov in njihovo sklopitev. V okviru tega poglavja so najprej predstavljene osnove
modalne analize, ki je kljucˇno orodje za delo tako pri teoreticˇni kot tudi eksperimen-
talni dinamiki. Nato je podan temeljit opis zasnovanega preizkusˇevaliˇscˇa skupaj s
potrebnimi diagrami in procesiranjem signalov. Na koncu so podani rezultati v obliki
FPF in njihova razlaga.
Preizkusˇevaliˇscˇe je zasnovano na nacˇin, da zadosti naslednji zahtevam:
1. Testirati je potrebno dva tipa lezˇaja, i.e., kroglicˇni (6006) in stozˇcˇasti (32006-X).
2. Naprava mora vsebovati preproste sestavne dele, ki jim lahko enostavno dolocˇimo
dinamske lastnosti v frekvencˇnem obmocˇju od 0 do 4 kHz.
3. Zmozˇnost testiranja pri robnih pogojih prosto-prosto.
4. Zmozˇnost merjenja FPF med gredjo in ohiˇsjem z uporabo modalnega kladiva.
5. Zmozˇnost apliciranja dominantne aksialne obremenitve (do 1000N).
6. Zmozˇnost testiranja sistema pri ne-rotirajocˇi kakor tudi pri rotirajocˇi se gredi (do
6000RPM).
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V nadaljevanju je detajlno predstavljen izbran koncept naprave, ki sestoji iz treh pre-
prostih, stalnih delov (ohiˇsje, gred in sedlo) ter lezˇajev (testni obrocˇi, par kroglicˇnih
lezˇajev, par stozˇcˇastih lezˇajev). Izbran koncept in predstavitev vseh sestavnih delov
sta nazorno prikazana na slikah 3.5 in 3.6. V primeru rotirajocˇega scenarija je dani
napravi dodan namenski dodatek, ki vsebuje stojalo, BLDC motor in sklopko (glej
sliko 3.7). Sledi opis MKE modela naprave, kjer je predstavljen nacˇin mrezˇenja in
modeliranje kontaktov med posameznimi sestavnimi deli. Predstavljen je tudi nacˇin
vstavitve togostne matrike v MKE model. Uporabljen je element v obliki mrezˇe, ki
povezuje tecˇino obrocˇa v centralno vozliˇscˇe. Notranji in zunanji obrocˇ torej tvorita dve
centralni vozliˇscˇi, med katerima je predpisana analiticˇno izracˇunana togostna matrika.
Tovrsten nacˇin modeliranja lezˇaja imenujemo tudi hibriden nacˇin in omogocˇa, da lahko
sestavimo MKE model sistema z znatno manjˇsim sˇtevilom prostostnih stopenj kot v
primeru detajlnega modeliranja vsakega kotalnega lezˇaja.
Poleg modeliranja lezˇaja je kljucˇen tudi popis vijacˇnega spoja med gredjo in sedlom.
Znano je, da vecˇja obremenitev vijaka pomeni tudi vecˇjo togost spoja. V nasˇem primeru
pa zˇelimo, da je vsa sprememba togosti posledica zgolj dogajanja v lezˇaju. Ne zˇelimo
namrecˇ meriti tudi vijaka. V ta namen je bilo zasnovano posebno sedlo, ki ima po tri
navoje na vsaki strani. S tem zagotovimo, da so v stiku vedno vsi navoji, cˇetudi je sila sˇe
tako majhna. Posledicˇno lahko privzamemo, da se togost vijaka z vecˇanjem prednapetja
ne spremeni. Slika 3.11 prikazuje nacˇin modeliranja vijacˇnega spoja. Sestavljen MKE
model uporabimo za izracˇun treh analiz in sicer: staticˇne, modalne in harmonske. S
pomocˇjo prve izracˇunamo prednapetje v sistemu, ki ga uporabimo kot vhodni podatek
za nadaljnji analizi. S pomocˇjo modalne izracˇunamo lastne frekvence in pripadajocˇe
oblike medtem ko s harmonsko pridobimo odziv sistema pri vnesenem vzbujanju.
V nadaljevanju je predstavljeno preizkusˇevaliˇscˇe ter merilna veriga. Podani so opisi
posameznih sestavnih delov, uporabljene opreme in procesiranje signalov, ki je potrebno
za dosego zˇelenih FPF. Tekom dela je predstavljena FPF med vzbujanjem na gredi in
pospesˇkom na rebru ohiˇsja (glej sliko 3.14). Potek dela je sistematicˇno podan za ne-
rotirajocˇ kakor tudi rotirajocˇ scenarij.
Rezultati v obliki FPF so podani najprej za posamicˇen sestavni del, kjer je dobljeno
odlicˇno ujemanje med eksperimentom in numeriko. Pomembno je poudariti, da nismo
uporabili postopka posodabljanja modela, ki bi numericˇno dobljene rezultate sˇe nadalje
priblizˇal izmerjenim. Cilj naloge je namrecˇ pridobiti kar se da zanesljive numericˇne
modele, ki bodo zˇe v procesu zgodnjega snovanja napovedovali realne rezultate s po-
drocˇja dinamike. V nadaljevanju so predstavljeni rezultati na nivoju celotne naprave,
pri cˇemer so vstavljeni testni obrocˇi namesto lezˇajev. Razlicˇne aksialne obremenitve
so vnesene v sistem in pokazano je, da sprememba obremenitve zanemarljivo vpliva na
spremembo lastnih frekvenc sistema. S tem smo potrdili predpostavko, da se togost
zasnovanega vijaka ne spreminja z aplicirano obremenitvijo. Ta korak je kljucˇen, saj z
njim omogocˇimo nadaljnje testiranje sistema s pravimi lezˇaji, kjer bo vsaka sprememba
dinamike izkljucˇno rezultat spremembe togosti v lezˇajih.
Sprva je analiziran scenarij ne-rotirajocˇe gredi z vstavljenimi kroglicˇnim lezˇaji. Prika-
zano je zelo dobro ujemanje med numericˇno napovedanimi FPF in dejanskimi, eksperi-
mentalno dobljenimi. V izbranem frekvencˇnem obmocˇju vidimo sˇtiri razlicˇne vrhove, ki
se z vecˇanjem aksialne obremenitve pomikajo proti viˇsjim frekvencam (glej sliko 3.29).
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Sprememba teh lastnih frekvenc je cca. 100 Hz (najmanjˇsa obremenitev napram na-
jvecˇji) in je rezultat vecˇanja togosti lezˇajev. Prikazane so tudi modalne oblike omen-
jenih vrhov. Vidimo, da gre primarno za lastno obliko gredi napram ohiˇsju, ki je zˇe
intuitivno najbolj dominirana s strani togosti lezˇajev. V sistemu so vidni tudi drugi
vrhovi, ki pa niso funkcija prednapetja in predstavljajo lokalne modalne oblike npr.
ohiˇsja. V nadaljevanju dodamo motor in analiziramo rotirajocˇ scenarij. Opazimo, da
vnos rotacije ne vpliva na spremembo vrhov lastnih frekvenc, ki jih dominirajo lezˇaji.
Dodatno opazimo, da ob danih prednapetjih in znotraj RPM intervala zanimanja ne
pride do spremembe lokacij lastnih frekvenc (slika 3.31) ob viˇsanju frekvence vrtenja.
Preidemo k stozˇcˇastim lezˇajem in ponovim eksperiment. Sprva analiziramo ne-rotirajocˇ
scenarij. Ugotovimo, da pride do velikega odstopanja med numericˇno napovedanimi
in eksperimentalno dobljenimi FPF (slika 3.34). Ob dodatni primerjavi teoreticˇno
dobljenih in pomerjenih lastnih oblik je razvidno, da je vnesena togost za stozˇcˇasti tip
lezˇaja znatno manjˇsa od dejanske. Naj spomnimo, da smo podobne zakljucˇke dobili
zˇe v prejˇsnjem poglavju pri kvazi-staticˇni analizi modela stozˇcˇastega lezˇaja. V nadal-
jevanju dodamo motor in analiziramo rotirajocˇ scenarij. Podobno kot pri kroglicˇnih
lezˇajih opazimo, da vnos rotacije ne vpliva na spremembo vrhov lastnih frekvenc, ki jih
dominirajo lezˇaji. V primeru stozˇcˇastih lezˇajev nismo mogli gnati sistema do 6000RPM
zaradi obilnega trenja in velike generacije toplote. Posledicˇno zakljucˇka o spremembi
lastnih frekvenc pri poviˇsanih RPM tukaj ne moremo potrditi.
Poglavje zakljucˇimo z diskusijo dobljenih rezultatov. Kroglicˇni tip ne potrebuje do-
datne razprave, medtem kot stozˇcˇasti tip vnasˇa mnogo vprasˇanj. Izpostavljena sta dva
razloga za odstopanje in sicer:
1. Kontaktne poenostavitve pri stozˇcˇastem tipu v analiticˇnem modelu lezˇaja (kot
predstavljeno zˇe v zakljucˇkih prejˇsnjega poglavja).
2. Vpliv trenja, ki je v analiticˇnem modelu zanemarjen oz. je enak nicˇ. Ta pred-
postavka je morda ustrezna pri lezˇajih, ki obratujejo v EHD obmocˇju mazanja.
V nasˇem primeru pa gre za mejno mazanje, kjer je vpliv trenja precej bolj dom-
inanten. Vpliv trenja je sˇe posebno pomemben pri dinamskih analizah, kjer
amplitude nihanj pri lastnih frekvencah ne presezˇejo vrednosti, potrebne za zdrs
med telesoma (stick-slip efekt).
2.3 Glajenje kontaktnih stanj
Zaradi nelinearne narave kotalnih lezˇajev je napoved cˇasovnega odziva sistema, ki vse-
buje kotalne lezˇaje, zahtevna naloga. V tem poglavju smo predstavili novo formu-
lacijo spremembe kontaktnega stanja, pri cˇemer smo nadgradili obstojecˇ analiticˇen
model avtorjev Lim&Singh [7]. Izboljˇsava je uporabna za izracˇun odziva sistema, ki
obratuje pri nenicˇelni zracˇnosti lezˇajev. Obstojecˇa formulacija vodi v numericˇne tezˇave
pri cˇasovni integraciji zaradi potrebnega ekstremnega manjˇsanja cˇasovnega koraka v
obmocˇju vhoda oz. izhoda kotalnega elementa v/iz kontakt/a. Predstavljena teorija
vpelje glajenje na nivoju deformacij, kar rezultira v konsistentno glajenih karakteris-
tikah sile in togosti v obmocˇju kontakta. Pomembno je dodati, da je glajenje vpeljano
modularno, kar pomeni, da omogocˇimo uporabniku glajenje zgolj dolocˇenih kotalnih
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elementov. V primeru, da je glajenje enako nicˇ pri vseh kotalnih elementih, predstavl-
jen model vodi do enakih rezultatov kot obstojecˇi dinamski model. Vpliv glajenja na
togostne karakteristike je nazorno prikazan na slikah 4.9, 4.10 in 4.11.
Uporabnost predstavljenega modela je prikazana na numericˇnem primeru. Neuravno-
tezˇen rotor je podprt z dvema kotalnima lezˇajema, kakor prikazuje slika 4.12. Predstavl-
jen je odziv sistema ob zagonu rotorja z uporabo modela brez glajenja in z glajenjem.
Uporaba glajenega modela izkazuje vecˇ kot dvakrat krajˇsi racˇunski cˇas. Dodatno je
prikazan scenarij, ko rotor precˇka svojo prvo kriticˇno frekvenco. Z obstojecˇim modelom
lezˇaja nismo uspeli dobiti rezultatov, saj ni izkazoval konvergence, medtem ko glajeni
model uspesˇno izracˇuna odziv. Na ta nacˇin je pridobljena vecˇja numericˇna stabilnost,
kar zagotavlja vecˇjo uporabnost glajenega modela lezˇaja v primerjavi z obstojecˇim.
2.4 Staticˇno nedolocˇeni sistemi
Poznavanje ustrezne togosti lezˇajev je kljucˇen parameter za pravilen popis dinamike
celotnega sistema. Za pravilno dolocˇitev togosti lezˇaja potrebujemo informacijo o nje-
govi obremenitvi ali pomikih/zasukih notranjega obrocˇa napram zunanjemu. Kadar
obravnavamo staticˇno nedolocˇen sistem, imamo opravka z vecˇ neznankami kot enacˇbami.
V takih primerih je torej teoreticˇno nemogocˇe predvideti pravilno porazdelitev obre-
menitve na vse lezˇaje v sistemu in posledicˇno nemogocˇe pravilno dolocˇiti njihovo to-
gost. Uporaba staticˇno nedolocˇenih sistemov, kjer podprtja predstavljajo lezˇaji, pa
niso vecˇ redkost v sodobni industrijski praksi. V okviru tega poglavja smo predstavili
numericˇni postopek, ki s pomocˇjo iteracijskega algoritma omogocˇa pravilno napoved
obremenitvenega stanja v staticˇno nedolocˇenih sistemih, podprtih s kotalnimi lezˇaji.
Analiza je izvedena s pomocˇjo MKE modela izbranega staticˇno nedolocˇenega men-
jalnika, nadalje pa so rezultati pridobljeni tudi eksperimentalno. Iteracijski postopek
predstavlja jedro tega poglavja, saj nam omogocˇa, da s pomocˇjo vsake iteracije pridemo
blizˇje fizikalno mozˇnemu (in smiselnemu) ravnovesju sistema. Postopek je prikazan na
sliki 5.7. Iteriramo torej z obremenitvami na lezˇaje, ki jih izracˇunamo s pomocˇjo MKE
modela, dokler ne dosezˇemo njihove konvergence in posledicˇnega ravnovesja v sistemu.
Po dosezˇenem ravnovesju lahko izracˇunamo zˇelene FPF in jih primerjamo s pomerjen-
imi. Rezultati izkazujejo dobro ujemanje v smislu obremenitvene odvisnosti. Iteracijski
postopek je nadalje avtomatiziran, kar omogocˇa hitro dolocˇitev fizikalnega ravnovesja
sistema.
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3. Zakljucˇki
Obravnavano delo prikazuje pomembnost poznavanja dinamskih lastnosti kotalnih lezˇa-
jev za ustrezno napoved vibroakusticˇnega odziva rotacijskih naprav. Analiticˇni, nu-
mericˇni in eksperimentalni pristopi so bili uporabljeni za oceno kvalitete dinamskega
modela lezˇaja. Delo zaobjema raziskavo razlicˇnih tehnik modeliranja kotalnih lezˇajev
ter njihov vpliv na dinamiko sˇirsˇega sistema.
Analiticˇni model lezˇaja je primerjan s standardom ISO/TS 16281 in MKE pri-stopom.
Primerjava karakteristik sila-pomik ter pripadajocˇih togosti izkazuje dobro ujemanje
med omenjenimi pristopi za kroglicˇni tip lezˇaja. Pri stozˇcˇastem tipu lezˇaja opazimo
faktorsko razliko med vrednostmi, dobljenimi iz razlicˇnih pristopov, pri cˇemer globalna
tendenca ostaja pravilno popisana. Glavni vir napake izvira iz kontaktnih poenos-
tavitev.
Zasnovano in izgrajeno je bilo namensko preizkusˇevaliˇscˇe, ki omogocˇa eksperimentalno
obravnavo dinamike kotalnih lezˇajev. Izvrstno ujemanje je bilo pridobljeno na nivoju
kroglicˇnih lezˇajev, medtem ko stozˇcˇasti tip lezˇaja izkazuje znatno odstopanje med
izmerjenimi in izracˇunanimi FPFs. Podobno kot pri kvazi-staticˇni analizi tudi tukaj
dobimo dobro povratno informacijo za kroglicˇni tip, pri cˇemer pa stozˇcˇasti tip potrebuje
modifikacije. Njegova implementacija mora biti uporabljena s previdnostjo.
Preizkusˇevaliˇscˇe je zasnovano z namenom analize ne-rotirajocˇe kot tudi rotirajocˇe gredi.
Pokazano je, da vnesena rotacija ne vpliva na spremembo dinamike lezˇaja pri obrav-
navanih prednapetjih. Dodatno tudi obmocˇje vrtljajev (0 do 6000RPM) ne vnese
vidnih sprememb, kar rezultira v nespremenjenih pozicijah lastnih frekvenc glede na
vnesene vrtljaje. Zakljucˇimo lahko, da analiticˇna togostna matrika ustrezno kvalita-
tivno popisuje staticˇne in dinamicˇne odzive sistema za oba tipa lezˇajev. Kvantitativno
je popis ustrezen le za kroglicˇni tip, za stozˇcˇast pa ne.
Izpeljana je nova formulacija za prehod kontaktnega stanja v analiticˇnem modelu kotal-
nega lezˇaja. Njena uporaba je smiselna pri kotalnih lezˇajih, ki obratujejo ob nenicˇelni
zracˇnosti. Obstojecˇa formulacija implicira numericˇne tezˇave v procesu cˇasovne in-
tegracije. Predlagana formulacija vpelje glajenje na nivoju deformacij, kar se izrazi
tudi v glajenih karakteristikah sila-pomik in togost-pomik v obmocˇju kontakta. Nova
formulacija rezultira v hitrejˇsih in stabilnejˇsih cˇasovnih integracijah, z zanemarljivim
vplivom na natancˇnost izracˇuna.
Predstavljena je nova metoda za izracˇun togosti kotalnih lezˇajev v staticˇno nedolocˇenih
sistemih. Te sistemi izkazujejo vecˇje sˇtevilo neznank kot enacˇb. Zatorej je vpeljan
iteracijski postopek, ki je ustrezno programiran in nadalje avtomatiziran na nacˇin,
da dobimo pravilne obremenitve na posamicˇen lezˇaj v sistemu. Posledicˇno je mozˇno
izracˇunati pravilno togost lezˇajev.
Na podlagi predstavljenih zakljucˇkov lahko zapiˇsemo znanstvene prispevke dela:
1. Celovita ocena modelov togosti lezˇaja. Primerjava med analiticˇnim mod-
elom, standardom in MKE modelom je izpeljana v smislu analize karakteristik
sila-pomik. Pokazano je, da za kroglicˇni tip lezˇaja analiticˇni model predstavlja
pravilen popis realnosti medtem kot stozˇcˇasti tip potrebuje izboljˇsave.
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2. Razvoj merilne naprave za karakterizacijjo dinamskih lastnosti kotal-
nih lezˇajev. Merilna naprava omogocˇa pristop od spodaj navzgor pri robnih
pogojih prosto-prosto. Mozˇno je vnesti razlicˇne aksialne obremenitve in testirati
pri ne-rotirajocˇi in rotirajocˇi se gredi. Naprava sluzˇi kot referenca v postopku
validacije numericˇnih modelov.
3. Izpeljava izboljˇsanega modela togosti kotalnih lezˇajev z glajenjem kon-
taktnih stanj. Nenadna sprememba kontaktnega stanja se pojavi pri racˇunanju
cˇasovnega odziva sistema s kotalnimi lezˇaji, ki obratujejo ob nenicˇelni radialni
zracˇnosti. Nadgrajeni analiticˇni model omogocˇa hitrejˇse in stabilnejˇse numericˇne
cˇasovne integracije.
4. Metoda za izracˇun togosti kotalnih lezˇajev v staticˇno nedolocˇenih sis-
temih. Vpeljan je iteracijski postopek s pomocˇjo katerega resˇimo sistem z vecˇ
neznankami kot znanimi enacˇbami. Koncˇno ravnovesje obremenitvenih vektorjev
lezˇaja omogocˇa izracˇun pravilnih togostnih matrik lezˇajev.
Predstavljeno doktorsko delo potrjuje zastavljene znanstvene hipoteze podane v poglav-
ju 1.3 in izpolnjuje definirane cilje dela. Poleg odgovorov, ki jih ponuja, pa se nar-
avno odpirajo mnoga nova vprasˇanja in ideje za prihodnje delo. Tako bi na primer
razsˇiritev analiticˇnega modela lezˇaja za namene pravilnega popisa stozˇcˇastega tipa
lezˇaja dodala veliko uporabno vrednost obstojecˇemu modelu. Pomembno bi bilo do-
dati vpliv stranskega naseda, ki ga izkazuje omenjeni tip lezˇaja in v obstojecˇem modelu
ni uposˇtevan. Nadalje, veliko kotalnih lezˇajev obratuje v mejnem in mesˇanem mazal-
nem rezˇimu, ko ima trenje veliko vecˇji vpliv kot v hidrodinamicˇnem rezˇimu. Vpliv
trenja je sˇe posebej pomemben pri dinamskih analizah, kjer amplitude nihanj pri last-
nih frekvencah ne presezˇejo vrednosti potrebne za zdrs med telesoma (stick-slip efekt).
Omenjeni fenomen je morda eden izmed poglavitnih razlogov za veliko odstopanje med
izracˇunom in meritvami pri stozˇcˇastem tipu lezˇaja.
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